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From the President

Dear Friends,

A

new year and a new semester have begun at Trinity. I
feel a profound sense of excitement about the College's
future . We are in a position of strength and poised to claim a
leadership position.
To ensure Trinity's preeminence as we enter the next mill ennium, several important planning activities were initiated last
semester. The most important of these has been a faculty-led
effort to develop a comprehensive academic vision for Trinity.
The new academic vision, grounded in six critical areas of fo cus, will provide a clear sense of identity and set the direction
for Trinity's future. These six areas of emphasis are admissions,
faculty development, academic excellence , curriculum, residential life, and urban and global engagements. Once the vision
has bee"n adopted officially by the Trustees .this spring, it will
establish certain guiding principles and provide a framework
within which to proceed in our planning, on a number of
fi·onts, for the 21st century. With the vision articulated, the
process of realizing that vision will commence.
This is both an extraordinarily critical and extremely exciting
process for Trinity. Our new acadeniic vision will drive other
important planning efforts at the College. For example, our
efforts to enhance the social and intellectual life at Trinity - a
planning effort described in my letter in the last issue of the
Reporter- will proceed now within the context of a clearly
articulated academic vision for the future. The Development
Office, in consultation with Trustees, faculty, senior administrators and alumni, will begin a vigorous round of assessment and
strategic planning to update The Trinity College Campaign
priorities. These priorities must be reviewed and, where appropriate, adjusted to reflect the current strategic direction established for Trinity. I expect to present a revised and enlarged
Trinity College Campaign to the College community next falL
Given the signs of vitality and strength at Trinity, the Trustees
and I are convinced that this is the right time to raise our sights.
Iri addition, a Master Plan Task Force, comprised of faculty
and senior administrators, already has been busy tackling important facilities-related issues affecting Trinity's future . Late in
1996 the Task Force_interviewed five finalists from among close
to 20 planning and architectural firn1s that expressed an interest
in working with Trinity in the development <?fa strategic campus plan for the College. In January we announced the decision
to assemble an unusual team with tremendous strengths in different areas. (A story about the selection appears on page 2.)
Three nationally known and prestigious firms, working together for the first time ever in a collaboration of this kind, will
guide Trinity as the College embarks on a previously announced, $55-million facilities-related campus renewaL At the
same time and in parallel, we will continue to be engaged with
the significant revitalization initiative affecting the neighborhoods surrounding our campus. The intersection and integration of the campus with the neighborhoods around us will be
important considerations in the development of the overall strategic campus plan.
Among the initial tasks and high priorities of the campus
planners will bt> 1) open discussion with the planners engaged
w ith the projects planned for the Learning Corridor that will

1
President D obelle stands with principals of the three firms engaged to develop a
strategic campus plan.for Trinity. The four were en route to an all-campus meeting in Cinestudio at which the team was introduced to the Trinity community.

connect Tt~nity with our hospital partners on Washington
Street; 2) evaluation of the library renovation/ learning resource
center proj ect, which maintains the highest priority; and' 3) review of options for the siting of committed and planned buildings - buildings already identified in the Trinity College Campaign and/ or as part of the $55-million campus revitalization .
plan (which is supported by the $35-million bond issue announced a few months ago).
A gre·at deal of thought and care has gone into the master
planning process to date. It is at once an exciting and challenging process. We have an obligation, in building for the 21st
century, to preserve and protect the best of the architectural
legacy which is ours at Trinity, and the major building projects
ahead of us will shape both the aesthetic and intellectual character of Trinity for the long term.
We are a college that is on the move. Our challenge is to
maintain the momentum, sustain w hat already is great about
Trinity, and create opportunities to differentiate o-urselves in
new and imaginative ways. W e must move boldly and deliberately in directions and toward goals that, when reached, will
ensure our position among the nation's very best colleges.

Evan S. Dobelle

TRINITY
COLLEGE

Along
the Walk

Trinity selects renowned planners
and architects to lead $55-million
campus revitalization
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nJan. 23 Trinity announced the hiring of
a team of three internationally known and prestigious
architectural and planning
firms, who w ill collaborate in
an unusual team approach.
The team w ill work with
Trinity in its $55 million facilities-related campus renewal.
"The team we've assembled is eminently qualified to work with Trinity in our urban context - to
ensure our campus plan addresses the obj ective ofbetter
integrating the College with
the physical and social fabric
of our surroundings," said
President Evan S. Dobelle at
the time of the anno uncement.
The team is led by Cooper, Robertson & Partners
(CR &P) ofNew York, serving as prime consultants.
CR&P has executed major
urban design and architectural proj ects such as Battery
Park City in N ew York and
C ityfront Center in Chicago.
T he firm has a decade-long
relationship with the Walt
Disney Company and executed the master plan for
Disney's Celebration development near Orlando.
CR&P has had considerable
experience with campus
proj ects, including at Colgate
and Duke universities.
"We have fashioned a
deeply experienced, collaborative team of leading urban-

ists w hich integrates campus
strategies, architectural design
and n eighborhood planning,"
said Alexander Cooper,
founding partner of CR&P.
"Too often town and gown
interests compete. This is an
opportunity for Trinity College and the City of Hartford
to w ork together, to the benefit ofboth, and thereby set a
new standard for campus
strategic planning."
The second member of the
team is William Rawn Associates, Architects Inc. ofBoston, serving as Trinity's architectural adviser. Rawn's
b,road and diverse experience
includes campus planning
work and design of dormitones, campus centers, performing arts facilities and
other buildings on campuses
in the Northeast. The firm
won numerous awards for its
recent design of the Seiji
Ozawa Hall at Tanglewood in
Lenox, Mass.
The third associate in the
strategic master plan team is
Berridge, Lewinberg, Greenberg, Dark and Gabor of
Toronto, Canada. BLGDG,
which provides master planning and urban design services, prepared for Metropolitan Toronto an awardwinning redevelopment
study and has been retained
by The Greater Downtown
Partnership in Detroit to lead
a team in the developm.ent of
a reinvestment strategy for a
15-square-rnile area in the

heart ofDetroit.
"This proj ect represents
unique planning and design
challenges, and we are confident that this team's collaborative approach will produce
a realistic and elegant master
plan for the future ofTrinity
College and its environs,"
said CR&P's Cooper. The
numerous individual projects
to be initiated on Trinity's
campus over the next three
to five years will create significant opportunities for
local architects and builders .
Dobelle added, "Trinity is
in the hub of an exciting revitalization zone in one corner of the City of H artford.
We can imagine - and hope
- that the model we are
creating w ill be emulated in
other areas that would benefit from such renewal."

Trinity receives
reaccreditation

The

New England Association of Schools & Colleges, Inc.'s (NEASC) Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education acted favorably on Trinity's application for reaccreditation. The
reaccreditation process, which
consumed the time and energy of many people at Trinity, was coordinated by Professor of History and American Studies Eugene Leach and
Associate Administrative Dean
J ack Waggett '63. They cochaired the Self-Study Steering Committee that compiled
and drafted a self-study report
described by the reaccreditation team as a "model re-

port." This reaccreditation
team, headed by President
John McCardell of
Middlebury College, visited
the College in March 1996
for an on-site evaluation of
Trinity's compliance with
standards established by the
Commission.
In communicating its decision to President Dobelle,
the Commission gave several
reasons for its action:
T he Co llege obviously benefits from bold and inspiring
visionary presidential leadership and its recently appointed
senior administration which
endorses and facilitates the
implementation of the College's
exemplary urban initiative commitment. We commend Trinity
College for its candid, thoughtprovoking, and informative selfstudy . W e also note favorab ly
that the institution is finan cially
strong, as demonstrated by prudent management resulting in
balanced budgets for many
years. Further, we share the
team's view that the institution
provides its students with an
excellent library with a comprehensive strategic plan for maintaining and enhancing its excellence and a well-maintained
physical plant including learning
resource facilities such as the
computer center with a strong
focus on service orientation. We
also take favorable note of the
team's finding that the
College's faculty is deeply invested in the institution.
The n ext comprehensive
NEASC evaluation ofTrinity is scheduled for Spring
2006. The College will be
required to submit a fifthyear interim report for con-

sideration in Spring 2001;
such interim reporting is
Commission policy for all
institutions that are reviewed
on a ten-year evaluation
cycle.
The Commission has asked
that certain areas be emphasized by Trinity in this interim report:
Given Trinity College's pronounced pursuit of an impressive
new urban initiative within the
Hariford community, the Com mission looks forward, in the
interim report, to learning cif the
College's success in reexamining
its mission and purposes to more
precisely articulate the vision that
the institution has chosen to
pursue, difi.ning its distinctive
character, addressing the needs of
society, identifying the students
it seeks to serve, and reflecting
both the institution's traditions
and its vision for the future ....
The Commission looks forward, in the interim report, to
learning not only about ... how
the institution undertakes succesiful strategic planning over
tim.e, as a regular activity that
becomes "systematic, broadbased, interrelated, and appropriate to the institution's circumstances ... .
We wish to learn in the fifthyear report how the institution
develops a strategic approach and
agreement among constituencies
about resource allocation which
will assure investment in current
needs, as well as protect the
institution's future ....
We understand that within
the next two to three years the
new Dean [cif the Faculty) will
be focusing on the role and scope
ofgraduate programs; thus the
Commission looks forward to
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At the press conference announcing the Aetna Foundation gift are, left to right, Edie Lacey, a Lincoln Street resident; President Dobelle; Marilda Alfonso, vice president of the Aetna Foundation;
Hartford Mayor Mike Peters; and Richard Huber, vice president of Aetna Inc. and Trinity trustee.

learning ... about the College's
clear and difi.nitive directives for
determining the future ofgraduate programs, an issue that the
Commission has been concerned
with since 19 8 6 .. ..
During the site visit there was
concern among students and faculty about whether the Integration of Knowledge requirement is
the best way to accomplish its
goal of introducing students to
interdisciplinary approaches
within available stqffing resources. The Commission encourages the College to assess this
[Integration of Knowledge) requirement to determine its conso nance with the institution's educational philosophy and the
availability of staff, as well as to

determine its if.fectiveness and
continued need.
Dean Waggett expressed
satisfaction with the NEASC
review. "This was a lengthy
process that actually began in
December 1994, with the
appointment of the College's
self-study committee. It raJ?idly grew into a highly participative exercise that benefitted from the talents of a
large number of faculty members, students, and ad~inis
trators. We beli eve we presented to the Commission a
persuasive and positive picture of a Trinity on the move
and are delighted that this
rigorous external examination
validated our conclusions."

Aetna $1-million
grant boosts
revitalization
n January, Trinity announced a $1-million grant
from the Aetna Foundation in
support of the Trinity Heights
neighborhood revitalization
initiative spearheaded by the
College.
The Aetna Foundation
grant w ill fund the Aetna
Center for Families, which
will provide crucial educational and community service
program5.
"Aetna is committed to
improving the quality of life
in Hartford's neighborhoods,"
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said Ronald E. Compton,
chairman and chief executive
officer of Hartford-based
Aetna Inc. , one of the
nation's leading health care
benefits companies and a global insurance and financial
services organization. "We
are particularly pleased to be
involved with this revitalization effort happening right in
our back yard."
The Trinity Heights neighborhood revitalization initiative, which was launched last
year, links five neighborhood
institutions in an unprecedented collaboration designed to create a safe, viable
neighborhood which is a central hub of educational,
h ealth, family support and
economic development activities. In addition to Trinity
College, the other institutional partners are Hartford
Hospital, Connecticut
Children's Medical Center,
the Institute ofLiving, and
Connecticut Public Television, which together comprise the Southside Institutions Neighborhood Alliance
(SINA).
The Aetna Center for
Families will provide a wide
array of integrated programs,
said Marilda G. Alfonso, vice
president and executive director of the Aetna Foundation,
at a press conference in the
Smith House on January 9.
Services will include: early
childhood development and
parenting courses; preventive
health care information; adult
education and career pathway
counseling; and referral services for education, job and
housing programs throughout
the region. The Center will
be within walking distance of
other major community service organizations including
schools and medical centers.
Center staff will coordinate
with local programs , develop-
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ing seamless information on
vital services to meet the
needs of families in the neighborhoods surrounding
Trinity's campus.
"The commitment of the
Aetna Foundation epitomizes
the type of corporate involvement that is vital for improving the health of our communities," said President Dobelle.
"It's nice to have the private
sector on board and we look
forward to working with
Aetna to make a difference in
Hartford. "

Trinity part of
unique biomedical
engineering
consortium
lso announced in J anuary was a $1 -million
grant from the Whitaker
Foundation, supporting a biomedical engineering research
and edu cation alliance among
Connecticut corporations,
public and private institutions
of higher education, and hospitals in Connecticut and
Massachusetts.
The grant from the Whitaker Foundation makes possible the establishment of a

Biomedical Engineering Alliance for Central Connecticut
(BEACON). A uniqu e collaborative arrangement
among Trinity College, the
University of Connecticut,
the University of Connecticut Health Center, and the
University of Hartford, BEACON will enhance educational opportunities for biomedical engineering students
in the Greater Hartford area;
stimulate research efforts of
biomedical engineering faculty in biosensors, bioinstrumentation, and biomechanics; and facilitate interaction
between faculty and their
industrial colleagues.
By developing industrial
internships and collaborative
research projects, the alliance
will facilitate innovation and
technology transfer throughout the state. BEACON partners will collaborate with
Bridgeport Hospital, John
Dempsey Hospital, Hartford
Hospital, Yale/New Haven
Hospital, and Baystate Medical Center in Massachusetts,
as well as with industrial cosponsors, such as Corometrics
Medical Systems and Executive Risk, to expand j oint
research and development

activities in the state.
"BEACON is a network of
individuals and institutions
configured to maximize resources among the partners.
In this way, BEACON is
greater than the sum of its
parts," explained Joseph
Bronzino, BEACON project
director and The Vern on
Roosa Professor of Applied
Science at Trinity College.
"This award gives national
recognition to the biomedical
engineering expertise that
exists in Connecticut. We are
proud to become a part of the
Whitaker Foundation tradition of encouraging collaborative research among scientists, engineers, and physicians. This offers great promise for the creation of new
medical devices by Connecticut-based industries."
BEACON will expand the
research and development
activities in biosensors, bioinstrumentation and biomechanics at Trinity College,
the University of Hartford,
the University of Connecticut, and the University of
Connecticut Health Center.
The addition of new faculty
will greatly enhance the research base in these areas and
create a critical mass of expertise that can achieve regional
and national recognition.
Support from the private sector and participation in BEACON by several hospitals
provide an excellent launch
pad for expanded joint research and development activities related to creation of
new medical devices.
"BEACON will do much
more than ignite the spirit of
inquiry and discovery in our
students," said President
Dobelle. "In addition to significantly enhancing research
and teaching in the field of
biomedical engineering at the
institutions of higher educa-

tion that are part of BEACON, the alliance also will
enhance the climate of innovation, entrepreneurship, and
partnership in our city and
state.
"Trinity is embarked with
our institutional partners in
SINA in a neighborhood revitalization initiative that has
as one of its defining characteristics a focus on science,
health and technology. On a
14-acre 'learning corridor'
that connects Trinity with the
hospitals there will be a new
science and technology center
which is expected to become

the site where BEACON's
graduate-level biomedical
engineering courses are
taught. The potential for additional synergies is vast and
exciting to contemplate."
The Whitaker Foundation,
based in Rosslyn, Va., is a
private, nonprofit foundation
created in 197 5 in the belief
that engineering can improve
medical care. The foundation
supports biomedical engineering by developing permanent, high-quality programs that will benefit research and education in the
field.

"Curbed," a Polacolor print by Dennis Farber '68, is
one of the works on view in a show, "The Archeology
of Memory," at the Widener Gallery of Austin Arts
Center through March 2. Also exhibiting in this show
are John Bloom, Nancy Goldring and Marc St. Pierre.

Trinity's '70s classes respond to survey

ike so many colleges and
universities across the
country, Trinity has observed
a greater sense of disconnection with alma mater by
graduates of '70s classes than
other classes before or since.
Campus events, activities at
area clubs, and the alumni
fund typically draw more participants from other decades.
This is a real concern for the
College, because if alumni
don't attend events or have an
interest in Trinity, their allim.portant future support and
goodwill are in question. Will
they send their children to ,
Trinity, for instance? Will
they recommend Trinity to
relatives, colleagues and
neighbors? Will they support
the alumni fund and help
Trinity break through that
elusive 50-percent donor
partipation rate and reach
new heights?
While many schools share
these concerns, the National
Alumni Association, led by
President Peter Sturrock '65,
decided to do something
about it. Let's ask alumni, he
suggested, how they feel
about what we're doing and
what kinds of programs
would most appeal to them.
Following up on this suggestion, Professor of Sociology Noreen Channels, Institutional Research Associate
Kent Smith, and three thenseniors -Tammy Alfred '96,
Whitney Pomeroy '96 and
Lindsay Roberts '96 - worked with Director of Alumni
Relations Eugenie Devine to
develop a survey which was
conducted last spring. Of the
3,415 graduates of the '70s
classes, a random sample of
1,598 were sent surveys asking about their relationship

with Trinity, about Trinity
alumni activities, and about
themselves, i.e., employment,
marital status, number and
ages of children. The response
rate was excellent - 38 percent - or 616 usable surveys
completed.
Nina McNeely Diefenbach
'80, Bryant McBride '88 and
Kevin North '74 of the
NAA's Executive Committee
studied the results. They
found a population that
largely consists of married,
two-career couples who have
two children, and tend to be
involved primarily with organizations that are connected
w ith their children's activities.
The members recommended
that the College better promote its existing programs
aimed at alumni children,
from reunion activities to the
annual College Admissions
Exploration Program for Sons
and Daughters of Alumni and
Faculty, and that it increase
child-oriented programs both
on campus and in area clubs
around the country. Already
planned is a presentation at
Reunion '97 (june 5-8) on
college admissions and financial aid by Christopher Small,
vice president for enrollment
management.
Club leaders in several cities recognized the need to do
more family events, andrecent programs sponsored by
the Washington, D.C., and
New Haven clubs have been
successful in drawing new
faces. This is definitely an area
where the alumni office's
campus programs and its club
volunteers expect to add emphasis .
One-third of the graduates
responding do not stay in
continued on page 8
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A conversation with Vice President Brodie Remington

Trinity's prospects look bright

6

rodie Remington joined
Trinity in October as
vice president for development
and alumni programs.
Before joining Trinity's
senior management team, he
worked for six years as vice
president of public affairs and
development at the University
of Oregon. Prior to this, he
was director of The Campaign
for Penn at the University of
Pennsylvania in his capacity
as associate vice president of
development and university
relations.
H e earned his bachelor's
degree in history from the
University of Rochester and a
master's degree in American
history at the University of
Pennsylvania, where he also
met all of the course requirements for a Ph.D.
In early January R eporter
Editor Roberta J enckes met with
R emington for a discussion of
'current Development Office i1titiatives . The fo llowing are excerpts from that interview.
Reporter What is the status of
The Trinity C ollege Cam.paign? How w ould you assess
its progress?
Remington The Campaign is
proceeding extremely well .
We've had a wo nderful last
few months, experien cing a
real burst of gifts from
alumni, corporations and
foundations. The campaign
total exceeds $67,000,000,
and it is very much on track
in all respects.
Reporter Was there more
end-of-the-year activity than
usual?
Remington D efinitely ! We
were fortunate to receive several very substantial corporate

gifts, and we were also above
average in alumni giving.
Some of that is attributable to
the stock market being up,
b ut I think much more owes
to the spirit and commitment
of Trinity alumni and to the
sense that this place is very
n1.u ch on the move .

Reporter Will that translate
into a higher participation
rate for the Alumni Fund?
Remington Y es, we think it
will. We're off to a fabulous
start for the first six months of
the fiscal year, well ahead of
pace, and it looks like we are
on track at this point to hit
the m agical 50 percent participation rate, up from 4 7
percent last year. Extremely
few colleges ever reach the 50
p ercent level. We are determined to reach, and exceed,
that plateau.
Reporter That will be a first
for Trinity, w on 't it?
Remington Yes . T hat will be
a super achievement if we
reach it. And it will h elp us in
many ways, including in the
national rankings of colleges
and universities, su ch as the
one publish ed in U.S . News
and World Report.
Reporter Are there some new
or different things being done
from those that were originally in the plan for the Campaign? Midcourse corrections,
so to sp eak .. .
Remington Well, yes and no.
During the fall we proceeded
on a business as usual basis making the case, the triedand-true case for Trinity, and
presenting it as best we could
to alumni and other friends .
However, we are in the midst
of a midcourse assessment,

given several fac ts, namely:
the su ccess of the Campaign
to date, the dynamic leadership of President Evan
D obelle and the Chairman of
the Board Tom Johnson, the
progress of the neighborhood
initiative, the bond issue
w hich is providing funds for
construction and renovation
on campus, and the w ork of a
fac ulty committee, The Committee of Eight, on updating
the College's strategic plan.
There is a clear vision for its
future , a vision that will translate directly into a revised
age nda for the Campaign.
And we are exp ecting that we
will choose to raise the goal
of the Campaign.

Reporter When will the decision be made?
Remington The Committee
of Eight's document will b e
shared with the Board of
Trustees this m onth. Following this, we will be traveling
throughout the country holding brainstorming sessions
w ith small groups of alumni
in various cities to gain their
feedback on the principles
and objectives outlined in the
Committee of Eight's work,
the n ew academic vision for

Trinity. That, in essence, will
be a market test that w ill help
us to determine the new goals
and the overall agenda for the
Campaign.

Reporter Would the Campaign be extended?
·Remington Very probably.
W e think that the momentum that we have now can be
sustained, that we can raise
our sights in terms of the
campaign goal, add some additional objectives to the
campaign agenda, and extend
the timetable to keep that
momentum going.
Reporter Are there changes
planned for the development
office?
Remington T h ere is no maj or
restructuring or reorganization. What we are doing is
building on the strengths that
we have and adding some
additional emphases . Sp ecifically, we are committed to
continuing to strengthen the
Annual Fund, with the emphasis on participation. The
Annual Fund is very important for Trinity. It provides
support that is just vital to the
excellence of Trinity as an
institution. And the level of

participation has ramifications
well beyond the actual dollar
support provided by alumni.
But, in addition to building
on the Annual Fund, we will
be seeking large gifts, mostly
for restricted purposes. And,
perhaps most visible to
alumni, there w ill be greater
emphasis on planned giving
- charitable trusts, annuities,
and the like; there are real
win-win opportunities in this
area for Trinity and its
alumni. Another area of increased emphasis is corporate
and foundation support; the
quality of Trinity is such that
we can compete successfully
for these institutional dollars.
The common denominator
across the development program, w hether it be the Annual Fund, major gifts,
planned giving or whatever, is
to be customer-oriented. We
want to communicate clearly
and in a personalized fashion
w ith all alumni, as well as
w ith corporations and foundations- to make Trinity's
case, of course, but then to
find the areas of mutual interest and offer opportunities for
donors to express their phil:_
ap.thropic spirit at Trinity in a
way that provides them with
a great deal of satisfaction.
Reporter How did yo u choose
a career in development particularly educational fund
raising?
Remington It was somewhat
through the back door. I was
a graduate student at the University ofPennsylvania in the
early 1970s, needing temporary employment. I wanted to
continue to be involved with
an educational institution but
at that time the teaching job
market for history graduate
students was lean. By luck I
got a job in development and
within a year realized that it
was exciting work that offered, for me anyway, the best

of both worlds. It allowed me
to be part of an academic institution, and at the same time
to have exposure to the "real"
world and to be able to
bridge the two in a way that I
found meaningful. And that
was 22 years ago.
Reporter You've been at Trinity since the fall. What has impressed you about the College?
Remington Oh, lots of things.
I guess at the top of the list
wo uld be, very simply, the
quality- the quality and
strength of the leadership, of
the faculty, of the library, of
the student body.
Another feature that stands
out is the commitment of
everyone associated with the
College to the mission of the
institution - to the undergraduate experience - and
making sure that it is second
to none. Whether it be the
classroom experience per se,
or intellectual, social and recreational experiences outside
the classroon1, there is singuJar focus on the quality of the
student experience that I
think few other institutions
possess. And yet another
highly appealing aspect of
Trinity, coupled with the first
two, is the quality and the
focus of a liberal arts institution in an urban setting. The
many kinds of opportunities
for "extra" educational experiences that the Hartford area
provides- being a major
urban center, the state capital,
in close proximity to New
York and Boston- it's just
stunning what opportunities
Trinity students have . .
Reporter Are there ways that
Trinity does fund raising that
are different from what you
have experienced at other
colleges?
Remington There is a higher
degree of personal attention
that Trinity provides to its

alumni, generally, and donors,
specifically. I think part of
that is the sGale of the place.
It's not so large that it's bureaucratic or has substructures
within substructures and specialties w ithin specialties- in
development for example, as
well as other areas. But, I also
think it's part of the culture:
that there are alumni volunteers and staff of the College
- especially those who have
worked here for quite some
time - who are very well
connected, who know everyone and stay in touch with
everyone. And that's extremely important. It's communication and relationships
that extend beyond fund raising, per se. They certainly
help fund raising, but they
have a life and importance of
their own apart from fund
raising, alumni relations or
any other kind of outreach
from the College.
Reporter How do you rate the
College's prospects for fund
raising?
Remington Trinity has done
very well since 1823, and yet
I think it's only scratched the
surface. There is a lot more
that can be accomplished.
Trinity alumni are successful
and loyal, and if we make a
good case, I'm convinced the
alumni will respond. In addition, we have more opportunities than we've ever had
before in reaching out suecessfully to corporations and
charitable foundations for
philanthropic support.
Trinity is on the verge of a
period of growth and progress
and very possibly ratcheting
itself up in the world of premier liberal arts colleges as
never before, for reasons
mentioned previously: the
overall recent progress, the
strength and quality of the
leadership , the new neighborhood initiative, the bond is-

sue, and the sense of institutiona] self-confidence. All
these factors bode well for
Trinity's future and make this
a very exciting period for
those of us in institutional
advancement, whether it be
fund raising, admissions,
alumni relations, public relations, etc .
The most enjoyable part of
my work is meeting alumni
and learning from them what
is important in their eyes
about Trinity and why they
care about Trinity. So in the
coming months I look forward to meeting alumni individually, and in groups- all
19,000 of them, as quickly as
possible!
Reporter Do you think our
society now is more inclined
towards charitable giving?
Remington That's a good
question. Charitable giving
and volunteering have always
been prominent in American
society, uniquely so . I think
different points of view are
being offered today about
whether that charitable spirit
is growing or weakening as
the pace of change continues
to accelerate and society
seems ever more fragmented.
So, it's hard to tell, but I
am convinced that educationa] institutions which do
an outstanding job offulfilling their mission w ill continue to be deemed important to society and deserving
of financial and other kinds of
support. They are essential
both to maintaining the current social fabric and to a
future that includes hope and
optimism. Being part of a
college - through volunteer
work, financial support, etc.
- provides an unusual, almost unique, opportunity to
connect to a larger cause that
is important to the present
and the future .
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ALONG THE WALK

Tour and archeological dig of Israel
planned for July 4-25*, 1997
lumni, parents and
friends are invited to
join Classics Professor Martha
Risser and students for an
archeological dig of Caesarea
Maritima on the western
coast of Israel, the site that
was built by Herod between
22 and 10 B.C. to honor
Caesar Augustus. Planning is
underway for this July trip
which will include a oneweek tour of Qumran, where

the Dead Sea Scrolls were
found; Masada, the Herodian
palace that later became the
stronghold of Jewish Zealots;
and Ein Gedi, an oasis by the
Dead Sea. The three-week
trip will includ~ the oneweek tour and a two-week
dig with Professor Risser and
her students. *There will be
an option for a one-week
tour that includes a visit to
the dig site as well as an op-

Trinity students excavating at
Caesarea in Israel in previous
summer expeditions.

tion to participate only in the
two-week dig, but priority
will be given to participants
choosing the complete threeweek program.
1997 will be Trinity's fifth
season of archeological work
as a participant with University of Maryland and Brooklyn
College in the Combined
Caesarea Expedition. Last
year's students found a gold
belt buckle among a cache of
11 decorated gold pieces . A

'70s Survey
continued from page 5

touch with any Trinity
friends, and 44 per:cent are in
contact w ith only one to
three college friends, which
the NAA members considered a reflection of a lack of
class cohesiveness. They said
this outcome underscores the
importance of the Class Identity program, begun in 1985,
which is the responsibility of
a full-time assistant director of
alumni relations w ho serves as
adviser to the four class committees. The purpose is to
ensure a variety of class activi-

ties that help to bring students together to plan, promote and participate in class
events .
Only a small percentage of
respondents -14.2 percent
- said they were "not at all"
interested in Trinity-related
activities, while 43 .7 percent
were moderately or very interested, with the remaining
describing themselves as
"only a little" interested. At
the same time, 73.4 percent
said they would be pleased if
their child or relative chose
Trinity, indicating that their
comparatively lower level of
participation is not necessar-

ily a reflection of disaffection.
In fact, 88.2 percent rated
their own Trinity experience
as good or excellent, and the
majority said they believe
Trinity is better today that it
was w hen they attended.
On behalf of the NAA and
those who designed the survey and those who compiled
the results, I would like to
thank all those who responded. The information
that we gained from respondents in the '70s is helpful to
us as we plan campus and
area club events and programs that w ill appeal to
alumni of all ages.

monogram on the buckle
shows that these materials
once decorated a belt worn
by a Christian named
Stephanos around 600 A.D.

Volunteering at
Caesarea was
probably the most
incredibly unique and
fantastic experience
of my life.
-Justin Smith '99

Trinity and The
New Yorker
rinity and The New Yorker
magazine have joined
forces to launch "The New
Yorker Authors on Campus,"
a new and unique series of
public readings by The New
Yorker authors w h o have recently published books, or
soon will. The reading tour
was kicked off on Dec~mber
9, with a 7:00p .m. event in
the Reese Room of the
Smith House. At this inaugural event, Jeffrey Too bin read
carefully chosen passages from
his book, The Run of His Life :

An identical monogram on a
seal previously found in
Constantinople shows this
same individual likely lived
in both cities in the course of
his lifetime. The Trinity
team will continue excavating this summer in a residential area alongside the harbor.
Accommodations will be

provided in m.odern, air-conditioned £1cilities and most
meals will be included.
For further information,
contact the Trinity College
Alumni Office at (860)2972400, or by e-mail:
alumni .office @trincoll.edu,
or 300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.

It was both a learning
experience academically as well as personally. The hands-on
experience of being
where these people
once existed, and seeing the sights that they
once saw was incredible. -Daniel Strening '97

Ceasarea was an
experience that I will
never forget. I made
wonderful friends and
did things I never
thought possible. It
was hard work but
well worth it.
-Sara Simon '99
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Far left photo, one of the
gold fittings uncovered by a
student. Left, Professor
Risser (back row, center) on
a popsicle break with students; top photo, students
on a field trip; and, gold
buckle and belt fittings found
last summer.

The People v. OJ. Simpson, and
Hilton Als read selected parts
of his recent release, The
Women.
In planning the new series,
Trinity and The New York er
agreed that an effort would be
made to select authors whose
books would allow for the
reading of excerpts which
present different points of
view and which, through their
juxtaposition, would create a
certain tension and the basis
for debate. The debate - between the two authors themselves and, later, among the
authors and members of the
audience - would take place

following the formal readings by the two authors.
Toobin is known well for
his behind-the-scenes reporting of the Simpson trials,
most recently the civil trial
in Los Angeles, which he
covered. Als' acclaimed first
novel explores the role of
women of color in his life
and throughout history.
Their discussion at Trinity
was both interesting and
provocative, perhaps especially interesting for students
in the fields of creative writing, legal studies and
women's studies.
Plans are underway for

spring semester visits to Trinity by The New Yorker's authors.

Alumni launch
Busine~s Exchan.g e
even alumni have agreed
to serve on the board of a
new group called the Trinity
Business Exchange. Proposed
by a Hartford law firm's marketing director, the newly
formed organization will offer
a series of regularly scheduled
breakfast meetings on campus
with a business-oriented focus. The breakfasts provide
business networking opportu-

nities to alumni and their
guests, as well as opportunities
for students to make contacts
among area business people.
The series is offered to all
Trinity alumni a:nd undergraduates, and the clients and
potential clients of the members of the Board of Directors,
under the auspices of Alumni
Relations Director Eugenie
Devine.
At the first meeting on February 4 the topic was "Succession Planning for the Successful Middle Market Family
Business." The three speakers
participating were Attorney
Morris Banks of the law firm
continued on page 11

by Peter Knapp '65
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roposed respectively in
1874, 1875 and 1923,
three master plans for
Trinity's Summit Campus
have had a long-term impact
on the siting of buildings and
the preservation of open
spaces, and are an important
consideration in the work of
the current Master Plan Task
Force. Understanding how
these plans came into being
and what constitutes the nature of their legacy reveals
why they remain so important.
In response to the City of
Hartford's initiative to provide a site for a new State
Capitol building, the Trustees
agreed in 1872 to move the
College from its original location next to Bushnell Park.
Trinity's president, Abner
Jackson, formed a site selection committee which considered several tracts of land
in Hartford. Adopting the
selection criteria suggested to
them by Frederick Law
Olmsted, the foremost
American landscape architect
in the 19th century, they
eventually chose the Summit
site which offered acreage
sufficiently large to accommodate fu ture growth of the
College; was situated some
distance from the bustle of
the city; and, because it culminated on the west in the
Rocky Ridge outcropping,
benefited from an invigorating breeze. Jackson envisioned a grand approach to
the new campus from Washington Street, and although
Brownell Avenue accomplished this for a period before the advent of dense
housing stock, the College

The Kimball Plan, which modified the original Burges Plan and proposed three quadrangles.

never pursued the creation of
a formal entrance on Broad
Street.
During the sunm1.er of
1872, while the site committee was beginning its search,
Jackson went to England and
there engaged the services of
the noted architect, William
Burges, one of the most ardent practitioners of the High
Victorian Gothic style. For
inspiration Burges drew upon
the English practice of arranging collegiate buildings in
quadrangles, first carried out
in the 14th century at Oxford
and Cambridge colleges, and
a legacy of medieval monastic
architecture. His initial conception consisted ofblocks of
dormitories , professors' apartments, lecture rooms and associated structures (chapel,
library, dining hall, etc.)
which he organized in large
quadrangles interconnected
by gateway towers. Having
no direct knowledge of the
Summit site, Burges had to
rely on reports from Jackson
as to its nature and topogra...:
phy, as well as the firsthand

account of Francis Kimball,
a young Hartford architect
whom the Trustees employed to supervise construction of the buildings
and whom they sent to
London to work with
Burges. Kimball returned to
Hartford in the fall of 187 4
w ith Burges's final proposal, which called for the
construction in phases of
four enormous quadrangles
arranged in line.
The College was still
recovering from President
Jackson's sudden death the
previous spring, and his
successor, Thomas
Pynchon, later observed
that, upon examining
Burges's plans, the Trustees
were "thoroughly frightened at their magnitude."
Trinity had the financial
resources to construct only
a small number of the
buildings Burges had designed, and Kimball proceeded to revise the plans
to meet the College's pressing needs. In consultation
with Pynchon, Kimball

condensed the two central
quadrangles into one. He
then proposed building the
western and northern sides
of the enlarged central
quadrangle. Kimball left its
eastern side open and situated its western side along
the north-south axis of the
plateau on the ridge, thus,
in Pynchon's words, "following the lay of the land."
Kimball ultimately focused
his efforts on the westernmost ann, and his adaptation ofBurges's designs resulted in a lecture block
including the library and a
chapel, a dormitory block
including professors' apartments, and a central gateway tower. Pynchon, meanwhile, sought Olmsted's
advice in determining
whether the buildings
should be on the northern,
central or southern portion
of the plateau. The central
location emerged as the
choice. Groundbreaking
took place in July 1875 , and
Seabury and J arvis Halls
were ready for occupancy in

-

September 1878. N ortham.
T owers (1 883) was th e las t
building constructed according to the adap ted Burges
designs.
Over the fo llowing halfcentury, the C ollege fo r the
most part ignored the m as ter
plans of Burges and Kimball
when the need arose to erect
new buildings . T hree campus
buildings erected before 1900
and existing on campus until
1967, 1963, and 1971 , respectively - Alumni H all
(1887), J arvis P hysics Laborato ry (1 888), and B oardman
Hall (1900) - occupied sites
unrelated to the quadrangle
concept. T h e location of
Williams Memorial (1914)
w as the sole exception in this
regard. In his inaugural address in 1921, Presiden t
Ogilby observed that w hen
he first visited the campus he
fo und in Trinity's architecture " the note of exp ectancy,
through indicatio ns of a
n oble plan no less nobly begun : everything about the
college buildin gs suggested a
promise of greater things in
store." Working from this
premise, O gilby soon asked
Samuel Breck Parkm an
T rowbridge '83, partner in
th e New York architectural
firm of T rowbridge and
Livingstone, to prepare a
master plan for the campus as
the cen te rpiece for a fu ndraising campaign in connection w ith the College's centennial in 1923. W ith the
master plans of Burges and
Kimball as his inspiration,
Trowbridge proposed erecting additional buildings in
semi-enclosed quadrangles
located at the northern and
southern ends of the Long
W alk . H e called for the construction, on an east-west
axis, of an imposing chapel
located to the east ofWilliams M emorial. The arms of

the northern quadrangle
w ould abut Williams and the
chapel, and the connecting
arm closing off the quadrangle w ould feature a gat<;w ay tower. Tbe southern
quadrangle balanced Williams and the chapel with,
resp ectively, m assembly h all
and a commons fo r dining,
and the qu adrangle's arms
w ould consist of blocks of
dormitories and lecture
rooms. In addition, a new
gymnasium w ould occupy a
site well to the east of the
southern quadrangle.
Trowbridge died in 1925
before any opportunity arose
to pro ceed with his proposals . O gilby, however , adh ered to the plan in regard
to the location of the
Chapel, Hamlin H all, Cook,
Goodw in and Woodward
dormitories, and the Ch ernistry Buildin g.
The quadrangle concept
w hich Burges, Kimball and
Trow bridge employed in
th eir master plans has continued to exert a powerful
influence on the location of
new buildings in the postwar
period. Trowbridge's idea of
a gateway tower found expression in the D ownes M emoria! Clock T ower, and
the buildings comprising the
M ather Quadrangle all owe
their location to the plans.
Within recent years the construction of the Mathematics, C omputing and Engineering Center completed a
southernmost quadrangle
w hich includes dormitories
and the Life Sciences Center.
It is clear that the Burges,
Kimball and T rowbridge
m aster plans have left an
indelible m ark on the Summit Campus . As the current
M as ter Plan Task Force undertakes its charge, the plans
will continue to exert their
influence.

of Sorokin Sorokin Gross
H yde & Williams; Peter
Sturrock '65, investm ent consultant with Savino, Sturrock
& Sulliva n; and Sam Bailey,
J r. '62 of the investn"lent comparry, T.O. Richardson, Inc.
O ther m embers of the
board of this organiza tion are:
Alan M andell '6 1 of Blum,
Shapiro & Company; R oger
Derderian '67 of Smith
Barney, Inc.; J effrey Fox '67,
marketing consultant; J ohn
O 'Connell '8 1 of C .M. Smith
Insurance Agency; and J am es
Goodridge '63 of Goodridge
Inves tme nts. They are involved in planning the series
and as presenters, and will
take part in future programs.

Grants from
corporate sector
launch new Boys
and Girls Club
he neighborhood initiative being spearheaded by
T rinity gained further m omentum with the announcem ent January 30 of pledges of
support from Hartford businesses . The Hartford Steam
Boiler Inspection and Insurance C ompany pledged
$3 00 ,000 and Phoenix Home
Life Mutual Insurance C ompany pledged $75 ,000 in
grants to launch a new Boys
and Girls C lub at Trinity.
T he funding, w hich was
awarded to the C ollege and
m emb ers of the Southside
Institutions Neighborhood
Alliance (SINA), w ill support
building renovation and the
Club 's op erating costs for the
first three years .
"This is a dynamic example
of a public/private partnership at work in Connecticut,"
said Governor John Rowland.
" The opening of a Boys and
Girls Club at Trinity C ollege
will truly serve the needs of
city residents w ho are w orking hard to improve their
lives and the lives of their
children. I am proud that our
corporate community has
continued to step up to the
challenge of urban revitalization ."
T he grants w ill fund the
renovation of an existing

building, purchased last year
b y SIN A, at 1500 Broad
Street in the Frog Hollow
neighborhood of Hartford.
T his site is adj acent to the
Trinity campus and the
plan ned 14-acre campus of
SINA's " Learning C orridor,"
w hich will house three
schools, a Science and Technology Center, a community
learning netw ork, and other
educational, cultural and family support facilities . The
Club w ill provide area youth
with activities and supervision
during critical non-school
hours and is scheduled to
open in late spring 1997.
" This is the fi rst standalone Boys and Girls C lub to
be op ened at a college or university, " said President
D obelle. "Establishing this
Club at Trinity will serve as a
prototype for future Boys and
Girls Club college partnerships, and as a catalyst for collaboration w ith m any other
institutions of higher learning
across the natio n. In fact ,
Trinity's proj ect has already
sparked interest at Stanford
University where offi cials
have discussed creation of a
similar initiative ."
The Boys and Girls Club at
Trinity C ollege w ill be
ow ned by SIN A but operated
and managed by the Boys and
Girls. Clubs of H artford,
which already runs tw o Clubs
in the city. While experienced personnel will provide
th e new Club with ready access to quality supervision and
staff training, Trinity students
w ill also serve in key day-today positions through w ork
study jobs, in ternships and
volunteer projects. Additional
sources of financial support
for the new Club include the
Long Foundation, the Boys
and Girls Clubs of America,
T rinity C ollege and tw o generous benefactors.
The Boys and Girls Cl~bs
of America founded its first
club in H artford in 1860 , for
young people " in need of a
pla ce to call their own. "
T rinity students w ere among
the first volunteer workers for
the organization . T oday, it is
reportedly the nation's fas test
growing youth service movecontinued on page 12
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Celebrating Black History Month
The College marked February, Black History Month , with a full
calendar of events . The highlights were:
"Celebration," a photo-montage featuring portraits of
people , music and dance expressions of the African Diaspora
by photographer Maurice D. Robertson of Hartford
Affirmative Action in Higher Education -a panel discussion moderated by Sharon Herzberger, professor of psychology at Trinity, and featuring UConn Law School Professor Atty.
John Brittain, iournalist and TV host Tony Brown, Presi dent and
the Joh n M. Olin Fellow at the Center for Equal Opportunity
Li nda Chavez, Adviser to President Clinton Professor Chris
Edley of Harvard , former congressman Gary Fran ks and
Sharon Pratt Kelly, former mayor of Washington , D.C.
Film & Lecture Louis Massiah - W.E.B. DuBois, "A Biography In Four Voices," introduced by Johnny Williams,
assistant professor of sociology at Trinity
Taste of Ethnicity- Creole Cuisine, live entertainment by
"Sound of the Universe"
"Science and Public Policy: Health Care in the 21st
Century," a talk by Joycelyn Elders, former U.S. Attorney
General
m ent, serving m ore than 2.4
million young people in disadvan taged areas across America.

Development office's phonathons:
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They came,
they called,
they conquered!
hat's one way of summing up the efforts of
Trinity alum ni on the phones
from coast to coas t this fall!
The Trinity Club Phonathon
season was a huge success.
From O ctober to D ecember,
eight cities hosted nine
smashing p honathons that
raised $165,574 in 1,469
pledges for T rinity through
the Alumni and Parents'
Funds. N onetheless, N ational
Phonathon C hair Jim Smith
'78 is always looking fo r
help . " W e are very excited
with the Phonathon results to
date," he said. " H owever, we
still have a long way to go . If
we can get the callers to the
Phonathon sites, we w ill
surely exceed our goals. So if
there is anyone out there
w ho has ever thought about
trying som ething new w hich
w ill truly benefit T rinity, by
all means, give us a call! "
Not only are these even ts
integral to the Alumni and
Parents' Fund goals this year
- they' re great fun. Boston
set the record with an out-

standing 42 callers!
Phonathons are a great way
to catch up with old friends,
m eet fellow Bantam s in the
area and etDOY an evening of
dinner and conversation.
Scores of young alumni
tu rned out this year to j ump
on the phones, and they deserve a special round of applause! And, Jim Smith did
an ou ts tanding j ob in his first
year as National Phonathon
C hair!
The success of this year's
program was m ade possible
through the tireless efforts of
Trinity Club Phonathon
chairs and key volunteers:
Hartford - R andy H annan
'90, H eather W ynne '96
Boston/Wellesley Prescott Stewart '93 , Elizabeth M cFarlan '96
Washington, D-C. -Currie
Smith '80 , Nathan Sage '92 ,
Kendra W ard '93
Baltimore- J eff Seibert '70
Philadelphia - Mickey
Lloyd '60, Steve Gerber '87,
Mimi Keller Drake '90,
·
Andy Newcomb '91
Chicago - Scott Saperston '94
New York City- Cassie
Burns '93, Ashley Gilmor '95,
Tory H askell '96.
Thanks to all those wh o
helped organize and those
w ho attended. It was a banner year. Interested in joining the fun? Call D ana Luby
at 860-297-5334 .

"Bookin"' - a choreopoem by playwright William
Foster, reflecting his experiences as a Black college student
on campus in the 70s, introduced by Margo Perkins , assistant
professor of English and American studies , and followed by a
discussion
Taste of Ethnicity - African Cuisine, live entertainment by
"People of Goodwill"
The Women of the Calabash, three performers using traditional instruments to present the music of Africa, Latin America ,
the Caribbean and Black America
"Whose Story is HIStory?", a discussion/lecture on the
contributions made by people of African descent to Amercian
society by local elder, Alvin Carter, Sr.
Film - "Get on the Bus," directed by Spike Lee
A tribute to Bob Marley performed by "Loose Caboose,"
slide show, workshop
Taste of Ethnicity- Caribbean Cuisine, live entertainment
by Tony Harrington
The Performing Ensemble, a Hartford-based theater company wh ich performs original and published works by, for,
and about the African-American experience.

Special convocations planned
The Century of Engineering Convocation will take
place on H om ecoming W eekend this fall, November 710. T he event will m ark 100 years of engineering instruction at Trinity .
The events currently planned are:
T hursday, Nov. 7:
Keynote address: George Bugliarello, president of Polytechnic University and 1996- 97 national lectu rer for
Sigma Xi

Friday, Nov. 8:
Presentation on the history of engineering at T rin ity;
C onvocation and conferral of honorary degrees;
Alumni dinner, with awards presentation, speaker and
entertainment

Saturday, Nov. 9:
Events for alumni including panel discussion, tour, and
demonstrations of engineering students' work .
In addition to these events, the engineering department
at Trinity will offer a yearlong series of events affiliated
with the 100-year celebratio n. More information on the
events is available from th e engineering office, at 860297-25 17.

The President's Special Council on Women
(PSCW) is organizing a Fall 1998 convocation to celebrate the contributions of wom en at Trinity.
The PSCW invites the alum ni of Trinity to suggest
nominees for honorary degrees and to suggest the nam es
of w omen w hom they believe have m ade significant contributions to the C ollege . Please send yo ur suggestions to
Gail H all, Life Sciences Center, T rinity College, 300
Summit St., H artford, CT 06106 ; phone 860-297-2227;
fax 860-297-2538; e-mail gail.hall@m ail.trincoll.edu.

Autumn Activity

Autumn Activit
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Clockwise, from top
left: Presidential
candidate Ralph Nader;
the Senior Snow Ball;
Professor of Music John
Platoff leads a class to
an opera performance
at the Bushnell; Tito
Puente entertained on
the Quad; actor Liam
Neeson, third from
right, stopped by the
Austin Arts Center to
toast his friends of the
Lyric Theatre of Belfast;
U.S. Rep. Barbara
Kennelly M'71 spoke at
a Pi Gamma Mu
initiation; and tenor
James Flannery '58, left,
sang at the Old State
House (Gerald Hansen
'51 is shown with him).

All the ingredients were there for this great day in the College calendar:
crowds of happy alumni, brisk fall weather, two undefeated teams. That
day, the final result on the field was not what Trinity's motivated players
hoped for- a 24-7 loss to Antherst- but there were other things to cheer
about. Clockwise from left, the bonfire and rally the previous night on the
Quad were a raging hit; these five alumnae of the Class of '94 were among
those enjoying the 2 1/2 Year Reunion; crowd enjoyed football action;
Yolanda Flamino '99 participated in the cross-country meet; the day was
quintessential New England football; Trinity's Pep Band had style and spitjt;
and C aptain Mike Poremba '97 showed true competitive form.
continued on page 43
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Building on 173 Years of Success
The Annual Fund makes everything possible - scholarships and
fellowships, books and computers, classrooms and laboratories, lectures and
concerts, athletic fields and libraries - everything that makes a Trinity
education one of the finest in the country.
A Trinity education is preparation for life ... and leadership. Today's
graduates are tomorrow's leaders. Our alums agree: Trinity played a major
role in helping them become who they are today.
Malcolm F. MacLean IV '92, an Assistant Vice President in PaineWebber
Incorporated's Real Estate Investment Banking group, thinks ofhis time at
Trinity as "the greatest four years ever! ~ ' He's most grateful for "the
wonderful balance of the liberal arts and the preparation for 'real life'" that
Trinity provides. "It's what made .r:n e as successful as I am."
·
P:rescott Stewart '93 agrees. "Trinity d0es a great job of building leadership
skills, and many grads I know go on to become leaders in their fields."
Prescott, a Development Officer for the Dana Hall School in Boston,
credits Trinity's small classes and "great teacher-student relations" for much
of his success.
An Associate Personnel Representative at The Gillette Company, Elizabeth
McFarlan '96 believes that "the invaluable education" she received
working with Trinity's "dedicated faculty" has given her "the skills,
confidence, and initiative" she needs to build a successful career.
These young alums als0 agree that it's important to give something back to
the College that has made such a difference in their lives. "I want to thank
the College," says Elizabeth, "for an education that has opened many doors
for me." Prescott puts it this way: "Now it's our turn to help the College
thrive." And Malcolm.adds, "I want future students to have all the
opportunities 1 had- and more!"
The Annual Fund is vital to Trinity's quest to secure a leadership position
among the nation's finest liberal arts institutions in the 21st century. Please
support us as we continue to build on our success.
Calll-800-771-6184 or make your pledge on-line at http:/ I
www. trincoll. edu/ admin/ development.

Join us in our quest for the best.

Annual

Giving

at Trinity
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TEACHING

eaching the traditions of
Asian religions while responding to her students' needs
is in some ways, according to
Ellison (Elli) Findly, like serving two masters. Though rarely
at odds, the material and her
students provide the professor
of religion and international
studies with what she describes
as a tension that expresses one
and the same thing: the quest
for meaning in human experience.
"My commitment to teaching arises from two sources:
my commitment to the material and my commitment to
growth in my students. In each

T

EXCELLENCE

class, I am reminded of how
important it is to render the
materials I am entrusted with as
faithfully and honestly as possible. One of the most challenging parts of what I do is to
open up the richness of the traditions in ways that are accessible and meaningful to all
types of students," she said.
Her own experiences with
teachers of religion were not
uniformly positive. A pivotal
moment in her intellectual development, one which influenced her ultimate course of
study, came when she was
about 12, growing up in Virginia. She decided to write

short essays, one on a universal
religion and one on evil and
the nature of God, and submitted them to her minister. "He
refused to respond to them and
take them seriously," she recalls. As a consequence she began to seek out readings in
Asian religion. By the time she
began her undergraduate studies at Wellesley College, she
knew the focus of her academic
interest would be the Eastern
religions she had begun to explore years ago. After Wellesley, she earned an M.A. from
Columbia and M. Phil. and
Ph.D. from Yale.
When Findly first came to
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Trinity in 1980, teaching
Asian religions involved
opening up foreign worlds
to a largely Western audience, she said. Today, with
increasing numbers of students in her classes who are
of Asian ancestry, or who
are non-Asians raised in
Asian traditions, the task of
teaching has become more
complex. Students come
seeking deeper understanding and knowledge about
their particular cultural traditions or about the philosophy of the rituals they have
grown up practicing, she
said.
One such student is Rhitu
Siddharth '97, an Asian
studies and political science
double-major whose Indian
. heritage drew her to
Findly's classroom.. "I have
family in India and visit
them frequently, but I didn't
know a lot about my background until I came here.
Before taking 'Buddhist
Thought,' I knew quite a bit
about certain traditions but
not much about the philosophy behind them," she said.
Understanding those traditions in context has given
her a new appreciation for
her background. "It's been
great!" she added.
Her teaching of Hinduism., Buddhism, and other
Asian religions has earned
Findly a reputation as an
enthusiastic, accessible professor who has helped bring
a number of unique studentinitiated projects to fruition.
The most visible of these
were two mandalas, or sand
paintings, used in meditation, created by two Tibetan
Buddhist monks.
The creation of these
works of art added a vibrant,
new dimension to classroom

discussions, Findly said .
Consistent with the Buddhist concept of imperma::nence, the sand from the
completed mandalas was cast
into the Connecticut River
in a ceremony attended by
students (and covered by
The Hariford Courant). Her
students thus had the opportunity to observe a philosophy in practice and gain a
firsthand appreciation of an
Asian ·tradition. Findly said
such student-inspired
projects are excellent instructional vehicles and allow the exploration of, for
example, gender, visual art,
and community-outreach
Issues.

A liberal arts
microcosm
In learning about Asian ·
traditions and Indian art, ,
students delve into the history, literature, philosophy,
science, and economics of
the countries where these
religions originated. These
interdisciplinary explorations
afford students the opporn!nity to think critically and
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broadly, and thus represent
a microcosm of the liberal
arts experience, Findly contends.
Because of the breadth in
which her students are challenged to think and learn,
key terms and concepts
n1ust be mastered. "Once
there is shared material,
there is discussion about
what. it means, and then
there is an appropriation by
students of the material for
their own use," she said.
Author of one book on
Indian miniature art and
another on an empress of
Mughal India who ruled
from 1611 through 1627,
Findly currently is working
on a book-length manuscript which focuses on the
support of lay patrons to
Buddhist institutions. Her
scholarly pursuits and pedagogical philosophy merge
and reflect the lifestyle of
the Gautama Buddha. "The
Buddha's lifestyle was always one of responding to a
situation and never applying
an absolute set of rules," she

said. In a similar way,
Findly is guided in her
teaching by the needs of
her students. "I am
committed to taking any
good, clear, passionately
held idea a student may
have and finding some
way to make it happen,"
she said.
Religion department
chair Professor Leslie
Desmangles credits
Findly with "the unusual ability of being
able to look at one topic
from a variety of perspectives. She is a good
scholar who can look at
the Mughal period from
an economic standpoint,
a political standpoint, as
well as an artistic one."
Joanna Frost '05, an Individualized Degree Program
(IDP) religion major enrolled in Findly's "Religions
of Asia" course, praises her
professor's enthusiasm and
creative teaching techniques. "In revealing a
world I know very little
about, she has encouraged
us to interact and make our
study more personal by, for
example, having us reproduce Buddhist concepts like
mudras, or hand gestures,
and recite mantras, or vocal
incantations."
And while reciting mantras as a classroom activity
may strike some as unusual,
to Findly it is nothing more
than being true to her material, material that allows her
to keep learning and remain
a student herself "I love
what I teach and I want my
students to love it as much
as I do. That's what has
been most intriguing and
rewarding about being at
Trinity. I can keep on liv-ing
in the material," she said.
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___ginald Montgomery
eginald (Reggie) Montgomery _says simply that
h e is an acting director. Step
beyond that terse description
.and into the classroom. of
T~inity's new assistant professor
of theater and dance and you
w ill see an inspiring teacher
coaxing his students to delve
into themselves, connect with
their muse, and create art. "My

R

whole concept of working
directorially or as an instructor
is to allow people to explore
themselves to find out where
their juice or creativity is. It's
my job to tap into that source,"
Montgomery claims.
Last semester, the professional
actor and director, who has
worked in television and film
and on the stage, taught his first

BY SuzANNE ZACK

class at Trinity, Creative and In-

terpretive Approaches to Acting.
Working as an "instigator" in
this "socio-psychological performance workshop," Montgomery first challenged students
to explore themselves by writing about their self-perceptions
and goals. He then engaged
them in personal discussions of
emotional issues like race rela-
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happens out of self, out of the
iourney you've been through and the
iourney you see yourself going through."
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tions, the death p enalty, and
date rape.
Students were quick to
learn that when Montgomery
emphatically asked "What's
up?" he expected emotional
responses. "I wanted my students to get out of their heads
and into their hearts. I wanted
them to have the experience
of hearing themselves and
exploring themselves and
each other," he explained.
Their resulting monologues,
poems, sketches, and songs
form the basis for the student
production Up Front, Close,
and Personal, scheduled to run
February 27, 28, and March 1
in Austin Arts Center.
Students say Montgomery's
classroom approach last semester was very successful.
To produce an assigned character sketch about son1.eone
she had seen but did not
know, Individualized Degree
Program (IDP) student and
theater/ dance major
Jacqueline Davis '98 drew
upon her experience as an Xray technician at Hartford
Hospital. In her compelling
sketch, a newborn baby takes
center stage and speaks about
the relationship between his
mother and father. "Professor
Montgomery draws out the
creativity of students," she
said. Shaakirrah Sanders '97, a
psychology major and performing arts minor, agrees.
For the class, she created a
monologue abo ut love in her
generation. "He has this great
ability to get you to do things
that you didn't think you
could do!" she declared.

when he directed the
hit Spunk, George C.
Wolfe's adaptation of
three stories by Zora
Neale Hurston, at
Hartford Stage. It was
there that he met Associate Professor of
Theater Arthur
Feinsod, the
company's resident
dramaturg. Feinsod
invited Montgomery
to Trinity last year to
co-teach a class with
him on directing,
which earned rave
reviews from students.
Without severing his
ties to Hartford Stage,
Montgomery earned a
position as a Trinity
faculty member last
falLin October he
directed Feinsod's play Fugitive Calls, staged at Hartford's
Old State House as part of
the College's play-reading
series, "Trinity Playwrights:
Past, Present, and Future."
Montgomery describes
Feinsod as a "wonderful
writer" and applauds his
colleague's efforts to expose
students to the inner workings of Hartford Stage. "As
dramaturg, Arthur offers students a very, very rich opportunity to watch productions
with him, from rehearsal to
final performance," he said.
Feinsod, in turn, praises
Montgomery's pedagogical
talents . "He's a natural
teacher who works with a
person's natural abilities."

Hartford Stage

and Alvin Ailey

Montgomery's ·association
with Trinity began in 1995

Montg~mery

Ringling Brothers
began his career
by us.i ng his own natural

abilities in an unusual way.
The Florida native and former
athlete was recruited to become the first African-American clown for Ringling
Brothers and Barnum &
Bailey Circus. After graduating from Florida Agricultural
and Mechanical University in
1968, he toured the country
for a year with the Circus,
earned his master's degree
from Trinity University in San
Antonio, Texas, and worked
briefly at a regional theater in
Los Angeles before moving to
New York 20 years ago . Still
based in New York, he is also
a guest lecturer at the Alvin
Ailey School ofDance and at
the American Academy of
Music and Dramatic Arts.
Teaching in an academic
environment where students'
backgrounds and majors are as
diverse as Trinity's has a distinctly different focus and fla-

vor from working with professional performers in New
York, according to Montgomery. "It's exciting because
the students bring different
experiences to the classroom
and respond to me in a way
that is not predictable. It
makes the experience more
rewarding for me," he said.
Whether he is teaching
professional performers or
Trinity students, Montgomery believes that a candid exchange of ideas in the classroom is essential to stimulating self- expression, and ultimately to the creation of art.
"Art happens out of self, out
of the journey you've been
through and the journey you
see yourself going through,"
he observed. "It's a composite
of yourself that eventually
becomes your painting on a
canvas, or a dance piece, or a
play or poetry."
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Urban Curricular Initiative

rricular
connections to a
capital city
•

BY

MARK W AR REN M c L AU GHLIN

C

ities have long been places of wonder and woe, representing both the best and worst of
humanity. Trinity's "hometown," Hartford, is typical of this ur~an complexity. A capital
city, it is a seat of political power. It harbors a rich cultural vitality and a trove ofNew England's
heritage. Although weathering some tough times, it is still the source of considerable economic
power. At the same time, Hartford, like many other cities across the nation, confronts a complex array of social and economic challenges.
Recognizing both educational opportunities and its civic and social responsibilities, Trinity,
over the years, has established a number of important ties to Hartford that draw on its resources
and help address its problems. Internships, fieldwork research, cultural explorations, and community-outreach programs - these are but a few of the ways in which Trinity sustains its involvement in the city.
From this legacy of urban engagement, Trinity has recently developed, with the support of
the Pew Charitable Trusts, an ambitious Urban Curricular Initiative (UCI) that makes even
more extensive use of Hartford as an educational resource while recognizing both the increasing
importance of urban studies and the urgent need to attend to urban problems.
UCI consists of four key components - The Cities Program, Urban Issues Forums, HartfordBased Specialists Resource Network, and Urban Course Additions. These components are
complemented by two programs (not funded by the Pew grant) - CityTerm and the Community Learning Initiative- that strengthen Trinity's extraordinary partnership with Hartford.
cor1tinued on page 22
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Billed as "an innovative,
non-major program that examines cities - past, present,
and future- in all their extraordinary variety and complexity," the Cities Program
was launched last semester,
enrolling 31 first-year students who were selected on
the basis of their strong academic qualifications and interest in urban topics. Currently, the students are taking
"Reckoning with Cities: Issues and Insights," taught by
Senior Lecturer in Women's
Studies and Public Policy
Adrienne Fulco. The
program's equivalent of a
first-year seminar, the course
provides a variety of perspectives on urban life by "focusing on the real experiences
people have had with the city
over time," according to
Fulco.
Saying that she "absolutely
loves the program," Karen
von Hardenberg '00 especially
enjoys the course as "a way of
integrating different areas of
learning- history, sociology,
economics, literature - and
studying how people interacted in urban environments ." Although she discovered that her interest in the
course is leading her straight
to a major in public policy,
von Hardenberg's comment
suggests that the program is
compatible with many majors.
Associate Academic Dean].
Ronald Spencer '64, director
of the program, says it was
designed by an interdisciplinary group of faculty to "provide a distinctive angle of
vision to examine a wide array of topics central to a liberal arts education. " The
courses the program requires
suggest its considerable depth
of field. In the spring, students will take "The Development ofUrban Life, Antiq-

gram as either juniors or seniors by choosing among several options, including
CityTerm, a course on the
history of Hartford, an independent project, or urban
study while abroad.

Urban Issues Forums

Top, Associate Academic Dean Ron Spencer '64 meets with
Cities Program advisee Emily La Croix '00 in his office. Above,
Tanya Jones '97, a CityTerm participant, did an internship at
Hartford's City Hall last semester.

uity to 1900," which will
present an expansive historical and cultural panorama,
and "Th e City as Built Environment," which will examine cities from the vantage
point of architecture and
urban planning.
In the sophomore year,

students will enroll in three
courses in the program:
"Twentieth-;-Century Perspectives on the City," "The City
Imagined: Visl!al and Literary
Representations ofUrban
Life," and "Social Science
Approaches to the City."
They will complete the pro-

Political columnist George
Will '62 often laments that
Am.ericans now view citie,s
more as burdens than as
sources of cultural creativity
and social vitality. Trinity's
Urban Issues Forums could be
considered a town-hall gathering to address just that perception. Presenting interactive
panel discussions and nationally known urban authorities
like William Julius Wilson and
Robert D. Putnam, the Forums have focused on urban
politics and policy; race and
poverty in American cities;
and, most recently, rebuilding
communities and cities. The
Forums have drawn audiences
from. the campus, Hartford,
and other Connecticut cities,
and they have proven to be an
excellent, mutually educative
vehicle, adding important dimensions to curricular endeavors as well as engaging citizens
in thoughtful conversations
about the direction of their
cities and state.

'
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Hartford-based
Specialists Resource
Network
Trinity faculty members
have often capitalized on
Hartford's remarkable pool
of intellectual and professional talent by bringing area
professionals to their classes
to introduce students to the
"real-world" implications of
their studies. During 199596, more than 60 area professionals enlivened Trinity
classrooms, including a superior court judge, the director-in-residence at Hartford
Stage, and legal professionals
involved in the state's court
system. Soon, recruitment of
these invaluable resources
will be facilitated by an annotated, on-line roster of
some 150 to 200 professionals working in metropolitan
Hartford. Coordinated by
Anne Utz M'96, Director of
Internship Programs, the
Hartford-based Specialists
Resource Network will offer
an important tool for faculty
members to extend the range
of Trinity's educational experience.

Urban course
additions
Perhaps the widest curricular impact ofUCI has
been the introduction of 15
(of a proposed 20) new and
revised courses that give the
curriculum a distinctive urban cast. The courses range
from Gwendolyn Miles
Smith Professor of Art History Alden R. Gordon '69's
" Paris and London," which
examines these ancient European capitals that have successfully modernized and
explores the implications for
American cities like Hartford
and Manhattan, to Professor
D avid E. Henderson's "Environmental Chemistry,"
which looks at pollution as
an urban problem.

TEACHERS

Henderson articulates the
educational imperative that
many faculty members feel in
designing urban-oriented
courses: "The city provides a
large market of problems that
need answers. Our students
are very interested in pur.su-.
ing the real-world implications of their studies, and our
focus on the city not only
makes those problems real but
also allows students to work
for a positive end."
That idea of working for a
positive solution to urban
problems while learning
about citi es animates two programs that preceded and continue to support the Initiative.

CityTerm
Growing out of Trinity's
25 year tradition of internship
learning, CityTerm is a specialized internship program
placing juniors and seniors in
urban corporate, political,
legal, and nonprofit organizations. Its academic foundation
is a seminar, conducted this
year by Fulco, that explores
urban dynamics. Utz, who

coordinates the internship
component of C ityTerm,
considers the program to be
mutually beneficial: "the students learn the hard skills
from their practice with the
organization, and the organization receives the benefit of
the students' efforts ."

Community Learning
Initiative
Establishing co-llaborative
links between the College
and the community is also the
fundamental idea driving the
Community Learning Initiative (CLI), a program established in 1995-96 and led by
Faculty Coordinator Professor
Dan Lloyd of the philosophy
department. Lloyd, too, talks
about the substantial mutual
benefits of " using the city as
an experiential learning resource." Currently nine
courses at Trinity directly
involve students in some form
of significant contact with the
community as part of their
course work. This participation, Lloyd explains, "takes
many different forms" and

can involve a number of activities, from field research
for community agencies to
working in homeless shelters
or AIDS hospices; from
working with schizophrenic
patients to tutoring at-risk
youth. The community benefit of such labor is obvious;
perhaps not so apparent is the
exceptional learning that
takes place.
As Lloyd describes that
learning, "students reach new
levels of understanding of
key issues, and they discover
quite often that they have
made a difference in a life
and that they can be a part of
the agency of social improvement." Typical of this kind
of enriched learning is the
experience of anthropology
major Hardy P. Stecker '97.
For her "urban cmnponent"
in Visiting Associate Professor of Anthropology Janet L.
Bauer's course, " Immigrants
and Refugees," Stecker is
tutoring a group of immigrant students at Bulkeley
High School in Hartford.
She speaks earnestly about
what she learns from her students' efforts and about the
"extremely valuable experience of putting [her] privileged position as a Trinity
student in perspective."
Stecker adds that after a field
trip to the College that she
had arranged for her students,
she heard some of them say
they would one day be taking classes at Trinity. She
was, Stecker says, "thrilled to
have given them that hope."
Fostering a more informed
understanding of the complexities of cities and urban
life, the programs and projects
grouped under UCI appear
also to be doing an excellent
job of capitalizing on students' desires that their learning make a difference not
only in their own lives but in
the lives of others.
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many ways, the atmosphere on campus in the
summer of 1991 was
typical of the atmosphere any
sumn1er. Most students had
gone off on vacation. Construction projects were underway. But some warm
Wednesday evenings in June
and July were different- energized with awakened
memories of Hartford's history.
That summer, a gro up of
Trinity fac ulty and graduate
students organized The H artford Forum, inviting p eople
active in local civic life to
share their experiences and
views about the city. They
spoke outdoors under a
striped marquee near Gallows
Hill Bookstore on clear evenings; on the last night of the
series, torrential rain required

of material to scholars

a move indoors to the Cave.
A reception, a photography
exhibition in the Bookstore
and two performances by
well-known, local j azz musicians added to the stimulating
atmosphere. Audiences of 100
people, sometimes 200, came
from all over the city to h ear
Rudy P. Arnold, an attorney
who had been deputy mayor
in the early 1980s; Worth
Loomis, who was then president of the Hartford Graduate
Center; Carmen M.
Rodriguez, who was president of the H artford Boar,d of
Education at the time; and
others speak about the turbulent 1960s, racial issues, education and politics.
Forum organizer Susan
Pennybacker, an urban social
historian who is an associate
professor of history, recalls

watching the lively, multiracia) crowd of Trinity alumni,
Hartford teachers, activists
and business people who
came week after week. She
observed that a dialogue was
beginning and a constituency
existed among people who
wanted to understand how
the city's past and present are
intertwined. It was then that
she realized that the Hartford
Studies Project she 'd helped
start a year earlier indeed had
a future.
Today this urban studies
research team directed by
Pennybacker includes about
20 Trinity faculty, students
and alumni, as well as independent scholars and researchers from other institutions. The Hartford Studies
Project receives funding from
the College and makes its

home in the American Studies Program. Consisting of
archival study, lectures, photography and oral history, the
Project is offered to college
and high school students,
teachers, senior residents,
community workers and
members of the labor movement from throughout the
regwn.
"The vital thing about this
project is that it is not about
an abstraction. It's about this
immediate terrain where very
specific historic tensions are
being played out," says
Pennybacker.
The Colonial period in
Hartford and the city's Gilded
Age- Mark Twain's erahave received intensive scholarly attention. But the history
of the city's "non-elite" from
the mid-19th century to the

present has not, say Project
participants. So they have fo cused on the post-Civil War
w orking class, composed
largely of immigrants by the
start of the 20th century. African-Americans were in a minority; some were from very
old lo cal families who traced
their Hartford roots back 200
years and earlier. Others migrated in larger numbers from
the South in the World War I
era. Some came to work in
the tobacco fields, replacing
white women w ho went to
wo rk in munitions plants during the Great War. The 1960s
brought the Puerto Rican
migration.
Hartford now has over 100
ethnic groups, says Mark
Jones, Connecticut's State
Archivist and a Project participant. " It's pretty startling. It
paints a picture of a very cosmopolitan city in some ways,"
he says .
T he College fundedJones's
trips to the Library of Congress and to New York so that
he could track down records
of the Hartford chapters of the
NAACP and the Urban
League . The result was a boon
for researchers: years' worth of
correspondence, surveys, re-

Opposite page, top, reading war bulletins outside the Hartford
Times building, September 1939; bottom, women war workers at
the Colt factory, circa 1918; this page, top, Santa Lucia festival,
Front Street, Hartford, 1955; and above, a dormitory room in
Trinity's original campus.

ports and program flyers - a
treasure trove measuring two
cubic feet. B ecause ofJones 's
research on Mary Seymour, an
accomplish ed human rights
advocate about w hom little
had been published, a shelter
for women and children in
Hartford, My Sister's Place,
chose to name its new facility
the Mary Seymour Place
apartments.
"It's exciting to make a
contribution," Jones said. "It's
a very important project because there are not many
groups of historians who are
doing research in Hartford's
hidden past - hidden from the

current generation that
doesn't know very much
about it."
The Hartford Studies
Project follows in the social
documentary tradition of the
1930s. In its ow n brief history,
the Project has amassed a collection of Hartford images
numbering 3,000- the largest
single collection in the city. It
includes slides of photographs
from the Jewish Historical
Society, the Connecticut Histmical Society and the morgue
of the defunct Hariford Times
newspaper. In addition, staff
photographer Nancy Albert
IDP '88 is systematicall,y pho-

tographing contemporary
views of the sites that are depicted in the old photos.
Sandra Wheeler M'93, a
visiting lecturer in the American Studies graduate program,
serves as staff archivist. " If
people have images of Hartford from the 1920s to '50s
that we could borrow to copy,
that would be wonderful,"
Wheeler says.
By giving slide shows at
schools, senior centers and
community groups, Proj ect
members have shared their
discoveries with a wider audience. Young children esp ecially are fascinated by images
from 50 or so years ago sho wing children playing
schoolyard games or a milkman making deliveries , Albert
says. Other participants ask
community members to tell
their own stories; dozens of
written , oral and video histories have resulted so far.
Associate Professor of Sociology Stephen Valocchi, a
Project co-founder and its
director of oral history, compiled oral histories of 40
people aged 69 to 92. With
the goal of recreating th e texture of life here in the 1930s,
h e interviewed people w ho
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Main Street, Brown
Thompson's, 1940.
All photos from the collection
of the Hariford St11dies Project.
Images 11sed with this story came
from the collections ofThe
Hartford Times, the Connecticut State Library, and the H arriet
Beecher Stowe Center.
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represented the major ethnic
and racial groups living in
Hartford in the Depression
period: Italians, Jews, Poles,
Irish, African-Americans and
French Canadians. " I wanted
to get a sense of everyday life
during a difficult time,"
Valocchi says . "They're great
storytellers. I was just overwhelmed by ho w much they
wanted and needed to tell
their story."
Students enrolled in the
co urse, The History of Hariford
- 1865 to Present, undertake
their own research projects
w hich have included conducting oral histories and a lot
of original work in Hartford
archives . Often, the students
are paired with community
mentors w ho serve as resources and provide different
perspectives.
Through its work, the
Project has strengthened connections in the city, w ith the
Connecticut Histori cal
Society's Hartford Black History Project, The Hartford
Courant and its "Northeast
Magazine," and th e Wadsworth Atheneum. Pennybacker worked with others to
design a curriculum on Hartford for sixth-graders in the
city's school system and was
among those conducting
teacher institutes on the curriculum over several years,
through the support of the
Connecticu t Humanities
Council. In collaboration
w ith The Harriet Beecher
Stowe Center, the Community Forum Series was establish ed to bring in urban schol-

ars from around the country
to provide models of exemplary community life in other
cities.
As an urban social historian, Pennybacker examines
the connections that exist
between cities; her current
research focuses on the racial
politics of London and New
York in the 1930s. Trained as
a British historian, she earned
her Ph.D. from Cambridge
University while living in and
near London. Her 336-page
book, A Visionfor London
1889-1 914: labour, everyday
life and the LCC experiment,
published in 1995, is a social
history of London in the years
just before the First World
War.
On joining the Trinity faculty in 1983, Pennybacker
returned to Connecticut,
where she was born. Once
here, she became increasingly
fascinated by Hartford's past,
including its ties to London
whic h were particularly
strong during the Victorian
era. "There's an enormous
pleasure in living and working in the place abo ut which
you have an increasing understanding. It's not just a backdrop," Pennybacker says.
" Layers and layers of existence have preceded us."
A recent exam.ple of Pennybacker's contribution to the
Proj ect is an article entitled
The Life and Death ofJ oseph
Watson : Anniversary cif an Execution, whic h she wrote last
year for The Hartford Courant's
"Northeast Magazine. " Using
material gathered as part of

the Hartford Studies Project,
she described the events surrounding the 1904 trial of a
black servant accused of killing a w hite businessman.
As for the future of the
Project, Pennybacker says
goals include holding a twoday conference on the history
of Hartford, encouraging
people w ith diverse skills to

participate, and attracting
more undergraduate and
graduate level research on the
city (see accompanying sidebar
for examples of research). Plans
to digitize the Project's slide
collection for inclusion in
T rinity's computer netwo rk
are in the works . And discussions continue w ith the
Smithsonian Press about publishing a highly visual history
book.
Scholars of Hartford 's his- ·
tory undoubtedly wo uld
agree with State Archivist
Mark J ones's assessment:
"There's a lot still there to
gather- and that's ongoing."

Trinity contributions to the
scholarship on Hartford
The work of Project participants and supporters reveals the
richness of material being recovered from the city' s past.
For example:

•!• Paul Deslandes '87, a visiting lecturer in American
Studies, is working on "Myths, Minds a nd Medici ne," an
historical exhibition about the lnsitute of Living's role in
American psyc hiatry and as an employer in Hartford for
its 175th anni versary thi s year.

•!• Carmela Mazzotta ' 97 g athered ora l histories about
the riots of the 1960s.
•:• As a graduate stud en t, Carol C lark Flanagan, a teacher
at Ethel Walker School, has conducted video interiews
with former Frog Ho llow residents who'd left the neighborhood to live in the subu rbs .

•!• Leslie Brow n IDP '97, aud iovisual tec hnician at Trin ity,
produced and d irected a n ora l history video a bo ut the
West Indian comm unity.
•:• Graduate studen t Dia ne Smith , an administrator for the
Connecticut Departmen t of Economic and Community Deve lopmen t, is doing her master's thesis on her uncle
Wi lber G. Smith , w ho served four terms as a state sen ator
from Hartford and led the Hartford NAACP over several
deca des.

•!• Ambrose Conroy '97 did a project about 1960s city
planning and infrastructure.

•!• Andrew Walsh '79, assistant director of foundatio n
relations at Trinity, used the city's resources for hi s 1996
Harvard University doctoral d issertation, "For Our City's
Welfare: Bui ld ing a Protestant Establishment in Late 19th
Centu ry Hartford. "

Views and opinions from Trinity's teachers

Hong Kong after the Transition:
rvhat Trinity 5 China scholars say

T

he Trinity College Week-in-Hong
Kong took place in the last week if 1996.
Taking part in the program from outside the
College were keynote speaker Robert Oxnam
Hon. '94, the former President if the Asia
Society; President Ying Qirui of the University of Shenz hen; Victor Fung, deputy editor
if the South China Morning Post; Yash
Ghai, the Y. K. Pao Professor of Public Law
at Hong Kong University, and other specialists on aspects of the Crown Colony's imminent "hand over" to China.
Trinity participants in the program were
history prifessor and director of Trinity's
Week-in-Hong Kong Michael Lestz '68,
Kingjai Tam of the department of modern
languages; James Wen of the economics department; and Michael Mahoney of the department offine arts. Doug Tansill '61,
member of Trinity's board of trustees and chair
of The Trinity College Campaign, and his
wife, Dhuanne, were among those who traveled a great distance to be part of this memorable week.
The sessions in Hong Kong and Taipei
turned out to be a magnet for alumni,
parents, and friends of the College in these
cities, including Trinity "ex-pats" such as
Caroline Blume '92, Dierdre Nickerson '90,
]eb Cute/ius '96, and Thomas Appleton '96.
In the short articles that follow, Prifessors
Lestz, Tam , and Wen reflect on the Hong
Kong week and provide some guesses about
what the future is likely to hold after reversion
on j uly 1, 1997.

Hong Kong as a Chinese

city: July 1997 and beyond
by Michael Lestz '68,
associate professor of history
H ow do the people of Hong Kong regard the imminent "hand over" of their
city to the People's Republic of China
(PRC)? In their bones are they optimistic
or do they regard reversion with a sense
of foreboding?
In December approximately 25 Trinity
alumni, friends of the College, faculty,

and guest experts convened in Hong
Kong to consider the question of its future as a Chinese city. In a set of presentations that set a high standard for detachment, objectivity, and analytical
verve, the "hand over" was examined
from various angles. Legal complications,
the future of Hong Kong's free press and
cultural milieu, and the economic
ramifications of this unprecedented
merger of separate systems and world
views all were addressed. On the artistic
side was a tour of Hong Kong architecture and the bustling antiques market of
Hollywood Road, led by Genevieve
Goodwin Professor of the Arts Michael
Mahoney. The group's New Year's
party with the FF Society (founded at
Trinity in 1910) in the Furuma Hotel
brought in the Year of the Ox with a
crash of gongs and the shrill
squeak of party whistles.
What did our trip teach us about
Hong Kong today? Recent surveys of
opinion in the Crown Colony suggest
that attitudes toward reversion reflect
professional backgrounds and interests.
Members of the business and financial
community welcome Hong Kong's
change of status. They are energetic in
their insistence that Hong Kong's existing managerial and technocratic elite will
continue to play a central role in the

city's economic life and that China will
honor its agreements with London. Many
leading members of Hong Kong intelligentsi~. and the Colony's freewheeling
journalistic community, however, are less
hopeful. They suspect that Chinese rule
will lead to distinct changes in the package of rights enjoyed by Hong Kongers
under British rule and in heavy-handed
treatment of dissenters.
So far as business goes, at least over
the short term, the optimists are persuasive. The PRC has already invested $20
billiC!n U.S. dollars in Hong Kong and
more funds are coming; in anticipation of
reversion, the adjoining PRC city of
Shenzhen has grown into a massive
boom t;own with a population of over
three million and a lucrative economy
that depends on Hong Kong dollars and
expertise. To kill a goose that lays
golden eggs by applying policies that
might cripple Hong Kong's ability to
perform its vital economic function in
South China would be defeating.
China needs Hong Kong both as an
entrep6t and window on the world, and
changes will be calibrated to perpetuate
the city's ability to perform these roles.
But change will come and its course is
uncertain. No decade in the 50-year
history of the People's Republic of
China has lacked deep political and
structural changes, and Hong Kong's
future will now be linked to the
powerful tides that move events in
China. How the vectors of China's
political and economic evolution will
influence Hong Kong is the capital
question in 1997 as the clock ticks down
to July 1.
Foll~wing our proceedings in Hong
Kong we flew off to Taiwan for a
whirlwind tour of the Palace Museum,
the Lungshan Temple, and major sites
in Taipei. Here, Joe Wu, Secretary General of the Examination Yuan and
Trinity parent (Roger Wu of the C lass of
'97) treated us to a spectacular 14-course
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Shanghai-style banquet on the night of
arrival, and we also dined in the Grand
Hotel. All told, the Trinity Week-inHong Kong (and Taiwan) was a great
success, and hopefully it will lead to future Trinity weeks abroad that will deploy the talents of the College's international and area specialists in other fascinating and changing parts of the globe.
Professor Michael Lestz is a member of Trinity's
Department of History and former director of the
College's International Studies Program . He is a
specialist in 20th-century Chinese intellectual and
political history and has published widely in this
field . Pnfessor Lestz has lived and worked in
Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, and South Korea in
a career that has involved him professionally with
East Asia since the early 1970s.

Hong Kong culture and 1997
by Professor King-fai Tam,
assistant professor of modern languages
and international studies
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F

or close to a century now, Hong
Kong has been described as a cultural desert. Any praise of the place for its resourceful and hard-working
populace, its efficient bureaucracy, and
its prospering economy - is diluted by
observations of its presumed cultura~
poverty. Chinese people from other
parts of the world notice only the adulteration of Chinese culture in Hong
Kong, while non-Chinese, especially
Westerners, bemoan the mutations that
Western culture has undergone in
the Pearl of the Orient, rendering it unrecognizable.
However, if we accept that culture is
not only to be preserved and inherited
but also to be produced and lived, we
come to question the negativism of the
purists. The vibrancy of Hong Kong
culture lies precisely in its hybrid character, which is epitomized by a scene in a
recent Hong Kong movie in which a
private detective, surroimded at gunpoint simultaneously by Hong Kong
underworld figures, semi-official
representatives from Beijing and the
Hong Kong police, pleads first in
Cantonese, "Mhou luen leih! (Don't do
anything rash)," then in Mandarin,
"Deng yi xia! (Wait a minute)," and finally in English , "Don't shoot!"
Like the private eye spinning out three

Trinity
faculty and
China
scholars,
from left,
James Wen,
King-fai
Tam, and
Michael Lestz
'68.

languages to deal with his quandary,
Hong Kong has always negotiated
choices using varied voices and terms to
form a hybrid cultural outlook that is
uniquely cosmopolitan and yet distinctly
Hong Kong.
1997 is a significant point of transition for Hong Kong. Whether or not
the multiplicity of voices will endure
beyond that point is a matter of speculation. The task of taking stock of and
giving due recognition to Hong Kong
culture as it has evolved up to now has
consequently become all the more urgent.
Professor King-fai Tam , a native of Hong Kong,
is a specialist in modern Chinese literature who

earned his doctorate at Princeton University. He will
teach a course, Hong Kong Culture Through
Films and Literature, in Spring 1998.

Hong Kong facing the
Pacific Century"

11

by James Guanzhong Wen,
assistant professor of economics

H

ong Kong, a sparkling diamond
mounted on the south Chinese
coast, is one of the world's busiest seaports and financial centers . As a meeting
point for Chinese and Western civilizations, the city has emerged, especially
since the initiation of China's economic
reforms in 1979, as a world hub of finance, an organizational center for the
surging economy of Guangdong province and south China, and a gateway to
fast-growing Chinese and Southeast
Asian markets.
As Asian economies enter a boom era

of growth and expansion, the next century is likely to be the Pacific Century.
With the new century around the corner, American investors and exporters
have increasingly used Hong Kong as
their base to explore new business opportunities. The city has emerged as the
leading American trade outpost in East
Asia, with more than 130 American
firms and financial institutions locating
their regional headquarters there. Hong
Kong is host to the largest branch of the
American Chamber of Commerce outside the U.S.A.
However, as the Chinese say, opportunity and risk go hand in hand and the
horizon is not entirely rosy. As the date
approaches for the "hand over" of
Hong Kong to China, major questions
persist. Will Hong Kong's capitalist system be maintained? Will a possible conflict between the local democracy
movement and Beijing's insistence on
stability ~rigger a collapse in Hong
Kong's stock market? Will Hong Kong
continue to be "user-friendly" as a trading entrep6t and staging area for external investment?
With these and many other questions
in mind, I joined my colleagues at Trinity and some adventurous alumni for a
trip to Hong Kong in December. We
enjoyed rare opportunities to meet
some of the best local experts on issues
such as Hong Kong's unique culture,
politics, news media, legal system, and
economic potential. The trip was one of
the most educational in my experience,
enriching my knowledgeofHong
Kong and reconfirming some of my
previously held views, while leading me

to revise others. The following summarizes my thoughts , mainly on economic
1ssues.
It seems almost certain that Hong
Kong w ill face some thorny issues after
July 1, 1997. One of them is the legality
of the provisional legislature w hich is
supposed to replace the democratically
elected legislature. The other issues demanding attention are the promotion of
democracy in Hong Kong and freedom
of the press. It is fully imaginable that
there will be many disputes or even
clashes on these issues between those
Hong Kong residents of the Democratic
Party, led by Martin Lee, who demand
immediate democracy, and Mainland
China, w hich places stability and order
above everything else. Since there is a
large presence of Western news
media, we will see front-page coverage
of these disputes in the future.
Despite these political and legal issues,
Hong Kong's economy has been doing
well, as evidenced by Table 1.
Hong Kong has wisely and successfully shifted to the Pearl River area of
Mainland C hina almost all of its laborintensive manufacturing industries. Once
its economic pillar, these industries are
now hard-pressed to compete with those
located in Southeast Asia since the early
1980s w hen labor costs rose rapidly in
H ong Kong. By the relocation of these
industries, Hong Kong's capital can have
access to almost unlimited cheap labor in
m ainland China, thus continuing to give
an edge in competition.
Also, the move enables Hong Kong to

Table 1

transform itself into a shipping and financial service center. These are the industries that are truly based on Hong
Kong's comparative advantages due to its
excellent location. Since nothing can
change its location as the largest shipping
center in Southeas t Asia and a financial
center adjacent to m ainland China,
Hong Kong can foresee an economy
with a lasting, prosperous future w ithout
major economic threat. The whole area
has been booming, especially with
China's rapid development, and will
grow into one of the largest economies
early in the next century. Hong Kong as
a financial and shipping center will only
benefit from this boom by further economic integration w ith China. To a
great extent, the largest asse t that Hong
Kong has is China.
Perhaps because of the favorable economic prospects, despite the possible
legal deterioration or even political risks
after July 1, 1997, most Hong Kong residents are choosing to stay and to live
with the uncertainties. M any of those
who migrated to other nations earlier are
gradually returning. The number of applicants for U.S. visa has diminished
since last year, and Hong Kong has not

Economic Indicators: Hong Kong
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been losing population. In addition, real
estate has been booming; this is especially true in the luxury residential housing market, which usually serves as an
index of wealthy consumers' long-term
confidence. Clearly, the wealthiest Hong
Kong residents consider Hong Kong
their first home, at least for the next several years.
Currency is another indicator of Hong
Kong residents' confidence in their future. Hong Kong dollars, pegged on
U.S. dollars at a fixed exchange rate , can
be freely and easily converted into any
major hard currencies. Hong Kong residents can deposit their savings in the
form of U.S . dollars or other currencies,
including H ong Kong dollars. However,
the deposits in Hong Kong dollars have
been rising recently, and deposits in U.S.
dollars, declining. Currently, Hong
Kong has a relatively high growth rate
among the high-income economies and
a low unemploym ent rate compared
w ith other high-income economies, especially that of many European nations.
Reflecting the strength of its currency
and its trade, its foreign reserves have
surpassed $60 billion U.S. dollars.
Traditionally, Hong Kong has not
been a political or cultural center of
China, but rather an economic and financial center. Hong Kong residents'
acceptance of this role is reflected in
their endorsement of C. H. Tung, a local shipping tycoo n, as their new chief
executive. This new head of Hong Kong
has close ties with Beijing and the international business wo rld. One major
problem facing the Democratic party and
its allies is finding ways to reach the m ajority in their efforts to promote democracy in Hong Kong. Until that day
comes, it seems to me that Hong Kong
will increasingly look like another
Singapore, w here economy prospers
without much progress in democracy
and where most people are alienated
from political issues.
Professor Ja mes Wen of Trinity's Economics Department is a specialist on the economy of China.
A native of Shanghai, he was a graduate student
at Fudan University before coming to the United
States. where he earned his Ph.D. at the University of Chicago . He has published widely on questions relating to development economics and the
China economy in the era rfthe post-1979 reforms .
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The technology permeates every piece of College life

I
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f there's a story to be told
about computing at Trinity, says Director ofinformation Technology John Langeland, it is in its universality.
''I'm amazed at how ubiquitous computing has become
here ," he says, "and ho w long
it's been that way. This year is
Trinity's fifth as a fully networked campus - all dorm
rooms, faculty and administrative offices are wired to
each other, to the library's
on-line catalog and, through
the Internet, to the World
Wide Web. Among liberal
arts colleges, this is a unique
situation . There are peer colleges that have only recently
networked the entire campus .
It's not a way of life for everybody. H ere , it really perm eates every piece of college
life. People live on these machines. Th ey're part of the
background, part of w hat everybody knows and uses.
There are these mundane
boxes in everybody's room.
So in that way, it's not newsworthy at all."
A spring 1996 survey on
undergraduate computer usage bears out Langeland's observation. The survey, conducted by Trinity's Office of
Records and Institutional R esearch, revealed that 78 percent of students own computers, and 79 percent of the
traditional undergraduate
population is connected to
the Trinity network . On average, Trinity students reported spending seven to
eight hours a week using a
computer for their academic
wo rk.
Students who receive financial aid were sho wn to be
less likely to own computers,
a conclusion which led the
survey's administrator, Institutional Research Associate
Kent Smith, to sound a cautionary note in his comments
on the survey. "Computers
are playing an increasingly

central role
in academic
wo rk at
Trinity, and
there is a
concern that
those who
do not own
computers
may be at a
disadvantage.
This is particularly a concern
about those with limited resources who are on financial
aid. For the present at least,
the publicly available computers seem to be m eeting
the needs of those who do
not own computers. Although students who receive
financial aid are less likely to
own computers, they do not
report more frequent problems gaining access to the
computer resources they
need. " Further, Smith noted ,
a major upgrade to Trinity's
system las t summer was
deemed quite likely to alleviate any potential future problems associated with access
by students to the netwo rk.
At Trinity, Langeland says,
students don't use computers
just for research or word
processing. "Computers have
now become information
ap pliances, that con1.plem ent,

augment, and
sometimes
even replace
traditional
printed information resources provided through
the library,"
Langeland
points out.
"Within the faculty there
has been considerable conversation about how similar the
;;tcademic computing functions .are to the reference department of the library and
ho w both interact extensively
with the faculty. Both w ould
function better if they were
better coordinated," Langeland says. "There are more
computers in the library than
anywhere else on campus.
Both organizations are supporting teaching and learning
by facilitating information
access. It's the printed word
as opposed to netw orked resource, and that distinction
increasingly is blurring. Using
computing within the context
of a liberal arts education
makes sense. Everybody here
computes ."
All disciplines have made
use of the capabilities and
expertise of the academic

computing area. Some of the
first classes to use the computer extensively have been
writing courses. In September
1993, Professor ofEnglish
Dirk Kuyk, Jr. and Associate
Professor of Composition and
Rhetoric Beverly Wall teamtaught Writing On-line, a
course w hich met only electronically. Wall, who is also
director of the Allan K. Smith
Writing Center, notes that
several faculty of the Writing
Center incorporate various
kinds of electronic pedagogy
intro their teaching. Last semester Wall collaborated w ith
fac ulty at nine other colleges
and two high schools to
launch The Electronic D emocracy Project, taught on-line to
the 12 sites in New E ngland,
New York and California.
The chemistry department
also has been in the front
guard; the departm ent was
networked in 1990 and had
the first LAN (Local Area
N etw ork) installation on campus outside of the Computing
Center. A lab in the Clement
Chemistry Building was upgraded for new chemistry
software in August 1993.
Clement 106 was upgraded
for use as a netw orked classroom in the social sciences. A

Professor of Computer Science Ralph Walde helps with a question in an introductory class.

computer- equipped seminar
room in Life Sciences was
renovated and opened in
January 1994 for use by
classes in math, psychology,
English and other disciplines.
The campus's newest academic building, the Mathematics Computing, and Engineering Center (MCEC),
which opened in 1991, was
designed w ith heavy computing use in mind. Frequent
rewiring for data communications was expected, so cable
trays were installed in all the
corridors, artfully hidden by
vaulted arches. Several of
MCEC's classrooms feature
computer projection capability, making it easier for professors to teach computerrelated materials.
The staff to support all of
the far-flung activites of computing on campus is approximately 25 employees, working in academic computing,
administrative data services,
and telecommunications.
These people, Langeland says,
" print pay checks, make
phones and e-mail work, interact with and support faculty, students, and staff'activities that no doubt go
quite far beyond the scope
that was imagined w hen
Langeland joined Trinity in
1986 . At that time the staff
was eight people, all reporting
to different supervisors. Only
fo ur years before, August
Sapega, professor of engineering emeritus, bought the
C ollege's first personal computers, introduced that year
by IBM. When the first
M acintosh personal computers were introduced in 1984,
Trinity bought two of those.
T wo events in the ,late
1980s dramatically altered the
technology landscape at Trinity. In September 1988, the
College's phone system was
substantially upgraded; with
the new telephone system all
faculty and staff received a
data connection and voice
mail box. The implementation in 1987 of CTW, a
consortia! on-line catalog car-

rying the library holdings of
Trinity, Wesleyan and Connecticut College, focused
further attention on the
campus's growing computerization. With the installation
of the CTW library system,
Trinity's network began to
spread beyond its cramped
quarters in the basement of
Hallden Engineering Lab.
At the same time, student
usage of computers was
growing. By July 1988, 24
IBM clones and 167 MACs
had been sold to Trinity students and staff through the
Computing Center. By February 1989 nearly one-third
of all Trinity students owned
a computer. Later that same
year they could log on to the
World Wide Web, as Trinity
joined the Internet in October.
Students were quick to see
and take advantage of the
unprecedented opportunities
presented them. In March
1993, Peter Adams '95, Paul
Tedesco '95, and Frank
Sikernitsky '96 launched the
TrinColl Journal, the
Internet's first weekly multimedia magazine . Attracting a
worldwide audience from the
start, the Journal has approximately 5, 000-10,000 readers
viewing its "pages" every
week. For example, on just
one day last fall, editor-inchief Ian Sample '97 reported
visits to the "web- zine " from
people in 26 foreign countries.
Using the computer to
reach beyond the campus is a
movement that is growing
quickly. "The College is
thinking about lifetime learning," Langeland says, "and
exploring ways to offer
courses to alumni who are
not in residence . We know
the course we might offer
could be every bit as rigorous
as what is given here on campus. We hope to offer something to support alumni
scholars in their lifelong
learning. It's possible that we
could have a pilot course for
alumni in the 1997-98 academic year."

The networked classroom:
American Studies 301
Professors Jan Cohn and]. Fred Pfeil began planning last
May for American Studies 301, the junior seminar formajors which they team-taught in the fall semester. Part of their
preparations for the course involved integrating the use of three
software systems currently, available at Trinity: DOCEX,
PacerForum and ImageAXS.
So significant were these innovations to the seminar that Cohn
wrote about the experience for Crossroads, an American Studies Web site devoted to curricular experiments using electronic
media . Trinity is one ifjust six test sites nationally for Crossroads; Cohn had written to the Director in August, bifore the
class began, about the foray into electronic pedagogy. At the
end of the semester she offered to interweave the August preview with a December reflection on what worked, what didn't,
and what the surprises were. if she were to title her commentary, she suggests it might be called, "Oh, It's a Long, Long
VVhile from May to December. "
Here are excerpts of the Crossroads article.

by Jan Cohn, G. Keith Funston Professor of
American Literature and American Studies

T

he American Studies Program at Trinity consists of a
small set of core courses fleshed out with cross-listed
offerings from nearly a dozen different departments. At
the center of the major is the junior seminar, a teamtaught, two-credit course that meets as a three-hour
seminar twice each week. Originally a survey of American Studies classics, the junior seminar currently takes a
thematic approach and adopts a cultural studies methodology. Perhaps even more significant a change is the fact
that the junior seminar, designed as an intensive reading-writing course for perhaps a dozen students, now
enrolls about 30.
In the 1996 fall term, Fred Pfeil and I took on the
junior seminar, decided on the West for our theme,
discovered that there would be 31 students in the
course, and - in relation to none of the above - determined to teeter out on the high wire of high tech.
While both Fred and I are master word processors and
avid e-mailers, the rest of the electronic landscape
would be as new to us as the Great American Desert
continued on page 32
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was to the average Exoduster
(term for a pioneer who traveled West).
We had some things going
for us. Since Trinity is a
Crossroads Test Site, we were
fully aware of the resources
available through Crossroads.
Additionally, and crucially,
for a small liberal arts college
Trinity is unusually, perhaps
uniquely, advanced in the
distribution and development
of computer resources . Not
only are all faculty offices
equipped with high- end
computers, but all the dormitory rooms are wired for student computers. Moreover,
the computing staff is committed to disseminating information and programs and to
supplying aid and comfort to
those willing to experim.ent.
None of wha t Fred and I did
would have been possible
without the help of Bernard
Hecker and Terry Griffin of
the Computing Center and
Trudy Jacoby of the Fine Arts
Library. Finally, we received
a present from the outside
world : Ken Burns' PBS series
on the West was scheduled
for a fall airing with a
complementary Internet site
available.
What follows contains a
description of th e electronic
plans for the j unior seminar,
interwoven with reflections
on each part of this experiment. There were successes;
there were failures; and there
were surprises .
August: The electronic centerpiece for the junior seminar will
be PacerForum, an electronic
bulletin board. We'll have a class
bulletin board as well as five others, one for each group of six (in
one case, seven) students. The
primary use for PacerForum will
be the preparation of Response
Papers. Response Papers, keyed
to the reading assignments, have
been the traditional means for
ensuring close reading and lively
class discussion in the seminar.
Morevoer, as this seminar works
on the principle of providing more
and more intellectual freedom to

the students, we typically provide
questions for the earlier Response
Papers, but leave the students free
to think up their own questions
as the course progresses .
Mile Response Papers work
very well in this course, they are
something of a problem with 31
students. All the written work in
the junior seminar is read by both
teachers and responded to with
ample commentary . With 31
papers to read each week the burden is considerable. Fred and I
believe that PacerForum looks
like the perfect solution. Each of
the five groups will discuss the
Response Paper questions on the
bulletin board (with Fred and me
eavesdropping and often commenting), but each week only one
student from each group will be
responsible for writing the group
Response Paper.
Beyond leveling the mountain
of papers, PacerForum promises
another advantage: it offers the
chance to enhance the creation of
a classroom community. A tough
and demanding course, the junior
seminar has always been a bond-

ing experience for the students,
and we anticipate that the bulletin boards will intensify that
bonding as students discuss the
reading (and film -viewing) with
each other. Additionally, and
very significantly, these discussions should help erode the idea
(and the fact) that typically student papers are private communications between the student and
the professor. Finished Response
Papers will be posted in
DOCEX (described below) and
read by all the students in the
class bifore the seminar meets.
December: Two points.
First, PacerForum is a wonderful tool, capable of fu lfilling all our expectations. Second, despite the capabilities of
Pacer Forum, some of our
expectations were not fu lfilled. W hat follows identifies
the difficulties, or perhaps
better the surprises, we encountered.
Fred and I knew that we
had only th e briefest time to
arrange the students in
groups, and especially to

make sure that there was a
balance between stronger and
weaker students in each
group . To that end werequired a practice Response
Paper (hard copy, no hightech yet) from each student
the first week. We both read
all the papers and met for a
considerable time to arrange
the groups . We thought we
had done a good job in distributing th e students, but
w hile we could discern differences in ability, there were, as
it turned out, even wider disparities in commitment that
we could not know about so
early in the course.
By the time we assigned
the first "real" Response Paper, startling differences
among the groups became
immediately apparent. Three
of the bulletin boards were
lively; two were virtually silent, except of course for the
lone voice of the Response
Paper writer crying out for
h elp in the electronic wasteland: "Hello, hello. This is

_ ___ . What do you think
of this idea? Hello? Hello?"
Some Response Papers, as a
result, were simply the work
of a single student.
Another problem arose as
we discovered which students
were writing the earliest Response Papers. Not surprisingly, the weaker students
held off, letting those with
stronger grades on the first
papers test the waters first.
However, given the shape of
the course, this was a serious
problem. The earlier Response Papers answered the
questions we had prepared;
the later ones worked without
any questions. Because of this,
the weakest students, lurking
in the shadows as long as possible, found themselves with
the most difficult assignm ents.
T he results were predictable.
Nevertheless, there were
some real successes with
PacerForum. Three of the
bulletin boards were lively,
w ith over 150 exchanges over
the course of the semester. By
the middle of the term, a
couple of the bulletin boards
were buzzing with interpretations, especially of the Western films assigned for the
co urse . And it was clear that
for these students - and for
Fred and me - PacerForum
was fun.
August: We also plan to use a
document exchange program
called DOCEX. Unlike
PacerForum, which is usiful for
briif exchanges, DOCEX is
designed for longer pieces of writillg. (Students write on whatever
word processing software they use
and simply drag the finished
document into DOCEX.) The
first way we'll use DOCEX is
for Response Papers, making
them available for all the students
ill the class. I should explain that
DOCEX appears as a set of
folders , of which we tvill use two:
one that students can open and
one that is "locked" to everyone
but Fred and me.
The major use for DOCEX
will come as each group of students hegins its research project.

Each group will select a broad
topic, and each student in the
group will pick a narrow subject
within that topic. Each group tv ill
have a class period for the presentation of its research and, ten
days later, will submit a finished
"Portfolio," with each student's
paper and a briif broad statement
about the larger topic.
The research materials for the
presentations Iportfolios will
range, we expect, from valuable
old books and pamphlets in
Trinity's Watkinson Library (a
rich 19th-century archive), to
printed materials available in the
Library itself (including the Connecticut College- TrinityWesleyan Consortium) or

through Interlibrary Loan, to
material available on the Web,
whether through Crossroads or
the site being set up in corljunction with The West on PBS, or
other Web sources . Students can
easily download materials from
the Web into DOCEX, for their
own research, for sharing with
one another, or for use in their
presentations. Since students will
be working in groups, we anticipate - at least in our more optimistic moments - that they will
not only share material with one
another but they will occasionally
happen across something they
believe to be usiful for one of
their colleagues. lf that happens,
it will enhance the sense of com-

"Our students, poised on the edge of the
21st century, etc., etc., found that the archival materials in the Watkinson were far
richer and more interesting to them than
anything they found on the Web!"

Two of
the images
from the
ImageAXS
program.

munity we are eager to foster .
All final papers will also be
submitted through DOCEX,
both to Fred and me, in the
"locked" folder, and to the class
in the open folder.
December: By and large,
DOCEX works splendidly.
Outside of the fact that Fred
and I had to have "translators" added to our software in
order to read the various
word processing systems used
by our students, the two of us
had no serious electronic
problems. To be sure, the
technical problems and occasional downtimes that plague
computing centers did occur,
creating their own kind of
havoc.
That said, DOCEX provided us real advantages, particularly insofar as Response
Papers could be electronically
submitted well before the
time of class, allowing us to
read them by the time the
class met. (Papers were due
by 4:00 on the day before
class. Fred and I would open
DOCEX, print the papers,
and take them home to read.)
This was a considerable benefit since it allowed us to
know precisely where the
problems lay with one or another assignment. As to
w hether the students read
each other's Response Papers,
it's difficult to say. My guess,
thinking back over class discussions, is that the best students did so and the others
did not.
As for the downloading of
Web materials into DOCEX,
well ...a funny thing happened. Each group was required to visit the Watkinson
Library where Librarians
AJesandra Schmidt or Patricia
Bunker met with the students, learned of their research topic, and showed
them the kinds of resources
available there. The upshot
was that our students, poised
on the edge of the 21st century, etc., etc., found that the
archival materials in the
Watkinson were far richer
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Trudy Jacoby, seen here in the Visual Resources Collection with
Patrick Hannon '99, worked with Professors Cohn and Pfeil to
create a database of images for American Studies 301, "The West."

and more interesting to them
than anything they found on
the Web! We had given them
a hot button to Crossroads,
Web site addresses for the
Library of Congress and the
Smithsonian, additional specialized Web sites as we
learned of them. Despite these
tools, they continued to expion; the Watkinson. There's
a point to emphasize here.
Our students can and do use
the Web, most of them expertly. But when it comes to
providing direct access to archival materials, the Web ren1a1ns very uneven.
The greatest benefit provided by DOCEX came at
the time of the students' presentations. During the presentations and the question periods that followed, Fred and I

took copious notes. After
that we wrote draft critiques
of each presentation, critiques intended to sharpen
the students' work as they
prepared their papers. We
exhanged the drafts in the
"locked" DOCEX folder,
back and forth as we edited
and added to them. Within
24 hours, we deposited our
critiques - each some 500
to 700 words long- in the
open DOCEX folder so that
the students would have
them as early as possible.
Without question, DOCEX
alone made it possible to
work with this kind of speed
and efficiency.
To our immense surprise,
we discovered that students
were reading one another's
critiques. As we thought

about this, it seemed like
a pretty good thing; after
all, the students had all
heard one another's presentations and, in that
context, finding out what
Fred and I had said
should be useful. In terms
of our intentions for the
seminar, a sense of shared
work within an intellectual community,
DOCEX was an incalculable benefit.
August: I am probably
most delighted with a program called ImageAXS,
which the Slide Librarian
Trudy Jacoby and the Computing Center are creating
for our course. Fred and I
have selected about 75
Western images, mostly
paintings and some photographs. All of these will be
digitally scanned and put up
on Trinity's Web site. In
the high-tech classroom we
have been assigned, we can
project these images from the
computer onto a large
screeen, and students can
study them on their own
computers.
For several years I have
incorporated slides into my
courses, finding graphic images
very poweiful means for investigating cultural constructions.
There is, however, a problem:
because "slide shows" are separate
from the rest of the course, isolated from texts by being shown
on special days, they create for
students the sense of existing as a
separate cultural entity.
;
ImageAXS will change all that
because we can show one slide or
several at any given moment in
the course.
December: ImageAXS was
a triumph. There was only
one minor disappointment
and that had to do with the
resolution of the images; it is
not as sharp or defined as the
resolution of slides. Other
than that, this program
worked precisely as we

wished; we were able to enhance any number of class
meetings with one or two
slides, using them in conjunction with printed materials.
No doubt the best index to
the success of ImageAXS was
the students' own use of
graphic images in their presentations and papers. As
many as half of the students
digitized such materials as
book covers, illustrations,
sketches, and photographs.
They projected these during
their presentations and deposited them in DOCEX for us
to view while reading their
research papers.
December: How do I
evaluate our foray into electronic pedagogy? Would I do
it again?
To answer the second
question first, absolutely! In
evaluating the use of electronic technologies in the ·
junior seminar, I can only say
that they were powerful enhancements for the course.
This course is intense; it has a
boot-camp reputation. At the
same time, it is a bonding,
community-building experience. PacerForum and
DOCEX, in their different
ways can work to enhance the
intensity and the sense of
community. As we say in the
course syllabus, "One goal of
the junior seminar is to allow
you to achieve increasing intellectual independence over
the course of the semester."
Discussions on the
PacerForum bulletin boards
and the exchange of papers
and research materials, including graphic images, through
DOCEX provide the opportunity for students to share
their ideas and their work
with one another rather than
simply with the professor(s),
and that strikes me as an important steppingstone to the
"intellectual independence"
we wish to foster.

With these poems by Professor of English Hugh Ogden, the R eporter debuts a new feature,
"Poet's Corner," featuring work by alumni, faculty, students, and visiting poets. The first
two poems, "Devotions" and "Beaver," are taken from Ogden's new book, Windfalls ,
described in this issue in "Books by Trinity Authors." The third he wrote for his friend and
colleague in the English department, Thalia Selz. Ogden has taught at Trinity since 1967.

DEVOTIONS

Deer browse in the yard near the house.
One who was a fawn
some months
ago
nuzzles a doe he has not yet forgotten .
His small teeth are
hidden and
grass
dangles from his mouth. The hawks are not
yet circling two by
three by four
on
the thermal that begins their journey.
Only the yellow leaves
of the poplar
remain,
hardwoods having given up their crowns
and trails nibbled down
to the swamp
turned
into a brown mat offern and grass.
Then the wind scatters
the mist and
October
floats in the distances of the sun:
When a goshawk soars
the small animals
cry
faith and again faith, the deer
startle and the leaves
of the poplar
fall.
BEAVER

In winter, he crosses the continent
in his blood, his nose smelling
a richer gloss and the thawing
before ice-out. He is not afraid
during hungry nights of sleep

or when the dawn breaks open
and he swims out and up for open
water in the middle of the ice
or watches the shore where saplings
sprout the green musk of spring
and a poplar starts all over to
become leaves again. Six weeks ago
in March I saw him at a breathing
hole, his dark tail splayed firm
over the wind-cuffed snow and ice
as he sat up and looked. He was
watching as the sky watches for
another suiface, a child for the sun
after it goes down . All of us
watched that way when we slid out
in air and breathed it. How wide
the light looked and how deep.
How we held everything we saw.
After he had gone back in to find
more open water the hole seemed
a small dot on the white sheet
of the lakefrozen over. Yesterday,
weeks after it had risen with spring
thaw and the ice had cracked
and sung in the pure song of being
water once again, he crawled up
the bank with fur sleek and dripping,
held his nose in the air and went
to the young poplar about to bud,
by late afternoon had the limbs
gnawed off and the trunk in pieces,
most of the bark stripped clean
just as it had begun to green again.
When he slid down the bank and

floated there among the bobbing
limbs, !felt the empty sky, the
space where the sapling had been,
the nearby fir and alder, felt
my skin tighten in the cold light
and then let go in the undulating
water, the shore stretch wide in air
and waves as I breathed in April
and the clear suiface of the lake.
WE NEVER TIRE, WE FLOURISH

(for Thalia Selz, on her retirement)
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We' ll keep coming back
to the things we love,
a typewriter banging
away while children put
on coats for winter,
a Victorian house overlooking a dike-walled
river in Hariford,
that first bright day
when we stumbled (and
stumble) through our
beliif systems into
a classroom. They're
growing bigger, the
things we love and
somehow we grow with
them and when they're
gone and us too, having
come to the edge of a
crossing, our love's
still there and what
we are, nipping at
the heels of those
we've taught and those
they teach, trying to
get them to pay attention.

In December, at the end if the fall term,
Maggie Helm '97 if Prospect, Ky .
presented her paper, "A Woman's Place
is in the White House," for a women's
studies class at Trinity. A creative writing
major, Helm has a minor in women's
studies. At Trinity, she has competed
in field hockey and rugby, earned a
place on the Faculty Honors List, and
spent a semester in Sydney, Australia.
After graduation, she plans to live in Los
Angeles and hopes to work m advertlSlng.
Here are excerpts from her 26-page paper.
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P ac e ls
in the
te
House

BY MAGGIE HELM

'97

T

he White House, for obvious reasons, is probably the most public
home in America. It is not only a
home, obviously, but ·a pla.ce where
some of the most important choices are
made concerning the public at large.
We see a blurring of lines here that
traditionally have been drawn between
the domestic sphere of house and
home and the public sphere of political
policy. Traditionally, a woman occupies, and never transcends, the private
sphere. In contrast, the public world is
overwhelmingly masculine, as the man
leaves the domestic sphere to wo rk and
is breadwinner for his family .
The President and the First Lady

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, shown here delivering the
Commencement address to graduates of the University of Michigan.

often find them.selves launched somew h ere between these spheres; they
struggle to define themselves by standards society has imposed, as well as
their own personal ideas of who they
are. I choose to analyze two First Ladies' time in the White House in an
·attempt to define the role, as decided
by the American public, during
Jacqueline Kennedy's time and then
Hillary Clinton's. Americans act as if
the won1.en's movement of the '60s
swept away any inequality between
men and women, but comparing these
two first ladies reveals what modern
society still believes about sex and gender.
Jacqueline Kennedy easily became
exactly what the American public of
the early 1960s wanted from a First
Lady. She existed unquestionably
within the private and domestic world,
even inside of the starkly public White
House. And when sh e felt the scrutiny
of the public eye, or became caught up
in the masculine, public world of politics, sh e managed always to keep it in
the context of what was acceptably
feminine and domestic.
Article upon article in magazines
such as Newsweek and Life feature
Jacqueline Kennedy not as a human
being or an active contributor to society, but as a doll figure, yet never to be
taken off the shelf. .. One article blatantly states, "Jackie's looks were playing a real role in wo rld diplomacy." 1
Jacqueline Kennedy manipulated h er
feminine qualities not only to wow the
world, but also to make the public and
government officials feel comfortable
with the idea that she was so sharply at
the center of the public world of politics. She was, her graceful coyness reminded, not attempting to make public
policy, or openly sway the President's
opinion, but simply sitting pretty. As
long as she only chose to break from
the confines of the private sphere for
reasons of femininity, America embraced her.
It is appropriate that Jacqueline
Kennedy was so revered during her
time; what should make women uncomfortable today is that many Americans still feel First Ladies should continue in this tradition, adhering to the

Author Maggie Helm in the Trinity library.

standard Jacqueline Kennedy continued
35 years ago, and enhanced with her
signature style and grace.
Eventually a man would be elected
President whose wife would refuse to
exist within set boundaries of the White
House's domestic sphere. And it was
obviously inevitable as American
w omen sought education and jobs in the
public world that the First Lady would
ultimately be one of these American
w omen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton was a working woman, a wife and mother. For
many, this proved appealing; after all, it
mirrored their own lives. But somehow,
the reflection becomes distorted, for she
is no longer the typical American. She is
the First Lady. And soon after Hillary set
fo ot in her new home, the public outcry
about her rightful place in the White
House grew louder and louder as she
moved casually from the domestic to the
political.
H illary can, and does move into the
masculine sphere , possibly because she
has spent her life there, working as a
lawyer and in the political eye, and possibly because her personality does not
suit First Lady as much as it does politi-

cal adviser to the President. But, traditional ideas of women as wives and
mothers, existing in the realm of the domestic, have not disappeared, not by a
long shot. The public's interest in Hillary
suddenly becomes a multifaceted concern. The reaction of the press makes it
clear that while Hillary may have qualities that enable her position in the public
sphere, these traits plainly unnerve
Americans.
Some women saw Hillary as a role
model, a reflection of their own identity,
as working mothers, or even just working women. Other women do not feel
represented by Hillary, nor do they feel
any camaraderie. Like the men who fear
Hillary's movement into the public
sphere, women who have made different
choices wonder about the choices they
have made in their own lives. Is being a
wife and mother enough? Does one need
a career to feel self-worth?
I
Further, while most First Ladies have
given a domestic feeling of comfort to
the White House , their husbands provided the hard edge of personal, political
and masculine toughness. With Hillary
and Bill Clinton, the opposite is true and
American men and women have been

unsettled by the role reversaF Bill
Clinton openly acknowledges Hillary's
capabilities. It stands to reason, then, that
men everywhere will be forced to accept
women in any public arena .
For these men, this is a harsh statement about the redistribution of power ~
that the women's movement has given
way to. Their privilege is at stake because of women like Hillary, and if the
Hillary-types get inside the White
House, the final political bastion, then
men's control will ultimately be lost.
With some luck and ingenuity, Hillary
Clinton has the potential to raise consciousness about a woman's right to exist
in either the ·public or private sphere.
With her husband, she may even conquer ideas about the private as feminine
and the public as masculine. She has real
political power, even though she was
never elected to a political position. It is
a depressing fact that Hillary's command,
and future First Ladies' as well, comes
from the man she is married to, but it is
also a fact that to change the system, one
usually must work within that very same
system.
We supposedly live in a time where
the places men and women inhabit are
not so distinctly separate, and so the ambiguous role of First Lady becomes even
more uncertain. Americans claim to
want equal rights for all, but when presented with the prospect of giving up
male privilege and traditional ideas about
women, suddenly a fierce backlash occurs, and Hillary Clinton, specifically,
must suffer the consequences. But, just
as many imagined during Clinton's first
term, Hillary still is a representative not
only of her generation but also of mine.
We have begun to break down the sharp
divisions between the feminine world of
domesticity and the masculine, public
realm. And regardless of political blunders cited as reasoning for her "resignation, " 3 if Hillary is kept from the public
realm, all women may be.
1

"The President's Scene Stealer and her
Pair of Paris Hairdos" (Life, June 9,
1961, p. 46).
2
Kenneth T. Walsh, "Her Time ofTravail," U.S. News and World Report, Feb.
5, 1996, p. 28.
3
Jacob Weisberg, "Why She Should
Resign," New York Magaz ine, Jan. 22,
1996, p. 19.
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DeAngelis named
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All-American
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orking hard and playing hard: To some,
this concept may have different meanings. In the case of
Joe DeAngelis, a senior from
Springfield, Mass., it is an apt
way to describe the perfect
example of the scholar-athlete.
In late December, DeAngelis, an offensive lineman
on the NESCAC champion
Trinity football team, was
named as~· GTE First Team
College Division Academic
All-American. The All~
American team is selected by a
committee of sports infomution directors from around the

country. The first Trinity
football player ever to receive
this honor, DeAngelis is only
the second Trinity athlete to
be named as a First T earn
Academic All-American
(former Bantam basketball star
Keith Wolff'96 is the other).
DeAngelis, a chemistry
major who holds an impressive 4.01 grade point average,
was nominated by AI Carbone
'95, Sports Information Director, in Noyember. In early
December, DeAngelis was
selected to the District I Academic All-Region team. As a
result, he was placed on the
national ballot. "The hardest
part of the selection process is
the regional ballot," explains
Carbone. "Since every SID in
our region (New York, New

Jersey, and New England)
nominated an athlete, we get
a lot of biased voting because
ofleague affiliations, etc. Just
like K~ith Wolff last year, Joe
only had to get past the regional ballot for good things
to result."
DeAngelis's academic and
athletic resumes are impressive, to say the least. The
President's Fellow in chemistry and the Vernon K. Krieble
Scholar for this academic year,
DeAngelis has received numerous acadernic prizes. Athletically, he is a standout. A
starter on an offensive line
that helped make possible an
average 332.8 yards per game
in 1996, DeAngelis is also a
tri-captain for the indoor and
outdoor track & field teams.
In addition to the GTE award,
DeAngelis was recipient of the
Nils V. ''Swede" Nelson
award, given to the top
scholar-athlete in Division II
& III by the Gridiron Club of
Boston.
"It's a special feeling to be
recognized for both academics
and athletics," says DeAngelis,
who will graduate in May and
enter the working world before tackling medical schooL
"This only adds to my great
experience here at Trinity."

In case you missed

it.•...

H

ere are some news and
notes from the fall and
winter sports seasons .... Senior
nmning back Raymond
Jones (Dorchester, Mass.)
was nan1ed to the HewlettPackard All-American Third
Team. Jones rushed for a career-high 1,270 yards and 13
touchdowns for the 7-1 Bantams .... Jory Waldman
(Slingerlands, N.Y.), a senior forward on the NCAAplayoff field hockey team,
earned Third Team AllAmerican honors from the
National Field Hockey
Coaches Association. Waldman led the 11-4 Bantams
with a career-high 53 points

Jory Waldman '97

this season. .,. Marc Salafia
(Manchester, Conn.) was
named to the New England
Soccer Coaches Third Team
All-Region team. Salafia led
the 5-8-1 Bantams with 14
points in 1996 .... Joe
Mullaney (Wellesley,
Mass.), Ryan Burch
(Scotia, N.Y.), and Greg
Gagne (Wolcott, Conn.)
were named tricaptains for
the 1997 Trinity football
team .... Head Baseball Coach
Bill Decker was selected to
participate at the USA Baseball National Trials Camp,
held at Legends Fields in
Tampa, Fla. Decker and a sixperson staff assembled to
evaluate, identify, and select
players for possible invitation
to' the USA Baseball Training
Camp this summer.. .. After
missing his team's first seven
gan~es due to back surgery,
senior co-captain Craig
Muse (Melrose, Mass.) had
a grand return to the ice as he
was named to the All-Star
team at the Elmira College/
Star Gazette Invitational,
January 4 and 5. Muse scored
nine points in two games,
including a two-goal, threeassist effort in a 6-4 victory
over the University ofFindlay
(Ohio). Muse was also named

Head coach of men's
basketball, Stan Ogrodnik

the Bauer/ ECAC East Player
of the Week. ... Head Basketball Coach Stan Ogrodnik
became the College's all-time
winningest coach on January
21, as he earned his 254th
career victory with a 77-65
win over Wesleyan in Ray
Oosting Gymnasium. Ogrodnik, in his 16th season, passed
Oosting p 924-1957, 253194) with the victory .. .. The
men' s and women's squash
teams have an international
flavor in 1996-97. Gail
Davie, a native of Cheshire,
England, along with Marcus
Cowie (Norwich, England) and Steve Ayling
(Sussex, England), all have
be,en playing big roles for both.
teams.,. .. Freshman swimmer
Emily Polito (Joliet. Ill.), .
in just a short time, has had a
fabulous first collegiate season, breaking a 14-year-old
College record in th.e 200
Intermediate Relay (2: 19 .48)
on january l1 versus Amherst.

women's professional basketball players of the American
Basketball League. For New
England residents, the interest
has been even greater. The
New En'gland Blizzard, who
play their games at the Hartford and Springfield civic
centers, have led the league in
attendance despite a mediocre
record. As a result, ABL oilicials designated Hartford as
the spot for the league's Inaugural All-Star Game, which
was played on Sunday, December 15 at the Hartford
Civic Center.
For their All-Star W ~kend, ABL officialS wanted to
hold a T hree Point Contest
and host a clinic for area
youngsters. With the .help of
Trinity Athletic Director
Rick Hazelton , the ABL was
able to reserve Ray Oosting
Gymnasiunifor its Saturday
festivities, which were sponsored by Reebok, Lady Foot
Locker, and Nissan.
In addition, the. ABL
wanted the Trinity women's
basketball team to be involved with the clinic, which
would have over 200 girls
participating. For seniors Susan Dinklage and Katherine

Anderson, it was a wonderful
opportunity to interact with
some of the finest women's
players in the world. "It was
incredible. To talk and work
with .1996 Olympic Gold
Medalists Jennifer Azzi and
Teresa Edwards was so cool, ·
and they were so nice,"
commented Dinklage, who
hails from South Burlington,
Vt. Anderson, a xesident of
Milford, Conn., agreed. "We
were a little awestruck to be
around them. But, in reality,
they, especially All-Stars Jennifer Rizzotti and Dawn
Staley, were so normal. They
never acted cocky. ,,
Trinity Head Coach ·
Maureen Pine, in her tenth
season, knew it was a great ·
opportunity for her team as
well as for the College." 'I
was proud thai we .could
offer our facility,'' Pine explaine d. "Watching my kids'
faces and expressions that
afternoon was tremendous.
Not many Division III programs offer a location in the
ciry, like Hartford, allowing
us to be part of the ABL excitement."
That evening, and while
the ABL All-Stars rested up

for their game the next day,
the Trinity women's basketball team took to the hardwood, hosting St. Joseph
College ofWest Hartford.
With their minds filled
with the extraordinary experiences from that same afternoon, and the new sneakers
they received from Reebok,
the Bantams crushed the Blue
Jays, 81-54. "It definitely
gave us a lift fo r the game,"
.said Anderson of the .
afternoon's experience. The
victory was the fifth consecutive of the season for the Bantams.
Women's basketball has
come a long way, especially
in the professional arena.
With marquee players like
Edwards (Atlanta Glory), Azzi
(San Jose Lasers), Rizzotti
(Blizzartf) ; Staley (Richmond
Rage), and Nikki McCray
(Columbus Quest) paving the
way, younger players can aspire to reach the next level.
"Women are getting a lot
more recognition and respect," said Dinklage about
the A.BL. "tt gives women's
players hope that they, too ,
can go' on and be succes.sful in
the professional ranks ."

Interacting with
greatness:
a day with the
best of the ABL
or the last three months,
fans around the country
have flocked to see the new ·

The 1996-97 Trinity women's basketball team poses for a group photo during the ABL All-Star
Game festivities.
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by Trinity Authors

strengths."
Mark Silk, who formerly
was with the Atlanta J ournalConstitution, is the author of
Spiritual Politics: R eligion in
America Since World War II
and Unsecular Media: Making
News of Religion in America.

WINDFALLS
by Hugh Ogden
Andrew Mountain Press,
(P. 0. Box 340353, Hartford,
CT, 06134), 1996, 24 pages,
$5 .00 per copy plus $1. 50
shipping
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" Hugh Ogden's poems engage a lyric present that expands to evoke a rich sense of
history and nature. These are
poems of observant relationship, ripened waiting, intense
fu lln ess," writes Patricia
Eakins of the works in this
chapbook collection of poems . Professor of English at
Trinity, Ogden has published
over 200 poems in 150 periodicals, two books of poetry
(Looking for History, 1991 , and
Two Roads and This Spring,
1993) , a keepsake ("Hang
Gliding: The Overlook,"
1995), and a tape recording of
his poetry. He is on the
Southern Connecticut Library
Council's roster of public
perform.ers .
In addition to giving poetry readings, Ogden co.nceived and hosted "Connecticut Voices" on Connecticut
Public R adio and has been a
radio show host. He has been
a Fellow at the MacDowell
Colony, Ucross, Djerassi, and
the Albee Foundation and has
won grants from the NEA
and the Connecticut Commission on the Arts.
Ogden also teaches at the
Academy for the Arts in
Hartford and in Bloomfield at
the high school. He is a social
activist who has taught students of all kinds, inclu ding
the elderly, the handicapped
and people in prisons.

MAKING CAPITALISM
WORK
by Leonard Silk
and Mark Silk
New York University P ress
(New York, N.Y .), 1996,
228 pages, $24.95 cloth
Mark Silk, the director of the
Center for the Study of Religion in Public Life at Trinity,

JEWISH LIFE AND
THOUGHT AMONG
GREEKS AND
ROMANS: PRIMARY
READINGS
co-edited by Louis H. Feldman
'46 and Meyer Reinhold,
professor emeritus at Boston
University
Fortress Press (Minneapolis,
Minn.), 1996, 434 pages,
$48 .00 paperback

Contributors to and the coauthor of Making Capitalism
Work are, from left: Bernard
Wasow, Jonas Pontusson,
Mark Silk, and Robert
H eilbroner

completed this book after the
death last year of his father,
Leonard Silk, w ith whom h e
had previously co-authored
The American Establishment.
The senior Silk , an editorial
writer and economics columnist for The New York Times
for nearly 25 years and chairman of the editorial board of
Business Week, undertook the
writing of the book in 1995
at the time of the Republican
ascendancy in Congress. With
the Republicans' proposal of
an ambitious program embracing a new degree of
laissez-faire economics,
Leonard Silk embarked upon
this book " to rescue a crucial
subj ect from ideologues,"
according to J.W. Anderson,
who reviewed it in T he New
York Times.
Contributors to the book
include Bernard Wasow of
the Ford Foundatio n and
Jonas Pontusson, professor of
governm ent at Cornell University, who wrote on, respectively, the form er Soviet
bloc and the social-market
economies of Northern Europe. Economist Robert
H eilbroner wrote the epilogue. The result, according
to J. W. Anderson, is "an instructive survey of capitalism
as it now exists in the world's

great centers of economic
power."
The Silks treat capitalism as
simply one of a number of
economic systems. They address such issues as the obligation of the rich to the poor,
the responsibility of the state
to insulate its citizens from
market fluctuations, th e responsibility of present generations to provide for future
ones, and whether economic
systems can set the proper
extent and limits of individual
rights and freedoms.
"We speak often of economic j ournalists, less often of
a highly qualified economist
who is equally competent in
written expression," said
Harvard University's John
Kenneth Galbraith of this
book. "Such was Leonard
Silk, as this last work, finished
by his accomplished son and
long-time associates, shows so
well. It is wise, informative
and in marked contrast w ith
the regressive thought and
effort of our time."
Tom Wicker said, "Mark
Silk has completed his father's
last wo rk in a way that does
ample justice to Leonard
Silk's intelligence, economic
insight and compassionate
understanding of capitalism's
weaknesses as well as its

CONTRA APIONEM:
STUDIES IN ITS
CHARACTER AND
CONTEXT WITH A
LATIN CONCORDANCE
TO THE PORTION
MISSING IN GREEK
co-edited by Louis H. Feldman
'46 and J ohn R. Levison,
professor in the
Divinity School at Duke
University
E.J. Brill (Leiden, the
Netherlands), 1996, 517
pages, $119.00 hardcover
The first of these books coedited by Louis Feldman contains introductions, notes, and
bibliographies, from Greek
and Latin literature, rabbinic
literature, inscriptions, papyri,
and coins, illustrating the religious, cultural, economic and
social life ofJews, both in
Palestine and in the Diaspora
in the period from Alexander
the Great in the fourth century B.C.E. to the period of
Justinian in the sixth century
C.E. There is particular emphasis on the attitudes, both
favorable and unfavorable, of
non-Jewish governments, the
m asses, and intellectuals toward J ews and of the attitudes
of J ews toward non-Jews , as
well as on sectarianism among
Jews, the revolts of Jews
against the Romans , and the

much-debated topi c of conversion to Judaism during this
period .
The second book contains
14 essays, including one by
Feldman, "Reading between
the Lines: Appreciation of
Judaism in Anti-J ewish Writers Cited in Contra Apionem," on various aspects of
this work by Josephus in
w hic h he defends the Jews
against the charges of antiSemites.
Feldman is a professor of
classics at Yeshiva University
and the author of numerous
w orks .

PROPHECY &
APOCALYPTICISM
T he Postexilic Social
Setting
by Stephen L. Cook '84
Fortress Press (Minneapolis,
M inn.) , 1995, 240 pages,
$2 1.00 paperback
Did Israelite Jewish apocalyptic literature originate among
alienated or disenfranchised
groups? In his overview of
apocalyptism in the Hebrew
Bible, Cook contends that
such thinking and writing
stem from priestly gro ups that
held power.
In the book's preface,
Cook notes the increased interest in the Bible and
apocalypticism as the 20th
century draws to a close. In
the book he attempts to point
out the failings of deprivation
theo ry of apocalypticism and
alternative ways of understanding the development of
Israelite apocalypticism.
In his introduction, he
notes that some readers find
in apocalyptic literature "sane
warnings for our time of
ozone depletion, unchecked
population growth, and the
spread of nuclear weapo ns.
Still others find in the apocalyptic writers clear insight
into the impossibility of
genuine community on earth
without divine intervention."
Robert R. Wilson ofYale
University writes, "Stephen

L. Cook has clearly provided
a major alternative to the current consensus, and his work
will have to be taken seriously
in all future studies."
Dr. Cook is assistant professor of Old Testament at
Virginia Theological Seminary.

MEQUASSET BY
THE SEA AND OTHER
PLAYS
by J olene Goldenthal M' 69
Andrew Mountain Press (P .
0. Box 340353, Hartford,
CT 06134), $8.95 plus $1.50
per order for shipping
M equasset by the Sea , the ti tle
play, reveals the lives of five
women during a reunion
on the beach w here they
played as children, strolled on
the sand with the men they
married, and mourned the
loss of time and of love.
Marvin Kaye, director of The
Open Book in New York, said
of the play, Goldenthal
" .. .creates warm , believable
characters an audience truly
cares about ... A wonderful
event in time that, like all
good theatre, seems realer
than reality itself."
"Jolene Goldenthal mines
the landscape of women's
dreams and desires," says
Chris Angermann, associate
director, Florida Studio Theatre. "Her plays are dramatic
gems which articulate h er
characters' secret longings
with a lyrical and poetic voice
all their own."
An award-winning playwright whose work has been
produced in this country and
ab road, Goldenthal is a member of The Dramatists Guild,
The New England Theatre
Conference, The International Women's Writing
Guild, and Stage S~urce, and
founding artistic director of
The Hartford Playwrights,
Inc. Her other plays include
The Station Plays, The Other
Sonya, How W e Met and Other
Events, and R emembering
Rachel.

CHRONICLES OF
THE FRIGATE
MACEDONIAN
1809-1922
by J ames T ertius de Kay '51
W.W. Norton & Company,
Inc. (New York), 1995, 288
pages , illustrated, $25.00
Barely rementbered today,
the British frigate Macedonian
was once recognized the
world over as the most important prize ever taken by
the American navy. Author
de Kay revitalizes the cachet
of the Macedonian in a tale
complete with larger-than-life
skippers, battles , chases and
one n ear- mutiny.
Launched at Woolrich in
1810 at the height of the wars
against Napoleon, the
Macedonian, which was captured from the British in the
War of 1812, was proof of
American daring and skill. It
was mainly because of the
frigate 's reputation as a trophy
ship that sh e served so prominently in defining events of
her times, including the liberation ofLatin America, the
Irish famine and the Civil
War. This book provides, in
microcosm, a portrait of the
gunboat diplomacy that defined international relations in
the 19th century.
Author de Kay's previous
works include The Natural
Superiority of the Lift Hander,
The Battle of Stonington, and a
book for young readers titled
Meet Martin Luther King, Jr.

CURRICULUM OF
LOVE
Cultivating the Spiritual
Nature of Children
by Morgan Simone Daleo '79
and illustrated by Frank Riccio
'79
Grace Publishing & Communications (Charlottesville,
Va.) , 1996, 173 pages, $17.95
paperback

Author Daleo says in her introduction that she hopes the
book will be used as "a resource of ideas designed to
stimulate the growth of compassionate, caring human beings." Further, she notes that
she has tried to make " this
curriculum" practical. " It is
designed," she writes, "as a
collection of activities centered on ten core values: harmony, mindfulness, service,
self-reliance, community,
history (the human adventure), compassion, beauty,
balance and joy."
In the chapter on history,
for example, there is an exercise on interviewing a grandparent for an oral biography,
and the chapter on beauty has
a lesson on painting a water- ·
color. At the end of each
chapter is a resource list with
recommendations of books
and music for adults and children. A more general resource list on spirituality and
children is included at the end
of the book.
Daleo 's approach iri the
book is based in Christianity
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but influenced by Eastern
philosophy; she suggests that
the curriculum. she offers be
used as a starting point for
those wishing to teach the
values of their own religious
traditions.
Daleo is an author, educator, performing artist and
children's radio host. She has
been teaching, performing
and working with children
and adults, utilizing the arts as
an essential component for
creative expression for more
than 20 years. She has taught
on the theater arts faculties of
Wesleyan University and
Sonoma State University. She
holds an MALS from W esleyan University. She and her
husband, artist/illustrator
Frank Riccio , an award-winning children's book illustrator, live in Charlottesville,
Va., with their two children.
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THE MASS AUDIENCE
Rediscovering the Domin;mt Model
by James G. Webster '73 and
Patricia F. Phalen
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
Inc. (Mahwah, N.J.), 1996,
168 pages, $13.20 paperback,
$31.95 hardcover

A volume in the publisher's
Communication Series, this
book advances new ideas on
the concept of audience. Particularly, the authors question
the utility of the "mass" audience concept, which sees audience as a large collection of
people mostly unknown to
one another that was unified
through exposure to media.
Recently, media scholars have
questioned the utility of the
mass audience concept, characterizing it as insensitive to
differences among audience
m embers inescapably bound
up with discredited notions of
mass society, or serving only a
narrow set of industrial interests. Webster and Phalen find
these characterizations to be
often false and unwarranted,
either by the historical record
or by contemporary industry

IS

by Trinity Anthers

practice.
Rather, they argue for a
rediscovery of the dominant
model by summarizing and
critiquing the very considerable b~dy ofliterature on
audience behavior, and by
demonstrating different ways
of analyzing mass audiences.
Furth er, th ey provide a
framework for understanding
the future of the audience in
the new media environment,
and suggest how the concept
of mass audience can inform
research on media effects,
cultural studies, and media
policy.
"This is a long-overdue
volume . The 'mass audience'
is one of the most widely
used - and least understood
-concepts in media theory.
Written in a clear, engaging
style, The Mass Audience reveals the evolution of this
concept and how it is still
relevant for studying today's
rapidly changing electronic
media environment. Along
the way, [the authors] ac hieve
a masterful synthesis of more
than four decades of research
of audience behavior," said
ThQ.mas R. Lindlof of the
University ofKentucky of
this book.
Webster is professor of radio/TV /film and associate
dean of the School of Speech
at Northwestern University.

AFFIRMATIONS OF
WEALTH, 101 Secrets of
Daily Success
by V. John Alexandrov '80
Tatnuck Bookseller (W orcester, Mass.), 1996, 288 pages,
$22.00
Alexandrov's first book, this
is also the first in a series of
six personal development
books designed to enhance
and inspire success in all areas
of read.s:rs' lives. Affirmations
such as "I am fearless" and "I
live my dreams now" are the
keys to success w hen used
with the program designed by
Alexandrov in this book. Following each of the author's

affirmations is a space for the
reader to reflect and write a
personal statement. In addition, a self-discovery checklist, goal planning-mission
sheets and a list of recommended music contribute to
this program for success.
"In my opinion, this is the
most powerful text written
since Napoleon Hill wrote
Think and Grow Rich, " says
Rose Mary H efley, vice president of Herring, Hefley &
Associates. She further described the book as "a source
_of comfort, a resource for
direc.tion, and a guide to help
me stay focused on wha t is
truly important to live a
happy, healthy and prosperous existence."
The managing partner of
the law firm Alexandrov and
Metzger, P.C., Alexandrov
also offers business planning
and leadership training to corporate executives and other
business owners. His personal
development newspaper colun1n, "Laws ofSuccess," is
currently being syndicated. A
radio personality in W orcester, Mass., he speaks regularly
at conferences about personal
leadership and coaches corporate executives and business
owners to help them achieve
higher levels of success, both
individually and in their organizations.

BOOK NEWS
Trio of Literary
Guides Completed
The late Robert M. Cooper
'40's love of England and English literature is ab undan tly
evident in The Literary Guide
and Companion to Northern
England. Readied for publication by his widow, Polly .
Cooper, the third and final
guide in Cooper's lighthearted and informative travel
collection is helpful to the
visitor, rich in anecdotal detail
and cast with Britain's finest
literary figures, including the
Bronte sisters and Lord
Byron. The Ohio University
Press published the book in
1994.
Cooper was professor
emeritus of English literature
at Rhodes College in Memphis, Tenn. His previously
published books , The Literary
Guide and Companion to Southem England and The Literary
Guide and Companion to
Middle England, earned praise
from The Christian Science
Monitor and Library J ournal.

Author's Query

In preparation for a book and
a historical archive about the
Northern Student Movement
(NSM) - a 1960s civil rights
organization devoted to promoting racial equality in
Northern cities- author
Christopher Sclafani Rhee
would be interested in speaking with any alumnus/a who
worked specifically with the
NSM or on other civil rights
activities while at Trinity
College, and (especially) anyone who has relevant files ,
records, papers, photographs,
or anecdotes. The address is:
Christopher Sclafani Rhee,
1214 Chapel Street #35, New
Haven, CT 06511-4 731. His
phone number is (203) 7733679 (you may call collect)
and his e-mail address is
nsm@yale.edu.

ALONG THE WALK
continued from page 15

Nominations
sought for
alumni awards

Author Sclafani Rhee notes
that T rinity had a vety active
chapter of the NSM, but unfortunately its records were
no t preserved in the library's
College archives.
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Video wins award
"Wrecks! True Accounts of
America's Deadliest Coast, " a
60-minute documentary directed by Chris Seufert '90
and narrated by veteran actress Julie Harris, won best
documentary at the 11th
Massachusetts Cable Television Awards held last fall. The
video also won the grand
prize at the national Panasonic Video Awards earlier in
the year.
Historical photos, dramatic
reenactments, expert interviews and modern video
footage and sound effects
combine to create a colorful
but sobering saga of the Cape
C od Coast. This "Graveyard
of the Atlantic" has claimed
nearly 5,000 wrecks and hundreds of lives over the past
four centuries. T he sto ry of
the sailors, rescuers and
w reckers who braved this
coast is told against the backdrop of wrecks such as The
Sparrow hawk, the Jason, the
W adena, and the Pendleton.
"Shipwrecks piqued my
interest," said Seufert, w ho
also has a master's degree in
archaeology from Cal State
U niversity at Hayward.

"New Brown Hat" members, from left: Frank Kovac,
guitarist; Julie Prunier, lead
vocals; Craig Woerz,
keyboardist; Fell Herdeg,
bassist; and Kyle Young,
drummer.

Seufert runs Mooncusser Productions in West Chatham,
Mass., w hich specializes in
documentary, educational,
and music video . H e is now
seeking funds for a PBS-style
documentary on the decline
of the New England fishing
industry. H e is also the director of programming for
LAVA TV, an alternative music video program.

SOUND SECTION
Two members of the Class of
'93, Craig Woerz and Fell
H erdeg, are enjoying success
as members of an independent rock group , "New
Brown Hat." Based in New
York City, this five-piece
band counts among its
strengths a talented lead vocalist, solid musicianship and a
keen ear for catchy songs.
Their immediate goal is signing a contract with a major
record label.
Blending an array of musical influences, the group has
created its own sound, which
they call "Grassroots Groove."
The four founding members,
w ho met in 1987, are: Julie

Prunier, vocals; Frank Kovac,
guitar; Craig W oerz, keyboards; and Kyle Young on
drums. With the addition of
H erdeg on bass in 1993, the
group was complete. Herdeg
notes that right now the group
is working on expan ding its
mailing list, posting more CD
sales, and continuing to grow
in their song-writing. "The
exciting aspect is that we are
very close," he says.
The group has its own
newsletter, " hatline" (203322-0842), e-mail address
(NewBHat@AOL. com), and
website(http:www.bluemarble.
com/users/nbh/). They have
their own CD distribution
network, and their CDs may
be purchased in more than 50
stores in all of their primary
markets. "Dandelion Wine"
is their newest CD, preceded
by "Live to DAT." And, they
offer New Brown H at merchandise.
Jessica Cox wrote of them
in the Pocono R ecord: "These
guys offer up some truly superb instrumentation. With a
sound as flawless and tasteful
as the singer they back up ,
they definitely should not be
ignored."

nce again, alumni are
invited to make nominations for the major alumni
awards which are presented
each year at Reunion. Alumni
may suggest nominees for the
Eigenbrodt Cup, the Alumni
Achievement Award, and the
Alumni Medal.
The awards are customarily
presented each year to individuals in classes having a reunion in that year. This year,
Reunion will take place June
5-8; celebrating this year are
the classes o£'37, '42, '52, '57,
'62, '67, '72, '77, '82, '87 and
'92, and IDP graduates from
all years.
The final selection of award
winners will be made by the
National Alul111).i Association's
Committee on Alumni
Awards, which is comprised of
the chairperson of the Alumni
Fund, a trustee, and two
members of the National
Alumni Association.
To submit nominations,
alumni should send the
name(s) of a nominee and the
name of the alumni award
being suggested to: Committee on Alumni Awards,
Alumni Office, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.
Nominations should be submitted by March 28. The following are the qualifications
for the awards:

Eigenbrodt Cup - recipient must be an alumnus/a of
national or international
prominence, who has rendered unusual and significant
service to the College;
Alumni Achievement
Award -given by the National Alumni Association to a
member of the alumni body
who has, preferably recently,
distinguished himself or herself
either in his or her line of endeavor or beyond the call of
normal pursuits;
continued on page 44
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Alumni Medal - awarded
annually to alumni who have
made significant contributions to their professions, to
their comnmnities, and to
Trinity College.

Shirley G. Wassong
Memorial Lecture
Fund established

J
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oseph F. Wassong '59 of
Thomaston, Conn. has
established a lecture fund in
memory ofhis wife Shirley,
who passed away in December 1995. The fund will support an annual lecture by a
distinguished scholar on a
theme in European or American art, culture, or history.
Shirley W assong attended
many events and lectures on
the Trinity campus. She was
also very active in the
Thomaston community, serving in volunteer roles with
the Thomaston Library, the
Visiting Nurses Association,
and the Connecticut Historical Society. She also served as
curator for the Thomaston
Historical Society, which has
named its exhibit room in her
memory . .
The inaugural Shirley G.
W assong Memorial Lecture
will be held in October 1997.

Third Black Alumni Gathering held
More than 70 alumni attended the third Black Alumni Gathering on campus in October. Sponsored by the Trinity College
Black Alumni Organization, a subset of the National Alumni
Association, the event included a President's Dinner and recognition program honoring alumni, current and past administrators, and faculty for "outstanding service an·d commitment to
the quality of campus life for black students, past and present."
This year's event was co-chaired by Donna Williams '75 and
Archie Colander '74.
New officers elected by the group are: E.
Macey Russell '80, president; Karen Mapp
'77, executive vice president; Quanti Davis
'93, vice president for admissions support;
Erik johnson '94 and Shawn Wooden '91,
co-vice presidents for progra~s; Fpncesca
Borges '82, vice president for development;
Alan Martin '78 , vice president for student
support, with assistance from Nicola
Easterling '95 and Aida Fall '92; Chakisha
Blanchard '94, secretary, and DonaldJackson
'83, treasurer.

The next
'Gathering:'
1999

i;

Trinity's Career Services Office (CSO) seeks yourh~lp
its delivery of .real~world, quality career services to 'I)inity
students. ·The CSO staff has consistently found a1Ull1l11.and
parents to be an excellent<SOUrce Ol information about careers,
jobs, .and the many, varied path~ available to liberal arts srudenps
and graduates; By choosingfronlthe qptions described below,
you will be offe;ring t() serve an important role in the career
development and ultimate suecess of Trinity stUdents.

B eco111e an Alu111ni Career Adviser
Please complete this form, including all appropriate information, to begin your service as an Alumni Career Volunteer. Return the
completed form by March 31, 1997 to the Career Services Office, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106 or fax to 860-297-5378. If
you have questions, please call the Career Services Office at 860-297-2080 or e-mail Melissa.Regan@trincoll.edu.

r

I will help by becoming an Alumni Career Advisory Network Volunteer.

Last Name ___________________________________

First Name ---------------------------

Middle Initial

Name Under Which You Graduated ------------------------------------------------------------------------Trinity's Class _________________
Major _____________________
Home Phone __~------------------------Home Address
City
Where would you prefer to be contacted by students?

D At Work

State
[] At Home

Zip

D Either

[ In addition, check here if you would like to be contacted by e-mail. E-mail address ------------------------------------EDUCATION BEYOND B.A./B.S.

Degree ___________________________
Institution ------------------------------------------------------School ____________ __ _ _ _ ___
Department _____________________________________________
Major -------------------------------------

Date Started/Date Completed -------------------------------

(Select up to 3 fields from the Occupational Code Table below which most accurately
describe your occupation. Enter code(s) in the box(es) below.)

PRESENT OCCUPATION

'-----_

PRESENT POSITION

1'---1-

--'

Telephone
Employer ------------------------------------------------Position!fitle
Address _______________ _________________________________________
City

State

Zip

Employed Since ___________________
month/day/year

IMMEDIATE PAST EMPLOYMENT

Employer ---------------------------------------------

Position(fitle ---------------------------------

Type of Organization -------------------------------------

Date Struted/Date Completed (month/year) ___________

0 I will help by serving as a contact for the CSO to identify fulltime summer job opportunities at my organization for Trinity
students.

D I will help by serving as a contact for the CSO to identify
job opportunities at my organization for Trinity

OCCUPATIONAL CODE TABLE
ACAU Accounting/
Auditing
ACTU Actuary
ADVT Advertising
AGR! Agriculture
ALHE Allied Health
ARTI ArtistPerfonning
or Fine
ARCH Architect
AMGT Arts
Management
ATHL Athletics
AVIA Aviation
BANK BankingCommercial
or Investment

COMP
CSUL
COUN
DENT
ECON
EDAD
EECF

EDIT
ENGR
ENTE
FILM

Computers
Consulting
Counseling
Dentist
Economist
Ed. Administration
Ecology/
Environment/
Conservation
Forestry
Editorial
Engineering
Entettainment
Film

FINA Finance
FRAl Fundraising
GOVE Government
Service
HEAL Health
Administration
HORM HospitalityHotel or
Restaurant
HOME Homemaker
HUMRHuman
Resources
IMEX Import/Export
INSU Insurance
INTE International
lNVE Investments

LIBR Librarian
LLAW Law
.MNGT Management
MANU Manufacturing
Mll.S Military Service
MINS Ministry
MUSE Museum/
Historical
Societies
MUSI Music
NEWS Newspaper
NONP/ Nonprofit/
SOSC Social
Services
PARA Paralegal
PHOT Photography

PHYS Physician
PSPS Psychologist
PUBR Public
Relations
PUBL Publishing
PURS Pursuing
Employment
RADI Radio
REAL Real Estate
RELE Recreation/
Leisure
RESE Research
RETA Retail
SMKT Sales/
Marketing

SCIE Scientist
SBEN Small
Business/
Entrepreneur
TEAC TeachingCollege
TEAE TeachingElementary or
Secondary
TEAO TeachingOther
TELE Television
TRAN Transportation
UNKN Unknown
VETE Veterinarian
VLNT Volunteer
WRIT Writing
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Volunteer Leadership CorifCrence award winners
Richard Trachiamowicz, left, and J. Scott
Gerien, recognized for their work in alumni
admissions.
Accepting the Capen Trophy for the Hartford
Club, left, Harold A. Smullen, Jr., and for the
Boston Club, JeffreyS. Jacobson. Donna
Haghighat received the Young Alumni Award.
Accepting awards·for their classes are, from left:
' for '51, David Edwards; for 'i6, Harold.Smullen,
Jr.; David Smith '52 (Outstanding Annual Fund
Volunteer Award); for '61, Douglas Tansill,
Vincent Stempien, William Kahl; and '68,
Stephen Peters.
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Highest Participation among classes
with 50-150 alumni- Class of 1939 Ethan F. Bassford
Participation - ,69%
BernardS. Dignam Award- Based on the best nonreunion class record
(dollars raised, percent participation, etc.)
Class of 1968 -Stephen Peters
$in- $110,247 ($28,679 increase)
Participation- 54% (2 point~crease)
The 1916 Alumni Fund Trophy- Best record among
the ten most recent classes
Class of1988 -Constantine Andrt:ws, Nancy E. Barry,
Mark B. Davis, Lisa Trocki Smith
$in- $15,763
Participation- 49%
The 1934 Alumni Fund Trophy - Best overall record
Class of1961 - William P. Kahl, Vincent R . Stemp~en,
Doug T. Tansill
$in- $225,027
NAA Award for Increased Participation- Largest
increase in participation
Class of 1951 - Timothy R. Cutting, David F. Edwards
Participation - 63% (16 point increase)
Most Non-Reunion Dollars Raised
Class of 1964 - Kenneth R . Auerbach, Charles R. Klotz
$in- $134,094

Highes~ Participation among classes
with 151-300 alumni- Class of 1956- Peter C.
Luquer, Gerald E. Pauley, Hem-y M. Zachs
Partici12aiion - 66%

Highest Participation among classes with 300 +
alumni:- Class of 1976 -John P. Clifford, Jr., Harold A.
Smullen, Jr.
·
Outstanding Alumni Fund Volunteer Award
David Smith
Capen Award
Trinity Club of Hartford
Harold A. Smullen) Jr. '76, Club President
Trinity Club of Boston
Jeffrey S. Jacobson '89, Club President
YoungAlumni Award
Donna Haghighat '89
Admissions Volunteer Award
Maureen Hughes McAloon '86, Jennifer Brewster Jordon
'88, Alisa N. Coren '92
The Trinity Club ofBoston
]. Scott Gerien '90
The Trinity Club of San Francisco
Outstanding Admissions Volunteer Award
Richard]. Trachiamo,wicz '76

AREA CLUB
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Jeffrey S. jacobson '89,

Club President
The Trinity Club of Boston
hosted a number of events durinat> the late summer and fall,
some new and some old.
On August 23, joe Cataldo
'87 arranged for Trinity alumni
to make their annual visit to
Fenway Park. T he Red Sox
hosted the Seattle Mariners in
what turned out to be a lateinning defeat for the hometown
team.
Professor Eugene Leach
came to the rescue when an
inconvenient rescheduling of
the Vice Presidential debates
changed the format ofTrinity's
October 2 D ebate Watch event.
Held at the Royal Sonesta
Hotel in Cambridge, the event
featured Professor Leach with
an opening commentary on the
1996 election, followed by a
discussion among participants
and Dr. Leach. T he program
was well attended and enjoyed
by all.
On October 8, three weeks
after the original date was postponed due to rain, the third
annual Bantam Open took
place at Stow Acres Country
Club in Stow, Mass. A record
32 alumni and friends attended
the event, which was about ten
fewer than would have participated on the original date.
Once again, it was a thoroughly
enjoyable day and I look fo rward to continuing the tradition next year. There is even
talk of a NESCAC challenge of
sons for 1997.
Patrick Gingras '94 brought
~e young alumni out to Jillian's
m Kenmore Square for a night
o~ playing pool and socializing.
Like all of Patrick's young alumnt events, the night was
extremely well attended.

Boston's nightspots are lined up
for a chance to host the Trinity
Club of Boston's recent graduates. Ending the year with a
bang, young alumni celebrated
the holiday season at a happy
hour at Sazarac Grove. on
December 12.
On Thursday, November
21, Marc Chabot '85 arranged
for Tri nity alumni to attend the
highly acclaimed "Rent" at the
Shubert Theater on Tremont
Street. Club members also had
the opportunity to attend
"Masterclass," the Tony, Drama
Desk, and Outer Critics' Circle
award winner for best play in
1996, with Faye Dunaway.
Two Boston area alumni,
Ian Findlay '92 and David
Payne '92, presented "Surfing in
Style: Best Sites on the Internet"
to an enthusiastic audience at
The Computer Museum on
December 10. Those in attendance were introduced to FTP,
http, HTML, CGI, and left
with a resource floppy disk full

NOTES

of bookmarks and helpful items
to get us surfing in style.
T hanks to Ian and David for
this highly informative and fun
session!
Mark your calendars now
for a visit from President
Dobelle on April 23, 1997!

Elizabeth H McDonald '92,
Club President
The Trinity Club of Chicago
has been busy. We ended the
summer with a wonderful sendoff picnic for the Class of 2000.
We just cannot get used to the
sound of '00! Dede Seeber Boyd
'8 1 and her husband, David,
graciously hosted this event at
their beautiful North Side
home.
On October 2 Professor
Adrienne Fulco from the political science department led a
lively discussion on issues surrounding the Presidential
Election. The evening event was

held at T he University Club of
Chicago, thanks to Bob Kehoe

'69.
In November we kicked off
the Target Cities Challenge
(watch out, San Fran!) with a
visit from Topher Small, vice
president for enrollment management. The event was held at
Venice Cafe, a fun Loop hangout, and included a festive raffle. Raffie items were donated
by jane Melvin Mattoon '84,
Brook Me Whirter '91 and the
Trinity College Alumni Office.
Topher gave us an overview of
the state of admissions at
Trinity and was greeted with
lots of tough questions from the
30 or so in the room. josh
Newsome '95 and Benagh
Richardson '95 did a great job
planning the event. T he
Chicago Clan is definitely up to
the challenge.
Our annual phonathon was
held on November 18 at
Wildman, Harrold, Allen &
Dixon, thanks to our host, Bob
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AREA CLUB PRESIDENTS
AtlANTA

BOS'l'ON
CHICAGO
FAIRFIELD
HARTFORD
LOS ANGELES
NEW HAVEN
NEW LONDON
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PmSBURGH
PROVIDENCE
ROCHESTER
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
VERMONT
WASHINGTON

Seth R Price; Esq. '79
JeffreyS. Jacobson '89
Elizabeth H. MdJ,on:lld 192
Gina Zarra Blum ' 89 •
}aJ,U.es C. Goodridge '63
MichaelS. Gilman '76
David R Lenahan '84
Francis A. Pugliese '51
Robin·E. Halpern ' 91
Steven K. Gerber '87
Anne P. Madarasz '81
William M. Pratt II '87
Peter Z . Webster '57
Laura Mann Eidelson '88
David C. Grant '91
Michael M. Riley '89
Peter H. Kreisel '61
Elizabeth C. Smith '80

(404) 843-0538
(617} 241 -797 1
(312) 404-4338
(203) 348-8241
(860) 521-9762
(213) 466-1541
(203) 42 1-4703
(860) 443-3036
(212) 71 7-6964
(610) 525-4931
(412) 362-5947
(401) 423-1698
(716) 586-4765
(619) 792-7360
(415) 921-7564
(206) 328-0705
(802) 658-0716
(703) 836-1923

Announcing the formation of the Trinity Club of Southern Florida
All alumni and parents ofTrinity students living in southern Florida are invited to participate in an
organizational meeting to establish the Trinity Club of Southern Florida. The meeting, scheduled for
Friday, April25 , is being organized by Bill Villari '86 ofWest Palm Beach (h: 561-832-9290) , Steve
Yarnell '80 of Boca Raton (h: 561-393-0798), Daniel Alter '9 1 of Aventura (h: 305-682-1788), and
Steve Weinstein '90 of Aventura (h: 305-932-7117). Please contact these alumni for further details of
the meeting, or ·if you cartnot attend the meeting, to offer your support and suggestions.
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Kehoe '69. We had one of our
best turnouts ever and collected
more than 170 pledges. Thanks
also goes to our phonathon
chair, Scott Saperston '94, who
continues to make the event a
success, year after year.
1996 ended in fine fashion
with a holiday party on
December 1 1. We gathered at
the Russian Tea Time, a well
known Chicago Russian
restaurant, to celebrate the season with alumni, parents, family, and friends. Special thanks
go to Brook Me Whirter '91 for
planning this occasion.
We are excited about 1997
and have some fun ideas for the
spring and summer (Cubs
games, beach parties .. ). Finally,
we are looking forward to a visit
from President Dobelle on
March 26 ... Stay tuned for
details.
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Gina Zarra Blum '89,
Club President
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Our annual reception, held on
November 24, was a great success. Thanks to our gracious
hosts, Susan and Peter Lawrence
'71, for providing their lovely
home, over 60 people enjoyed a
wonderful evening. Our special
guest, Trinity's 18th President,
Evan Dobelle, addressed a very
interested group of alumni and
parents regarding his accomplishments to date and the
changes occurring within the

campus and beyond. With the
support of a very helpful
Executive Committee, Matthew
Smith '82 did an excellent job
coordinating this event.
On Sunday, March 2, 1997,
the Club will be attending an
evening performance of "Ain't
Misbehavin"' with Martha
Reeves and the Vandellas at the
Palace Theatre in Stamford.
Janice Kunin Castle '82 will be
organizing our Club attendance
at this musical along with a
reception for Club members
before the show. This promises
to be another spectacular Club
event!
Our first issue of the Trinity

Club ofFairfield County
Newsletter was such a great sue~
cess and received with such
great enthusiasm by the
College, alumni, and parents
that many other area clubs all
across the country have adopted
it as the standard format for
their newsletters.
Congratulations to Christine
Cervoni '89 and the Trinity
Club of Fairfield County for
leading the way and setting the
standards!
If you would like to join the
Trinity Club of Fairfield
County or have an idea for a
Club event, please contact Gina
Zarra Blum '89 at home at
(203) 348-8241.

NOTES
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Kimberly Crowley '86,
Club Vice President
The Trinity Club of Hartford
kicked off its busy fall season on
September 12 with its annual
"Coaches' Luncheon" featuring
Don Miller and Robin
Sheppard. Always a popular
event, the luncheon was attended by some 40 alumni who
enjoyed a delicious meal and an
afternoon ofTrinity sports talk
at the Smith House.
Campaign fever swept
Hartford in early October as

the city played host to the first
debate between President Bill
Clinton and Republican nominee Bob Dole. As a major spon
sor of the debate, Trinity was at
the center of the festivities and
area alumni were extremely
proud of the College's role in
bringing the event to Hartford.
To celebrate, the Hartford
hosted a pre-debate luncheon
on October 2, featuring
Political Science Professor
McKee and students from the
College's Democrat and
Republican Clubs. Attendees
enjoyed a fascinating discussion
of presidential politics and were
treated to debate-watching tips
from Professor McKee.
On October 12, the
Hartford Club joined members
of the Trinity Clubs of Fairfield
County, New Haven and New
London for a barbecue before
the Trinity-Tufts football game.
Some 60 alumni enjoyed
the event and later cheered
the Bantams on to victory
over the Jumbos. Many
to the New Haven Club for

Clockwise from top photo: Eddie Perez '96 was
chosen for the Hartford Club's "Person of the
Year" award; President Dobelle, left, accepts a
check to fund the scholarships given by the club
each year to 16 students from the Hartford
area, presented on behalf of the club by Hal
Smullen, Jr. '76, center, outgoing club president,
and Alan Mandell '61, club treasurer; and, the
executive committee of the Trinity Club of
Fairfield County, from left: Roger Knight '81,
Fred Tobin '57, Gwynne Campbell '77, President
Dobelle, Gina Zarra Blum '89, Ellin Carpenter
Smith '82, Matt Smith '82, and Christine Cervoni
'89.
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the Club's Annual Dinner
which was held on November
14 in H amlin Hall. President
Evan Dobelle was the evening's
keynote speaker, and Director
of Community Relations Eddie
Perez '96, was presented with
the Club's "Person of the Year"
Award. T he Club also bid a
fond farewell to outgoing
President Hal Smullen, Jr. 76
who has done a fantastic job
running the Club over the last
rwo years, and welcomed new
President Jim Goodridge '63.
Special thanks go to Kathy Maye
Murphy '78 for organizing the
dinner!
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David R. Lenahan '84,
Club President
Chris Dickerson '89 led a crew
of volunteers this past fall who
have attended several college
fairs in the New Haven area,
helping Trinity to recruit ~emhers for the Class of 2001.
Many thanks to Chris and his
fellow admissions volunteers.
Alum ni families came out in
big numbers for a pre-game
cook-out on October 12 when
Trinity beat Tufts on the gridiron. T he event, held under a
tent behind the bleachers, was
co-sponsored by the Trinity
Clubs of Fairfield County, New
Haven, New London and
Hartford. We are grateful to
Peter ]ongbloed '80 who coordinated this successful outing.
Sports fans enjoyed a discussion of Trinity athletics over
lunch in late October at the
Graduate Club, thanks to
Chuck Tiernan '80 who
arranged all the details. Director
of Athletics Rick H azelton gave
us an excellent wrap-up of the
fall season sports, and then
Basketball Coach Stan
Ogrodnik, who was joined by
David Hava '97 and Craig
Moody '98, the co-captains of
this year's team, shared some
Wonderful insights with us.
During the December holidays, area Trinity families

CLUB

donated toys for children to a
collection organized by the
Trinity Church in New Haven.
Some families attended the
December 22 pageant service
where they presented their gifts
m person.
Coming this winter/spring:
a faculty lecture, joy Luck Club
at Long Wharf Theater on April
17 (great Club discount!), a
New Haven Ravens baseball
game, and our summer annual
meeting and barbecue to welcome members of the Class of
2001 and their parents to the
Trinity community. Watch your
mail for details!

Nlw York

II

john Dalsheim '87,
Club Committee Member
The Lotos Club served as an
ideal setting for President
Dobelle's September 25 chat
with nearly 50 of the city's most
passionate young alumni. The
president's comments, combined with the Lotos Club's
atmosphere, set in motion a
candid and freewheeling discussion encompassing a wide variety of topics.
Two days later, the youngest
of the young alumni, (classes
'92-'96), gathered at the Upper
East Side haunt, Max. Here
fresh-faced New Yorkers traded
stories as well as leads on jobs
and apartments. Although
the "open bar period" ended at
10:00, the vibrant Bantams
stayed into the wee hours.
October 2 marked the original date of the Vice Presidential
debate. Despite its rescheduling
by the Presidential Debate
Commission, our planned
debate discussion with Dean
Ron Spencer '64 was held. For
over two hours, a group including parents and grandparents of
current students, as well as
friends and alumni from as far
back as classes of the 1940s, discussed contemporary political
issues in an historical context
led by Dean Spencer.
With the Winter Alumni

NOTES

Party (for Classes 1987-1996)
now a successful note in the
New York Club's history, watch
your mail for several events we
have planned for this spring.
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Steven K Gerber '87,
Club President
Several recent additions to the
Executive Committee of the
Trinity Club of Philadelphia
have infused the Club with
their energy and enthusiasm.
Eve Streisand Markman '87 and
jennifer Janke Lindsay '88 have
taken over the critical roles as
our Club's Vice Presidents for
Admissions. Together they coordinate the Philadelphia area
alumni admissions volunteers
who interview prospective
applicants and represent and
promote the College at area college fairs.

Mimi Keller Drake '90
stepped forward and volunteered to take on the duties of
Vice President for Development
for our Club. Mimi's principal
task is ensuring outstanding
turnout at Philadelphia
phonathons. Mimi's efforts,
assisted by Capital Programs
Officer Mickey Lloyd '60, paid
early dividends, bringing out 26
phenomenal Philadelphia-area
alumni and parent volunteer
callers for Philadelphia's Fall
Trinity Phonathon. These
callers raised $37,679 for the
Annual Fund, more than doubling the evening's goal of
$15,000 and topping Boston's
Fall Phonathon tally. The
Phonathon was hosted by
Trinity stalwart Nat Prentice '69
at Alex Brown and Sons on
November 12. Thanks to everyone who gave time and effort,
and to those of you whom we
missed - please join us next
time.
Also bringing their fresh
ideas to our Club are our new
Vice Presidents for Young
Alumni, Adam Ondricek '95
and Elizabeth Rhodes '95. They
take over this position from

Trinity Club constant Molly
Gerber '92 who remains active
on our executive committee as
our Co-Executive Vice
President, together with Andrew
Newcomb '91. Our other
Committee Members for 1997
include Vice President and
Treasurer Ted Coxe '85,
Member-At-Large and G. Keith
Funston Trustee Lisa AlvarezCalderon '88, and me, serving as
President.
With our expanded execurive committee in place, the
Philadelphia Club began our
1996-1997 year with a visit
from Professor jack Chatfield '64
for a discussion of the 1996
Presidential campaign in conjunction with Debate Watch
'96. Twenty-eight Trinity alumni, representing assorted classes
from 1944 (R. T Toland '44)
through 1996 ( Tish W1ck '96)
together with current and past
parents, gathered at Gators in
Haverford. During the course
of the evening the dialogue
seemed to transform a room in
the back of a local tavern into a
room in Seabury overlooking
the Quad. I made the local
arrangements for this event
which was coordinated nationally by the College.
On October 17, the Trinity
Club of Philadelphia hosted a
young alumni gathering at Irish
Bards in Center City
Philadelphia. A first time setting
for a Club event, the Bards
attracted a crowd of about 25
young alumni and friends. In
addition, Capital Programs
Officer Mickey Lloyd '60 came
by to greet those who stopped
in and to update the younger
club members on various developments at the College. The
Irish Bards owners thought that
we represented Trinity College
in Dublin, which resulted in
much free food and drink. Club
Executive Vice President Andy
Newcomb '91 organized this
event.
We look forward to seeing
many Philadelphia area alumni
and parents at our events and
activities throughout 1997.
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Anne P Madarasz '81,
Club President
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The Club gathered for a holiday event on Sunday, December
15. Trinity alumni, old and
new, were in attendanc;e and
lots of future Trinity undergrads
were on hand for the festivities
which took place at the Senator
John Heinz Pittsburgh Regional
History Center. Participants
gathered at 11 a.m. for a
behind-the-scenes tour of this
urban history center and museum (just opened in April) by
Curator Anne Madarasz '81.
The Club feasted on eggnog
and holiday cookies in the USX
Boardroom and then visited
"Toy Bop," the Center's holiday
exhibit. "Toy Bop" features
hundreds of toys from the '50s
and '60s- some moms and
dads were so inspired they took
their charges off to the kids'
"Discovery Place" to play with
reproduction toys like those on
display. Club members had fun
exploring the seven floors of
this converted ice warehouse
and making a little his.tory of
their own! Thanks go to Clark
Whalen '86, Bill Durkee '70 and
Rich Vese{y P'94 for help in
planning this event.
The Club looks forward to a
March visit and evening reception with President Evan
Dobelle and a downtown architectural walking tour with Bill
Durkee.
Sap
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David Grant '91, Club President
The Trinity Club of San
Francisco hosted Professor
Diana Evans of the College's
political science department for
a reception at the downtown
Marriott and a lively discussion
of the Presidential Debate,
which was being held in
Hartford. More than 20 parents
and alumni, young and old,
voiced their political opinions,
raised pertinent questions, and
debated the nominees' stands

on different issues. Professor
Evans provided interesting
insights and prompted those in
attendance to voice their political concerns.
On November 7, Topher
Small, vice president for enrollment management, carne to
town to kick off the Target
Cities Challenge between
Chicago and San Francisco.
Parents and alumni carne to
hear about the "Challenge" and
to provide input on how to
meet the goals for the Bay Area.
Several insightful suggestions
were voiced by current parents
on how to better market the
College to perspective students,
while alumni advised about
how to increase present overall
and alumni participation,
specifically.
The annual holiday parry
was a smashing success. Hosted
by Maxine Skaggs '95 in her
family's beautiful Pacific
Heights home, over 30 alums
and parents and a couple of
future Bantams were in attendance for a great time on
Saturday, December 7. While
Frank Sinatra belted out the
holiday classics, everyone feasted on the treats and beverages.
The Trinity Club of San
Francisco has staged ten events
of various cultural and social
significance during 1996. We
appreciate the support of those
alums and parents who have
planned and attended these
functions . The Executive
Committee, while balancing
busy personal calendars, are to
be commended for their diligent efforts throughout the
year. We are calling out to all
Bay Area "Bantams" to give a
little time to help our cause and
move the College forward. If
you can plan, attend, donate or
give us a hand in any capacity,
feel free to call Dave Grant at
(415)921-7564 or the alumni
office (860)297-2400. Thanks
to everyone and best of luck in
1997!

NOTES

Talking about Trinity at a national college fair in Seattle is club
member Michelle McEttrick '89, wearing the Trinity sweatshirt.
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Maclear jacoby '51,
Club Secretary
Under the very able leadership
of Currie Smith '80, the
Washington Alumni Association has had a particularly
active fall.
We opened with a gathering
on September 26 at the Old
Ebb itt Grill for hors d' oeuvres
and other refreshments, not to
mention the opportunity for
reacquaintances and introductions. There were 35 in attendance, a most successful
endeavor.
Less than two weeks later a
group of about 20 gathered at
the National Law Institute to
witness the Presidential Debates,
with analysis and discussion
leadership provided by Tom
Casey '80. The conversation,
political acumen, and predictions during the course of the
evening were most impressive.
On November 16, thanks to
the kindness of Emelie East '94,
a member of the staff of the
Senate Appropriations
Committee, a capacity group
had a most thorough and informative tour of the Capitol. It
was an incredible opportunity,

and Emelie was more than kind
to make the arrangements.
On the evening of the
National Christmas Tree lighting, our annual gathering at the
Occidental Bar and Grill was
held once again. This is an
event we look forward to each
year, and 1996 was no exception - another opportunity to
eat more than necessary while
getting together with friends
and new acquaintances.
Finally, the 1996 event
calendar concluded with a "sellout" crowd attending the
Holiday Family Concert at the
Kennedy Center, featuring the
National Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Leonard Slatkin.
Not only was there the opportunity to listen to the music,
there was time prior to the concert for an "Instrument Petting
Zoo," which adults and children alike thoroughly enjoyed.
It was certainly a successful
fall season for the Bantams of
Washington, and from all
reports there is more ahead!

CLASS

NOTES

1990..1991
PETER DENIO US and KATE
EVERITT, Sept. 7, 1996

ENGAGEMENTS
1 990
H OLLY THAYER and William
Mitchell
1 992
H EATHER SMITH and Stephen
Toman
1 992-1993
LIZ MCDONALD and ROB
KREBS

WEDDINGS
1977
M ICHAEL LEVERONE and
Bonnie Barrett, Sept. 7, 1996
1979
BLAlNE CARTER and Nancy
Jones, Oct. 12, 1996
1982
SALLY LARKIN and Peter
H eyniger, June 1996
1983
CHUCK PETRIDIS and Sara
Zucca, May 18, 1996

1984
LO RRAINE SAUNDERS and
Henry White III, Sept. 14, 1996
1986-1987
T HOMAS MADDEN and
PHOEBE MCBRIDE, June 22,
1996
1987
'
JOHN DECESARE and Nadine
Dolinich, June 8, 1996
1988
STEPHANIE COCKRELL and
Barry Lyon, Sept. 1, 1996
1989

AMY KESTNBAUM and Jakob
Janzon, July 20, 1996
LISA SHAPIRO and Murry Gunty,
Aug. 17, 1996

1990
DAVID BROSGOL and
Vanessa Montag, Sept. 21, 1996
DANIEL GOLDMAN and
Bettina Slusar, Sept. 28, 1996
VALERIE MILLER and
Ludovic Candon, Sept. 14,
1996
ANTHONY
WHITTEMORE
and Patricia Hughes,
Oct. 26, 1996

1991
ROBERT CONKLIN, JR. and
Cornelia Wise, Sept. 14, 1996
JENNIFER TESORO and Michael
Reese, Sept. 28, 1996
REGINA TRAVERS and Joseph
Stettinius, Jr., Sept. 14, 1996
1992
JON ROTENSTREICH and
Victoria Shonfeld, Sept. 1, 1996
1993
RICHARD MORRIS, JR. and
Suzanne Wishnack, Sept. 1, 1996
Master's
1974
HELENA WROTNIAK and
David Nesbit, Dec. 9, 1995

1989
DONNA DIODATI and Walter
Mozdzierz, Jr., December 1995

BIRTHS
1984-1986
NICHOLAS D EPPEN and
ALEXA BERLOW, son, Isaac B.
Deppen, July 3 1, 1996
1987
Andy and KATHY LAWLOR
MORRISSEY, son, Jake Andrew,
June 26, 1996
1988
KORI JOHANSON and James
Puhala III, daughter, Taite Alyson
Puhala, Aug. 2, 1996
Burt and JENNIFER JAMES
MCHUGH, son, Burton Peek
III, Oct. 13, 1996
TONY and MEGAN SULLIVAN
LUCIANO, son, Christopher
Anthony, Oct. 11, 1995
1989
David and C HRISTINE LUTZ
GELINAS, daughter, Charlotte
Ann Lutz Gelinas, July 16, 1996

CHARLIE JACOBSON reports
that he and three others returned
for their 65th Reunion. Beside
Charlie, the stalwarts attending
were JERRY WYCKOFF, MILTON COOKSON and CLIFF
MORSE.
Class Agent:
G. Jerome Wyckoff

m

DUANE FLAHERTY, once a
Trinity baseball player who was a
starting pitcher, has surfaced from
his home in Prairie Village, Kan. as
a fan of the Chiefs and Royals. He
is looking forward to a game of
football against the Chargers to
avenge an earlier defeat. Despite
being a non-exerciser, he is in good
health, a record collector, stock
trader and reader. He is attempting
Japanese. About the current ourdoor exercise fad he says, "Where
are all those people running to?"
Our Trinity booster, JACK
ZIETLOW, plans to travel this
winter to the Caribbean and Hong
Kong, hopefully to the latter before
China takes over. He sends a photo
memory of the memorable weekend at Trinity when th e scoreboard
read: Trini ty 20, Visitor 11 , a final
score. He also attended the
H omecoming weekend and saw a
lesser result - a loss to Amherst.
Jack is arranging to donate a Psi U
flag to the Chapel of Perfect .
Friendship to accompany the S1gma
N u standard already in place.
ORSON HART reports from
New Canaan that he is active in
"bugging" Congressmen about
taxes and spending and Soetal
Security (insecurity) to very little .
avail. He enjoys reading news ofhts
classmates in rhe Reporter and wants
more old friends to report about
their activities.
YOUR HUMBLE CORRESPONDENT made a journey to
the South Carolina/Georgia area
recently. Hurricane Lisa prevente~
an extension of travel to the Flonda
Keys and Texas thunderstorms
extended the return trip from five
to 13 hours. The Pacific Coast does
not usually have this type of weather, instead we have a lot of earthquakes and fires:
R. Pearce Alexander
2775 Inverness Dr.
La Jolla, Calif. 92037
fax 619-453-8073
Class Agent:
John E Zietlow, Jr.

I feel that it is most appropriate
that I start this "piece" with remarks
about JOHN "Gatch'' GEARE, our
Class President for most of the penad from 1933 to 1986, our 50th
anniversary. John wrote from
Florida about SHERRY RAYMOND, our Class Agent, as follows: "Sherry was instrumental in
getting me through our freshman.
year... and that may be the reason It
was his only year. H e was an excellent trig student. I was a total loss.
But luckily for me, Professor
Dadourian had our identities
mixed. Hoping to profit from his
confusion, I took no pains to correct him when, rebuking me for
botching a blackboard problem, he
would always address me as Mr.
Raymond." I am sure that Sherry's
leaving Trin afrer one year had
nothing to do with trig.
Gatch goes on to say that he and
Betsy divide their time equally
between Gibson Island in the
Chesapeake and Marco Island in
Florida, and still attempt to do the
recreational things associated with
those places: golf, fishing andboating. His retirement from the msurance business occurred an "unbelievable 17 years ago." Also: "We
toured the Trin campus and environs one summer day a year ago.
Some handsome things have been
added since our day, but I was
appalled by the need for security
measures now in place and
the..... conversion of those wonderful suites in the Jarvis sections."
Time has certainly marched on.
So nice to hear from Gatch.
DR. BILL KIRBY writes to say
that he is still a full-time member of
the faculty of the University of
Washington School of Medicine,
despite the fact that he will so?n be
age 82. Qoin the club!) H e enJOY~
the clinical conferences and keepmg
up with developments in ~edicine,
but will probably renre w1thm the
next year. His three children are all
doctors and live in Seattle, so he IS
in close touch with them. H e pronounces Seattle a pleasant place to
live, but dynamic and growing. H e
likes to keep up with developments
at Trinity and appreciates the variety of publications that enable him
to do so.
JACK HANNA is th e author of
an article that appeared under the
heading of "senior news" in his
local paper. It's titled "Skiing at
Eighty" and is what Jack descnbes
as a "retrospective accoun t of my
latest - perhaps last - frolic on
the white stuff that Maine's notorious for. "
DOLPH HOEHLING, who
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Jacob C. Hurewitz '36, professor emeritus of the Middle
East Institute, Columbia University, is the recipient of the first
Mentoring Award, given by the Middle East Studies Association
of North America (MESA). The award was presented at the
organization's 30th annual meeting, held in November in
Providence, R.I. MESA established the award to recognize the
contributions of retired faculty in the important role of scholar as
teacher.
The text of the certificate read as follows: "The Middle East
Studies Association is pleased to present the inaugural MESA
MENTORING AWARD to ].C. Hurewitz in recognition of his
exceptional contributions to the education and training of others
in Middle East studies. With deep appreciation for his skillful
direction of students and carefUl attention to their professional
development, his scrupulous insistence on the highest standards
of scholarship and professional conduct, his profound respect for
his subject and his students, and the inclusiveness of his vision of
Middle East studies. It is an honor to recognize J.C. Hurewitz,
an outstanding mentor, who represents and fosters the finest of
Middle East studies scholarship."
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has published 27 documentary
books about wars and the sea, tells
me that he is in "robust" health,
and at the present time is mostly
endeavoring to keep those volumes
in "reprint or, even, re-reprint,
mostly now in paperback." One
due shortly is his own naval memoirs, The Fighting Liberty Ships,
"including my voyages to many
fighting fronts ... ending up with my
sinking in the English Channel and
weeks in London as a survivor during the V-2 bombings." The publisher was the Naval Institute Press.
He also expects an early republishing of his first venture (circa '56):

The Last Vryage ofthe Lusitania.
A few years ago the Newington
library obtained for me a copy of
his book about Civil War action on
the Mississippi River that was most
enlightening and educational. I
have written about Dolph before
and it is nice to hear from him and
find that he is still sharp and well.
We have a classmate named
JIMMIE CARROLL, a retired
attorney, and also Capt. USNR
(Retired), in Albuquerque, from
whom I have now received three
donations, over a month's time, for
the Alumni Fund. Jimmie has had
three heart attacks and has a severely blocked artery in his neck so that
he is aware of the possibility of
stroke. Nevertheless, he walks a
couple of miles a day - strolls or
hobbles, he says. He has referred to
Professor Maurice Wade with
whom I am not acquainted, as having renewed his interest.in Trinity,
and is, therefore, sort of responsible
for the donations I sent to the
Alumni Fund for '36. Jimmie sent

me a picture of himself and a nice
attractive lady whom he characterizes a "casual, kind-hearted acquaintance who makes my heart beat a
little faster now and then." H e says
she has her own customized glass
studio and gets a kick out of his
New York style. I think she must be
very good for Jimmie. Incidentally,
Jimmie used to lunch occasionally
with STEW OGILVY at the
United Nations in New York and
was sometimes joined by Avis (Mrs.
0.). He also mentioned JIMMIE
WEIR '38, BILL HULL '37, BOB
ROACH and CAPT. LUNDIN
USN, '38. Nice to have Jimmie
back with us.
And, in closing, a note from
THE REV MR. PAUL CURRY
ARMSTRONG of Pompano Beach
whom I feel I should quote: "I
retired as rector of St. Stephen's
Church in Detroit in 1983, and lefr
Grosse Pointe, where I had lived,
for Florida in the latter part of that
year. My summers were spent in
study at Trinity Hall, Cambridge
University, but I fell and a broken
hip complicated by Parkinson's
Disease put an end to that and
everything else. I live now in a lifetime senior citizen community
called John Knox Village in
Pompano Beach. I have a villa and
am able tb,-get about but yet have
help and nursing care when needed.
Only consoling thing is - I am in
good company. Hi, Pope, Billy
Graham, and the U.S. Army
General." Paul does, indeed, have
good company, and should be complimented for his own outlook on
life, in my opinion.
Robert M. Christensen

NOTES

66 Centerwood Rd.
Newington, Conn. 06111
Class Agent:
Sherwood H. Raymond

Reunion '97: June 5-8
Make plans to attend our 60th
Reunion! Hope to see you there.
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MIKE BASSFORD reports that
he and Betsy toured portions of
Central America, winding up with
the Choco Indians in Darien,
Panama. This tribe lives much as
they did before the Spaniards
arrived, except that they now have a
basketball court in the middle of
the village. A possible source for
recruiting?
Class President JACK WILCOX
has received a nice letter of thanks
from the student who received the
sc;holarship from the fund our class
established at our 50th Reunion.
Our good intentions just a few
years ago have, indeed, produced
real results. We should also note
that the aforementioned Jack has
been a busy citizen. As a long-time
Rotarian, he was awarded the club's
double sapphire pin for outstanding
service. Then, too, he has emceed
the last 12 reunions of the 169th
Infantry of the 43rd Division, with
usually over 125 attendees. And,
just to keep busy, he has been on
the advisory board of the Greater
Hartford Salvation Army for the
last 27 years, mostly as chairman of
the adult rehabilitation committee.
HENRY HAYDEN's wife died
last April. We send our sincere sympathy to Henry and his family.
The names of eight classmates
have been included in the College
memorial to all who died in World
War II and later conflicts. Their
names (FREDERICK BARRETT,
MALCOLM CROCKER, NEWTON MASON, LESLIE
MCWILLIAMS, BORIS
PACELlA, JOHN REYNOLDS,
JOHN SLOWIK, JOHN WEISSHEIMER) are engraved on the
Chapel wall underneath the World
War I memorial. And we trust that
no·more names will ever be added.
Last October in West Hartford
there was a small, rather informal
luncheon reunion of the Bassfords,
the LEGGETTS, the SMITHS,
the Wilcoxes, and the MARTINS,
who were up North to enjoy
Connecticut in the fall. We did our
best to show the Trinity spirit with-

out becoming too spirited.
Sherwood V Martin.
4461 Stack Blvd., #E 230
Melbourne, Fla. 32901
Class Agent:
Ethan F. Bassford

Word from LESTER TIBBALS,
JR., still living in Princeton, N .J.,
shows that he is a true Trinity supporter. He proudly announces that
his granddaughter, Amanda Leeson,
is enrolled in the Class of 2000 at
Trinity. Her father, AL DIX LEESON, JR., is a 1rinity graduate,
Class of 1970, and Les, himself, is
in our Class of 1940, which makes
three generations. He sends greetings to all.
An extensive article in our
Hartford CourantonAug. 13, 1996
informs us that DAVID MOSER,
afrer spending 42 years practicing
medicine in Rocky Hill, Conn., has
retired. He was unique in that he
made house calls and considered his
patients as friends. He also served
the town as its first mayor. He was
health director, school physician,
police and fire surgeon, and medical director to three local nursing
homes. Congratulations, Dave!
AL TAYLOR, still in Hartford,
retired from Pratt & Whitney, is in
good shape and plays tennis once a
week. He's done a lot of work on
his family genealogy and enjoys it.
He's quite pleased with his four
daughters and seven grandchildren
scattered across the country, except
for one at Loomis.
I recently talked with BOB
ANDERSON's wife whom we met
on Election Day. She said that generally they are staying dose to
home, limited by health concerns
like most of us, but that they keep
in touch with three children and six
grandchildren. A grandson is
attending the University of Maine.
T hey keep in touch with the
WALLY HOWE family who have
lefr for Florida.
Clarence B. Grandahl
87 Frederick St
Newington, Conn. 06111
Class Agent:
Stephen M. Riley, Esq.

On looking through the report
on the Trinity College Campaign I
noted that four of our deceased
classmates were represented by In
Memoriam gifi:s from their wives.
The contributors included PETE
CALLAGHAN's wife, Chris, AL
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GAVERT's wife, Gloria, JOHN
LANCASTER's wife, Carol, and
DICK NOLF's wife, Erreld. The
College is grateful for their loving
loyalty.
Among the photos of the
Reunion in the Reporter was one of
DON DAY, CULLY ROBERTS
and JOHN CARPENTER. They
were engaged in conversation before
the beginning of the Alumni
Parade.
We received a cryptic line from
DICK ~?RAN: "Still walking on
the grass.
In September The New York
Times carried an article on the
efforts of the New Jersey legislature
to obey a court order that it equalize the spending for schools in the
State's poorest and wealthiest districts. Featured in the piece were
the chairmen of the Senate and
Assembly education committees.
T he Senate's chairman is JACK
EWING, whose legislative career
was summarized as follows: ''At 77
Jack Ewing is the oldest and one of
the longest-serving members of the
Senate, a distinction that gives him
automatic seniority on most issues
and insures that his opinions will be
heard. He has been in state politics
since 1967, when he was newly
retired from Abercrombie & Fitch
in New York, where he had been
chairman of the board. He was
elected to the Assembly that year
and served there for a decade before
moving to the Senate in 1977."
T he article states that, "Both
admirers and detractors praise Mr.
Ewing fo r his willingness to meet
with any group and listen to its
concerns." A Democratic member
of the education committee was
quoted as saying that "he has always
been : gracious and respectful
chau.
Incidentally, the article on the
rwo legislarors is headed ''Autumn
of the Patriarchs." It strikes me th at
"patriarch'' is a lot classier appellation than "senior citizen." Perhaps
we could get it included in the
Canon of Correctness.
On a visit to Ireland YOUR
CORRESPONDENT and Iva had
the oppo rtunity to visit the grave of
William Butler Yeats "under bare
Ben Bulben's head." Another literary shrine visited was Davy Byrnes,
a pub where James Joyce could
often be found before he lefr
D ublin for exile. I felt I could safely
frequent the establishment since it
was ?,ndorsed in Ulysses as "a moral
pub.
Frank A. Kelly, Jr.
21 Forest Dr.
Newington, Conn. 06111
Class Agent:
Edward A. Smith
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DONALD VINCENT reports that
he has moved to Southampton,
N.J. from New Hartford, N.Y.
Must be gradually marching back
to Georgia, his birthplace. When I
saw Don at our 50th I voted him
least changed in looks. He's had a
lifetime association with the arts,
teach ing and even selling paintings
and now he's added organ playing
to his accomplishments. Maybe we
should reserve Mather fo~ him for
our 55th?
Talked with BOB DILTS, still in
bucolic South Glastonbury. Bob
had survived a quadruple by-pass
surgery 15 years ago. He now suffers from leukemia but his sense of
humor is still intact: he tells me he.
is cat commissioner of South
Glastonbury, appointed to that
unique position after his name
appeared in the local paper describing an encounter he had with his
wife's cat. He got some hate mail

War Memorial Fund
Donors • Class of 1943
John L. Bonee, Esq.
T he Rev. Jarvis P. Brown
Salvatore R. Carrabba, M.D.*
Joseph Castagno, M.D.
Mr. Richard S. Cobb
Mr. Russell E. Collins, Jr.
The Rev. R aymond Cunningham,
Jr.
Mr. Jerome C. Cuppia, Jr.*
George H. Dickinson, M.D.
Mr. John E. Fay
Mr. Arthur A. Fenoglio
Mr. Richard E. Gager
Mr. Stephen V R. Glidden
Mr. Maurice E. Guillet
The Hon. Arthur H. Healey
Mr. Robert H. Hinckley
Mr. Stuart P. Jones*
Dr. Robert James Kelly
Mr. Hugh F. Loweth
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from local felixophiles, whereupon
he got his present august position.
He reads a lot. Conveniently, his
wife works at the local library.
FRED DICKSON, longtime
Delaware resident, is now retired
from DuPont, naturally, where he
served many years, first as process
engineer and then as patent executive. He also had three inventions
to his credit. He has three children
- a computer whiz in California, a
gardener in Virginia and an actor in
Paris. H e and his wife do a lot of
family traveling - wonderful places
to go. The gardening daughter is in
charge of the grounds at Keswick
Hall near· Charlonesville, one of the
beauty spots of the world. Fred
summers in Lake George, N.Y.
JOHN CHURCHILL is still
behaving like a human dynamo.
Retired? No way! H e's doing neurological diagnostic work for the state
ofTennessee. Has just finished a
book titled The Botanical History of
the Southern Appalachians. He lives
in Johnson City, Tenn. now, after
residing in Connecticut, Maryland
and Michigan. In Connecticut he
Mr. John F. McLaughlin
Mr. James P. Murray
Mr. Peter W. Peterson
Mr. Gordon Porter
Mr. Carlos A. Richardson, Jr.
Joseph G. Rossi, M.D.
Mr. Thomas J. Scon
Mr. Randolph G. Sharp
Dr. Alfred]. Stafford, Jr.
Dr. Harry]. Tamouey, Jr.
Mr. George A. Tracy
Mr. William ]. Tribelhorn
Mr. DavidA. Tyler, Jr.
Mr. Paul Robert Warren
Mr. Carl H. Williams

War Memorial Fund
Donors • Other Classes
Prof. Gustave W Andrian '40
Mr. Richard H. Barnes '41
Mr. Ethan F. Bassford '39
The Rev. Ernest L. Bengston '40
Mr. DonaldM. Bishop '67
Mr. RichardT. Blaisdell '41
Mr. Robert A. Bodkin, Jr. '40
Mr. Walter E. Borin '40
Mr. Louis E. Buck '41

preceded WALLY ANDERSON
'39 in neurology at the Hartford
Hospital. In Michigan he did pioneer work in children's neurology,
taught at university level, then went
on to teaching in Tennessee. When
I talked with him, he and his wife
were taking care of three very active
grandchildren, again evidence of
vigor. John is in touch with JACK
BARBER out in the state of
Washington. He gave Jack advice
when Jack had a stroke. I understand Jack's doing okay now.
Best buddy, MIL RHINES, sent
me clips on Malawi, where I did
some magazine work a few years
ago.
MARTY WOOD wrote me that
DICK BESTOR will be chair of
our 55th Reunion. It's close, fellows, next June. Please come. Each
gathering becomes more important,
for obvious reasons.
Joseph J. Bonsignore
9105 Santayana Dr.
Fairfax, Va. 22031
Class Agent:
Martin D. Wood

Col. Edward L. Burnham '40
Mr. John T. Carpenter '41
Mr. John L. Clarke '41
The Rev. Bradford Colton '39
Mr. Charles T. Cook '41
Mr. C. Robert Crabbe '40
Mr. Donald]. Day '41
Mr. Martin]. Desmond '41
Mr. J. Kevin Dunne '39
Mr. John G. Fitzgerald '41
Mr. John L. Follansbee '39
Mr. Louis]. Glaubman '39
Mr. Wilfrid F. Greenwood '40
Mr. Seth P. Holcombe '41
Mr. Alvin C. Hopkins '40
Mr. Charles R. Humphreyson '41
Mr. Edward]. Hurwitz '41
Mr. Frank A. Kelly, Jr. '41
Mr. Kenneth ]. Kelly '41
Mr. Evans Kirkby '41
Mr. Joseph L. Lavieri '41
Mr. Richard A. Leggett '39
Irwin T. Mancall, M.D. '41
Mr. John F. McGee '41
Mr. Harry R. Moody '41
Prof. Richard K. Morris '40
Mr. Richardson L. Onderdonk '40
Mr. Herbert H. Pankratz '40
The Rev. John H. Payne, Jr. '42
Mr. George J. Prendergast, Jr. '41
Alan D. Randall, M.D. '41
Arthur M . Rinehart, M.D. '40
Mr. C. Cullen Roberts '41
The Hon. William]. Ryan '41
Mr. Parrick C. Scheidel '74
Mr. Philip T. Sehl '41
Mr. Thomas J. Skelley '39
Mr. Edward A. Smith '41
George W. B. Starkey, M.D. '39
Mr. Charles Dodsley Walker '40
Mr. William C. Wiley '41

*Deceased
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YOUR SECRETARY is proud
and privileged to announce to his
classmates the completion of the
inscription of the names ofTrinity
men who died in the service of
their country during World War II,
the Korean War and in Viet Nam,
which constitutes the War
Memorial on the South Wall at the
entry to the College Chapel. These
names are carved in granite on the
wall directly beneath the names of
those who lost their lives in World
War I. Accordingly, this edition of
our College Notes is dedicated to
all of those who contributed the
funds needed to complete the
inscription. In the first list (see box
on previous page) are the names of
our classmates who conceived the
idea of such a memorial at our
50th Reunion in 1993.
Immediately thereafter is a list of all
others who contributed funds for
the project. It is truly a work of
b~auty and a moving addition to
the Chapel entry. The names hereinafter set down are presented in
exactly the same fashion as they are
maintained in the College development office.
These notes would not be complete without an expression of gratitude to our own RAY CUNNINGHAM, chairman of the committee
formed at our 50th Reunion to do
the job, and whose untiring efforts
finally brought it all to pass. Other
members of the original committee
were former College Chaplain
Nancy Charles, the College
Treasurer BOB PEDEMONTI '60
and YOUR SECRETARY. College
Archivist PETER KNAPP '65 and
Secretary of the College GERALD
HANSEN '51 helped mightily.
Thanks also goes to the College
which, through Bob Pedemonti's
efforts, contributed the balance of
the funds needed to complete the
work. Please see the photograph of
the War Memorial inscription elsewhere in this publication.
John L. Bonee, Esq.
The Bonee Law Offices
One State St.
Hartford, Conn. 06103
fax: 860-522-6049

We had a chance to get together
during the September Volunteer
Leadership Conference at Trinity.
Present for our first Class of' 44
executive committee meeting this
year were Class President HARRY
GOSSLING, M.D., ROGER
CONANT, M .D., TOM SMITH,

MARK TENNEY, R.T. TOLAND,
MERRITT JOHNQUEST and
YOUR SECRETARY.
We discussed a number of ideas
toward making our 55th Reunion
in 1999 a memorable one. We continue to feel that our record-setting
50th Reunion project - the T' 44
Memorial Scholarship, remains our
number-one objective. Having
already reached nearly $300,000 in
cash and bequests for this scholarship, we hope to continue building
on it. A goal of $500,000 seems a
nice round figure. We will be keeping in touch with you, our fellow
'44 alumni; and, as we did for the
50th Reunion, poll you on ideas
and seek input on your thinking.
We had a chance to ger together
during the volunteer conference
with ALEXIS BRASHICH '90, on
whom we conferred honorary
membership in the Class of'44.
Lexi, you will recall, gave our Class
great service in organizing our
efforts for the 50th and carrying
them through.
Lexi was associate director of
annual giving at Trinity, and is now
working in New York City as director of annual giving at the
Nightingale-Bamford School on the
Upper East Side.
HARRY GOSSLING was
recently elected chairman of the
parent company of the Hospital for
Special Care in New Britain, Conn.
This is a 200-bed rehabilitation ~
hospital.
As for Your Secretary and wife,
Josephine, we continue working in
Lions Club activities, visiting our
old Army buddies from World War
II, and working on assorted other
community activities. I have been
reelected a vice president of the
Newport, R.I. Taxpayers'
Association.
Again, please keep writing about
your doings. We need your input to
produce output in these Notes.
Thank you.
Elliott K Stein
215 Gibbs Ave.
Newport, R.I. 02840
Class Agents:
Merritt Johnquest
Elliott K Stein
Robert Toland, Jr.

Shortly after the Chapel tower
was built, the names ofTrinity
alumni killed during World War I
were inscribed on the south wall of
the Chapel. Recently the Class of
'43 raised funds to add the names
of alumni lost during World War
II, Korea and Vietnam.
During our recent Class

Saving a river and th

L

ike a human World Wide
Web, Robert Boyle '49
makes surprising connections. A case in point: the
environmentalist, author and
consummate angler told members of the James Joyce Society
meeting last October in New
York City that after identifYing
hundreds of never-before annotated references to fishing in
Joyce's novel Finnegan's W{zke, it
was his firm belief that the
novel was really about fishing
- specifically, about fly fishing.
"Because of my knowledge
of angling and entomology, I
could pick up things which
were encrypted and encoded
that no one ever had before,"
Boyle says enthusiastically of his
findings, which were reported
in The New York Times.
A chance look at a photograph of Preston J. Jennings,
who bore a striking resemblance to Joyce and was the
first American to scientifically
codifY trout flies for anglers,
prompted Boyle to read
Finnegan's W{zke. "I started
reading Joyce and thought,
'Good God! I'm onto something here,'" he said. Finding
phrases like "olive quill" (which
is a trout fly) and "omulette"
(which Boyle contends is an
omelette made with two fish,
mullet and "omul," Russian for
a type of white fish from Lake
Baikal) convinced him that he
was on the right track "Joyce
manufactured words and challenged people to find them,"
asserts Boyle, who currently is
writing an article about his theory.
Indulging his curiosity,
applying his unique vision, and
doing what has never been
done before are hallmarks of
Boyle's literary efforts and also
his life. The author, co-author
and editor of 11 books on envi-

ronmental issues, Boyle worked
for 32 years as staff writer for
Sports Illustrated magazine (to
which he stills contributes
articles), and for years tackled
environmental issues on its
pages, starting with a 1959 ·
story on the draining ofTule
Lake in northern California, a
destination for millions of
migratory waterfowl. He has
been widely identified with his
efforts to save and restore the
Hudson River, a river he has
fished, written about and lived
in glorious sight of- high on a
hilltop in Cold Spring, New
York - for almost two decades.
"People say to me, 'You saved
the Hudson River.' I certainly
had a role in it. My greatest
accomplishment was creating
public concern about irs condition," he demurs. It is, he says,
"the most beautiful, messed up,
productive, ignored, and surprising piece of water on the
face of the earth.''
Boyle, who has been called
"the conscience of the river,"
traces his efforts to clean up the
Hudson to a memorable fishing
trip in 1962. "Right before my
eyes, the river began to turn the
color of coffee grounds. After
that everywhere I went I saw
pollution," he recalls. In 1966,
he and a friend founded an
environmental group, the
Hudson River Fishermen's
Association. Mobilized for
action, he identified two previously unenforced laws banning
the dumping of waste, the 1898
New York Harbor Act and the
1896 Refuse Act, and used
them to launch the cleanup of
the Hudson.
Boyle intensified his environmental advocacy in 1980
when he originated the idea of
an independent Hudson River
Foundation for Science and
Environmental Research and

~nvironment with his
demanded that utilities abusing
the river endow it before he
would withdraw legal action
brought against them by the
Fishermen's Association. The
Hudson is the only river in the
world with its own endowment
(now approaching $40 million),
which is used for the river's
study and betterment.
Inspired by the tradition of
riverkeeper posts in private
trout and salmon rivers in the
British Isles, Boyle scored yet
another first with the creation
in 1983 of the Hudson Riverkeeper Fund, the successor to
the Fishermen's Association.
The fund has served as a model
for the establishment of riverkeepers, baykeepers, and soundkeepers throughout North
America. The organization will
celebrate its 30th anniversary at
a dinner in March, where media
mogul Ted Turner will be feted
fo r his support of riverkeepers
on the Chattahoochee River in
Georgia.
The country's first Riverkeeper, John Cronin monitors
the Hudson's health and investigates pollution complaints. He
has known Boyle for more than
20 years and praises his unrelenting efforts. "When pollution was not yet a word in our
common vocabulary; he proved
that with information and dedication, citizens can fight back
and win. He makes hard arguments and does the difficult
work. No doubt the Hudson
River would be a very different
place if it hadn't been the target
of his attention. "

The Hudson River, a Natural
and Unnatural History, a book
he published in 19G9, expanded
in 1979, and currently is revising, has been a much consulted
textbook on the river's history
and problems. Trinity's Alumni
Medal for Excellence was

bestowed on Boyle in 1970 in
recognition of this landmark
book and his environmental
work on the river. Folk singer
Pete Seeger, who has championed the Hudson in word and
song since the late 1960s, praises Boyle's contributions to their
mutual interest. "He's a key
person in the river. I learned a
hell of a lor from his book.
He's informed us all. I am very
grateful for his work."
Last summer, Pace
University's School ofLaw,
which has acted as legal counsel
for the Riverkeeper organization, honored Boyle by naming
its Environmental Litigation
Clinic after him.
Of his pioneering
environmental
work Boyle says,
"I've never been a
joiner, so I became
a founder. The
environment is the
single most important issue for the
world."
In his professional career, Boyle
left his imprint by
stretching the
conventional
definition of
sportswriting. In
his book At the

pen
Boyle was just a toddler
when he caught his first glimpse
of the Hudson from his home
on Manhattan's West Side. It
was there, he recalled, that his
mother gave him a memento
with photographs of the U.S.
Naval ships anchored on the
river outside their window.
Raised in New York City, he
acquired a love for the outdoors
through summer excursions to
cousins' homes in Connecticut
and summer camp in New
Hampshire.
Writing, the vehicle for protecting his beloved outdoors,
took root at Trinity, where he
wrote for the Tripod and The

stimulating and didn't suffer a
fool gladly." A son, R.
Alexander (Alex), with whom
he co-authored a book on acid
rain, graduated from Trinity in
1985 and now is working as an
art dealer in Manhattan.
Boyle went on to earn a
master's degree in history and
international relations from Yale
in 1950 and worked as a sportswriter for United Press in New
York and for Time magazine
before beginning at Sports
Illustrated just four issues after
the magazine's inception in
1954. He remains busy writing
for a diverse array of magazines,
stays attentive to the river, and

Hartford Times as a free-lance
writer of student profiles. A
history major who graduated
with honors, Boyle still remembers one professor with particular affection. "I never had a
bettet teacher in my life than
the late George Cooper,
Northam Professor of History
Emeritus. He was a genius at
teaching. He was the essence of
Trinity. He was witty, informed,

keeps fishing. "I caught my
first fish when I was four years
old. I was fascinated by it," he
said.
Today, the fascination with
and lure of fishing have not
abated. "There's a saying: 'God
doesn't allot from man's span on
earth the time he spends in fishing,"' he mused.

Top ofTheir Game,
he described the
recreational
activities of
notable people. He wrote, for
instance, about Western novelist
Zane Grey and his "compulsive"
angling, Vladimir Nabokov and
his butterfly-catching excursions, and the catering of chef
and fellow Trinity graduate
Joseph Hyde '50, a "savant of
fish and game" from Snedens
Landing, N.Y, who presides
over the Riverkeeper Fund's
annual shad bakes.

-Suzanne Zack
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Alfred J. Koeppel '54
1he President's Leadership Medal was created to honor
supporters who have made "extraordinary contributions of time,
wisdom, and resources" to Trinity College. Over the past decade,
no one has made more unstinting contributions to Trinity in all
three categories. He has been a calm and steadying Influence In a
period of rapid change-a leader with a strong sense of what is
best about Trinity and a clear vision of what must be done to make
It better still.
Born and raised In Brooklyn, he relishes the vitality of city
life and the cultural and commercial opportunities it offers. The
Trinity that he discovered when he enrolled In 1950 must have
seemed a tiny place. At this small place, however, he explored the
depth and IJI'eadth of the liberal arts, completing an interdisciplinary major, achieving the Dean's Ust and completing Professor
Harry Costello's famous list of books worth reading. He joined
Theta XI Fraternity, worlced on the Tripod, and edited the Ivy.
Fl'om Trinity, he joined the family business, a law and real
estate firm that now specializes In commercial real estate in midtown and downtown Manhattan, where he has made his career. In
1957, he was graduated from the Brooklyn Law School. Under his
leadership, his finn has flourished In the roller coaster wolfe of
New Yodc real estate and now engages the enei'/Pes of another
generation--thl'ee of whom are Trinity graduates.
He has always remained close with the College, rising
throullh Trinity's alumni ranks, as an interviewer, a class agent,
a member of the National Alumni Association's Executive
Committee, and an active volunteer leader in two capital
campaigns. In 1985, he joined the Board of Trustees and served
as Chalnnan of the Board from 1990 to 1996.
Under his extraordinary stewardship, Trinity has enhanced its
campus, resolved a long-standing controversy over fraternities,
expanded the faculty, embarlfed on an ambitious comPf'ehensive
campaitJn, made an unprecedented commitment to improve its
neighborhood, and selected the College's 18th President. As a
leader, he has been analytical, optimistic, and clear-sighted.
Whatev• tumult that su"ounds him, he remains calm, confident,
and focused on the task at hand.
Trinity's debt to this alumnus is enormous. Mr. President, it is
an honor to present to you the recipient of the President's
Leadership Medal for 1996, one of Trinity's most devoted sons,
ALFRED JAMES KOEPPEL, Class of 1954.
Alfred Koeppel, right, receives the medal from ftwmer recipient George
Kellner '64.
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Reunion, classmates reminisced
about the 17 classmates in '45 and
'46 who made the supreme sacrifice. Their names are now among
those inscribed as a permanent
memorial.
They include PASQUALE
ARACE, WILLIAM BEATTY,
, JACQUES BLOCH, JOHN
BURNS, GEORGE COBB,
ROBERT DERICK, HENRY
HONEYSETT, JOHN NASUTTA, GILBERT TABOR, JR. - all
from the Class of'45; and
GEORGE BASSETT, THOMAS
FLANIGAN, CHARLES
FRAZEE, REX GREENE, LOUIS
GUZZO, LAWRENCE LATTIZORI, CHARLES SPRINGER
and EDWIN TAYLOR II, from the
Class of 1946.
Arthur E. Fay
18 Gloucester Ln.
West Hartford, Conn. 06107
fax: 860-522-2390
Class Agents:
Andrew W. Milligan '45
Irving]. Poliner, M.D. '47

The Class extends sympathy to
BRENT HARRIES on the death of
his wife.
A group of classmates gathered
for lunch at the Homecoming
game with Amherst. They included
BOB BLUM, ROGER HALL,
FRANK SHERMAN and BOB
TANSILL. You missed a great day
by not coming -- put it down for
next year.
BEN BYERS '51 writes that this
past August, by coincidence, four
alums were included in a group of
guests at a magnificent ranch 6,500
feet up in Montana's Rockies on the
northern edge ofYellowstone Park.
He notes, "We did Trinity proud in
the face of keen competition from
Princeton in fly fishing, hiking,
wrangling, trail blazing, mountain
riding, square dancing, pool playing
and procrastinating. What a great
time! All made possible by our very
gracious hosts." Attendees were
HANNAH STEBBINS '92, DICK
STEBBINS '59, CARL T IEDEMANN and Ben.
EDWARD ALBEE's play,
"Three Tall Women," was presented
at the Dallas Theater Center.
FRED BORN '65, who lives in
Dallas, sent the playbill to the
alumni office. An interview with
Albee appeared in the August 1996
edition of The Progressive.
Robert Tansill
270 White Oak Ridge Rd.
Short Hills, N.J. 07078
Class Agents:
Robert M. Blum, Esq.

John G. Grill, Jr.
Harry K. Knapp

As mentioned in the notes from
the Class of'50, BEN BYERS tells
about the "chance" meeting of four
alums at a ranch on the edge of
Yellowstone. Sounds as if everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the setting and
those gathered.
SCOTT BILLYOU sent a
review of the Chronicles ofthe
Frigate Macedonian, 1802-1922 by
JAMES DE KAY The book is a
biography of a famous vessel captured by Stephen Decatur during
the War of 1812 and converted
into an American naval vessel. The
book is noted in "Books by Trinity
Authors" in this issue.
E Bruce Hinkel
15 Woodcrest Dr.
New Providence, N.J. 07974
Class Agents:
Timothy R. Cutting
David E Edwards
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TED THOMAS, who lives in
West Hartford, writes that he is
"still involved in turf vending, otherwise known as real estate sales."
Class Agent:
Lyndon H. Ratcliffe

RALPH DAVIS is treasurer of
the Hartford Black History Project
at the Connecticut Historical
Society. In addition, letters he wrote
regarding the importance of integration; the reopening of the
Bloomfield Branch Library and the
availability of a Bloomfield swimming complex; and the "lasting
beauty of penning thought" have
appeared in Hartford-area newspapers.
Samuel H. Ramsay, Jr.
8 Greenwood Ave.
Rumford, R.I. 02916
L
Class Agents:
Richard T. Lyford, Jr.
Joseph B. Wollenberger, Esq.

Only two items to report this
time:
MICHAEL MORPHY has
moved to Montecito, Calif

CLASS

And, sadly, WAYNE ALLEN
(TOBY) SCHOYER died in
October (see In Memory) . He leaves
his wife, Lee; three children, Sloan,
Stephanie and Timothy; and four
grandchildren. Always an illustrious
member of our Class, he will be
sorely missed. Speaking for the
Class, I send condolences to the
family.
Donald B. Read
116 Sheephill Rd.
Riverside, Conn. 06878
Class Agent:
T. Gerald Dyer

Lacking any new news of the
antics of our classmates, I decided
to call some who hadn't been able
to make it to Reunion last June.
DICK STANSON made the
decision to stay home for the logical reason that he had just come
East for his mother's birthday and a
cross-country trip (he and his wife
live in Los Angeles) isn't cheap. But
he asked me to wish all well. He is
actively planning a new consulting
business in two fields he knows
very well-real-estate and hospital
management. He will provide realestate management advice for non
profit institutions, and he has his
first client already, the largest
orthopedic hospital in the country
- located, I believe, in Los
Angeles.
JIM TEWKSBURY couldn't
make it because of a conflict on the
same weekend - a dose family
friend's wedding. His latest activities, business-related, are busy as
H opper (Georgia-Pacific) papers
are hot this ,year. His personal activities last summer centered on what
sounded like a great vacation in
Glacier National Park in Montaria.
H e and his wife, Joan, hiked for
seven days, averaging 10 miles a
day, and slept in wonderful, big,
old fashioned, log chalets maintained by the park service. They ate
well, and even went white water
rafting and fly fishing.
ARTHUR WALKER dropped
me a line from his office in San
Francisco, to tell me that their latest wine (they own a vineyard in
Sonoma Valley), Peregrine Blanc
Chardonnay, had won a prestigious
award. He and his wife are very
proud, and we send our congratulations.
I called ALLYN (Skip) BEARDSELL and we talked. He is still living in Hanover, Pa. and working as
vp/marketing for the Oxford
Innovations Division ofTim-Bar
Inc. The company is a major player
in designing and producing retail

displays and specialty packaging.
His wife, Libby, is overseeing the
renovation of their house in
Clinton, N.Y. where she and Skip
will live after retirement, in maybe
three more years. Their son, Mark,
is in Providence, finishing up his
Ph.D. in economics at Brown
University. In summer Skip and
family spend time on Martha's
Vineyard, in Oak Bluffs. He
promises to return to campus more
in the new year.
As Mark Twain said, "The news
of my death is greatly exaggerated."
JOHN SWETT is entitled to say
the same. I erroneously reported his
demise in the last issue of the
Reporter. Happily, he is very much
alive and I sincerely apologize to
John for my error.
Finally, anyone in Washington,
D.C. between February 1 and
March 22 is invited to come to
Mickelson's Gallery, 709 G Street
N.W, to see my one-man show:
paintings entitled "England-New
England." Yes, the subject matter is
all gleaned from my travels in both
areas over the last three years.
Bruce N . Macdonald
1116 Weed St.
New Canaan, Conn. 06840
fax: 203-975-2897
Class Agents:
Gerald E. Pauley, Jr.
Henry M. Zachs

Reunion '97: June 5-8

The Reunion Committee had a
very successful meeting on Friday,
Nov. 1, 1996, and, to date, the
enthusiasm from all class members
is very high, not only with returning to enjoy the 40th on June 5-8,
1997, but also ensuring that our
Class Scholarship Fund goes way
over the top.
Our president, Evan Dobelle,
has put together an outstanding
administrative team to help Trinity
continue to rank as one of the
nation's premier liberal arts colleges.
In addition, the College, the area
hospitals and the city are joined in
one of the most ambitious and
promising developments in the
Trinity neighborhood while, at the
same time, Trinity is engineering a
very ambitious on-campus expansion and renovation. As we reach
the next century, Trinity will definitely be in the forefront. I hope
you will all plan now for the
Reunion, at which time you can see
for yourself where Trinity is headed,
and meet our new leadership team
assembled by President Evan
Do belle.
The outcome of the Home-
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coming foqtball game wasn't what
we wanted, but a number of your
classmates including FRED
BAIRD, GEORGE KELLEHER,
NEIL DAY, JIM KENEFICK,
FRED TOBIN, DON STOKES,
MANNY SLATER, WALT SHANNON, PAUL MARION, BILL
STOUT, TERRY FRAZIER,
WARD CURRAN, along with
YOURS TRULY, enjoyed the festivities and "CATs Corner Cafe."
At the game, DAVID GOLAS,
Class of'60, who has been cooking
and tailgating with Yours Truly for
a number of years, joined forces
and we had a splendid afternoon. I
am thinking of making Dave Golas
an honorary member of our class
based upon his culinary arts and
assistance throughout the years.
Ward Curran and Bill Stout are
continuing to put together our
entertainment for the Reunion and
I am sure we won't be disappointed.
Some of you have already begun
your planning and generosity for
the Class Gift. We've heard from
BROOKS HARLOW, B. D.
DRAYTON and DAVE HAMILTON, and are happy they'll join us
in June. JERRY CHANNELL has .
written that he will leave the mountains of Montana to join us for the
Reunion. He says he is enjoying his
relocation to the wilderness and
hunts bare.
I look forward to seeing you all
June 5-8, 1997.
Paul A. Cataldo, Esq.
Paul A. Cataldo and Associates
55 W Central St.
P.O. Box435
Franklin, Mass. 02038
fax: 508-520-0699
Class Agents:
Neil McPherson Day, Esq.
B. Graeme Frazier III

BORDEN PAINTER sends
greetings from Rome. "I have no
news to report from the Class of
'58 except that I am here in Rome
teaching two courses and serving as
acting director of the Rome
Program. I promise to do my secretarial duties in better fashion after
my return. In the meantime, best
wishes to all in alumniland at Trio."
The Rev. Dr. Borden W Painter, Jr.
110 Ledgewood Rd.
West Hartford, Conn. 06107
e-mail: Painter@trincoll.edu
fax: 860-297-5111
Class Agents:
John M. Catlin, M.D.
Joseph M . Repole, Jr.
Edward B. Speno

TED TAYLOR is a member of
the board of governors of the
University of N ew Haven.
DICK JAFFE and his wife,
Miriam, are the co-chairs of the
Trinity Parents' Association. Their
daughter, Sara, is a member of the
Class of 1998. The Jaffes traveled
from Texas to attend a Long Walk
Reception hosted by President
Do belle at a recent Parents'
Weekend. ED GIBBONS also flew
in from London, U .K. to visit
daughter, Leah, Class of 1998, and
to attend the same reception.
When he wrote in October,
WALT GRAHAM noted that he
expected to retire from Smith Kline
Beecham Corp. on Oct. 31, having
worked there for 37 years, ever
since his graduation from Trinity.
He listed his current position as
senior vice president and director of
sales for U.S. Pharmaceuticals.
As mentioned in the notes from
the Class of '50, BEN BYERS '51
tells about the "chance" meeting of
four alums (including DICK
STEBBINS) at a ranch on the edge
of Yellowstone. Sounds as if everyone thoroughly enjoyed the setting
and those gathered.
JOSEPH WASSONG has established the Shirley G. Wassong
Memorial Lecture Fund in memory
of his wife.
Shepard M. Scheinberg, Esq.
1 Bayside Ave.
Post Office Box 871
East Quogue, N.Y. 11942
Class Agents:
Robert D . Coykendall
Walter J. Graham

I recently heard from LEE
KALCHEIM who included a picture of two future Carnegie Hall
impresarios, Samuel and Gabriel
Kalcheim (Trinity 2013), performing a violin duet, being led by
Harry Dobelle of royal lineage, and
a rapt audience of Kit and Evan
Do belle and Julie Kalcheim. It
doesn't get any better than that.
Great shot. OK, Lee, now about
the annual campaign...
Several weeks ago Barbara and I
attended a terrific Trinity affair in
New York at the new Chase headquarters. Our host for the evening
was BILL TURNER '62 who has
been vice chairman of the bank for
some time now. The bank put on a
wonderful night for us and the
Class of'60 was well represented. I
had a chance to catch up with quite
a few of the attendees and that is
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always a lot of fun. RAY BEECH,
who, as many of you know, rarely
misses a major Trinity athletic event
either home or away, was there (I
guess because he heard it was a
kickoff of some sort). I told him
that my secret sources told me that
he and BOBBY JOHNSON were
even.seen in Brunswick for the
annual "Beat up on the Bowdoin
Polar Bears Day" a few weeks prior.
Also at the dinner was PETE
STRASSER whose business seems
to be doing well. His company
recently acquired a former competitor so everything sounds good from
that standpoint. At our table was a
healthy-looking and well tanned
TIM BAUM. It was fun to catch
up. He continues to pe a leading art
dealer in New York and it obviously
appeals to him. BOB PEDEMONTI was there, of course. He's at all
of these events where the big bucks
are spent and hopefully collected!
The food was good, the entertainment and speeches (led ~y Evan)
were, as usual, impressive, the
ambience spectacular, and the
crowd, of course, was unequaled.
There was at least one (only now
is it funny) sidebar to the
evening... ED CIMILLUCA and his
wife, Carol, frequenters of many
Trinity gatherings, were also there.
In fact, my wife, Barbara, and Carol
drove in together. What they did
not realize when they selected a stall
for their wheels is that they had
inadvertently set a new intercollegiate high-priced parking record ... to
be discovered by their husbands a
couple of hours later. For two hours
and 45 minutes these two wonderfulladies from the suburbs were
able to find a garage that charged us
$50 to keep our wheels under wrap!
Aaagh, it's getting close to "get out
of Dodge time" for this kid. You
should have seen (and heard) Ed's
and my high-pitched and unanimous, reaction when the garage
attendant said to us "fiddy
dollaws." It almost made it worth
it. His two-dollar tip somehow
seemed small to him! All through
the ride home not three minutes
went by without one of the four of
us screaming in midsentence ... "FIFTY DOLLARS?"
You had to be there.
I received a nice note from
GORDON MARTIN the other
day. Gordon was with our class for
a couple of years and is an official
member of the Class of '60
although he did what a lot of us
should have done and that is take a
leave of absence and return to graduate a couple of years later. He's living in Connecticut and it was nice
to hear from him.
SKIP MORSE and I had a
chance to catch up recently. We had
a really good talk and it was won-

derful to hear that his new venture
is going great guns. For those of
you who don't know, Skip has been
a marketing guru in a number of
business segments for most of his
working life and in the last few
years had been setting up his own
company. Most of his work, and it
seemed to me all of his passion, is
focused on health care and he is up
to his eyes in product development,
strategic consulting and promotional work for a few of the major manufacturers and providers. Exciting
stuff. Good work, Skipper. He also
told me that one of this summer's
highlights was attending CURT
SCRIBNER's daughter (ANNE)'s
wedding in Portland. Anne is a
Trinity graduate, of course, Class of
'87, so the group sang a few bars of
'"Neath the Elms" before they
departed. She married a Scotsman
and changed her name to Hopkins
and they both reach at Shady Hill
School in Cambridge. Skip tells me
that among the old Bantam guard
there was GEORGE RAYNOR
and BOB SWIFT, along with the
father of the bride and Skip, of
course. I can only assume that
Anne had a big bunch of Bantams
there to witness the event.
BOBBY LANGEN is still at it
-in the money game in Hartford.
Like so many of us, he and Tory are
looking at the next few years and
are trying to figure out the best
game plan for themselves. They are
in the process of building a new
home in Charleston and that tells
me at least one thing... they're getting tired of the cold! He did have
one very good piece of news to give
me and that is that he is now the
proud grandfather of a little boy
from daughter, Sara, who is living
in Charleston. Hmmmm, now the
location of the new manse makes
even more sense.
Just got some more news from
BARRY ROYDEN. You may recall
that in our last Reporter, I mentioned his plans as they were understood and communicated to me by
SAKI GREENWALD. Well, I
received a nice, chatty letter from
Bany last week where he basically
confirms Saki's information and
gives a little more specificity to the
next years in the Royden family. He
is planning on stepping down from
the C.I.A. in a couple of years and
hopes to both teach and coach at
the college level. My bet is that his
plan is a "slam dunk" and further, I
think he'll be a superstar at both,
don't you?
By the way, does anyone other
than me remember that Barry knew
more about rock 'n roll than any
other living human being while at
Trinity. I wonder if there is a college
course in that discipline? Barry,
don't show this to your kids!

Barry's wife, Brenda, received her
master's whi le they were in
Bangkok and is likely to keep at it
and go for her Ph.D. in
Washington. Some of you know
that the Roydens have quite a family. Amy has graduated from
Harvard Law and is working as an
environmental lawyer in the
Department of Energy. Lisa works
at the National Transportation
Safety Board. Daughter number
three, Sarah, just graduated from
Radford University and is working
in Washington; number four,
Michelle, is a seventh grader; number five, Suzanne, is a (gulp) second
grader; and, Ta Da, number six, a
boy, Jonathan is tearing up the soccer field and is currently in first
grade. And this man's thinking of
retiring?!
In closing, let me again urge
each of you to write to me at home
or call me to bring me and your
friends and classmates up-to-date
on your whereabouts, kids, trips,
health, hobbies or just about anything else that is on your mind.
And most of all, please stay
health and happy.
Richard W. Stockton
121 Whittredge Rd.
Summit, N.J. 07901
fax: 212-499-3563
Class Agents:
George P. Kroh
Curtis M. Scribner

Another Homecoming, another
successful dinner planned by BILL
KAHL and VIN STEMPIEN.
Congratulations.
Kudos, too, to BOB WOODWARD, whose Hunter
Thompsonesque Chronicles continue to draw praise. We await his Fear
and Loathing on the Reunion Trail
to mark our 40th.
Some phonarhoning has elicited
these factoids:
DOUG FITZSIMMONS says
his recent retirement from Mobil
Oil has given him a new lease on
life; he's president of the board of
Washington, D.C.'s National
Cathedral Choral Society. RON
CAREB has also retired, from the
Norwich, Conn. school system.
Meanwhile, some of us are still
toiling. CHARLIE KIMBALL is
painting houses on Cape Cod,
while finishing his second novel.
PAUL COCHRAN is senior vice
president of human resources at
Chiran Diagnostics. LEON SHAW
is running his own printing consultancy. ARTHUR GREGG continues to head the major gifts solicitation program at the University of
North Carolina.

DICK BRIGHTMAN is head
of the pulmonary department at
Scripps Hospital, San Diego State
University. And RICK BOARDMAN has been named executive
vice president and general counsel
for Rhone-Poulenc, Inc., the
American subsidiary of the French
chemical and pharmaceuticals company.
JOHN ROMIG seems to have
the best of both worlds - income
and leisure time. While continuing
at Muzak, he and his wife have
traveled to Mexico, and to Hong
Kong on a Trinity-sponsored tour,
and have built a home on Bonita
Bay, Fla.
At work or play, please keep the
news commg.
William Kirtz
26 'W)rrnan St.
Newton, Mass. 02168
e-mail:
William=Kirtzo/oFaculty%JRN @n
unet.neu.edu
Class Agents:
William P. Kahl
Edward P. Seibert
Vincent R. Stempien

Reunion '97: June S.B

Keep in mind our 35th
Reunion, June 5-8, next year. It will
be upon us before we know it.
BOB HOPKINS reports that he
and his wife, Ellie, have moved to
Palm Coast, Fla. to escape the
Baltimore winters. Bob retired from
the Signet Trust Company in
Baltimore at the end of 1994. Bob
says "Hi" to all members of the
Jesters and WRTC.
JOHN DENSEM moved to a
new job a little over a year ago. He
is in charge of data warehousing for
the California Casualty Company
in San Mateo, Calif John lives in
Danville, Calif
GEORGE WILL spoke at
Trinity on Sept. 10. His lecture
kicked off a Trinity sponsored symposium entitled "Picking a
President, the Voters, the Parties,
the Issues." George also met with
Professor JACK CHATFIELD '64's
seminar students, who are reading
his 1993 book entitled Restoration.
CHARLIE DIETRICH reports
that he is a mathematics teacher at
Greens Farms Academy in
Connecticut. He is very excited
about coauthoring, with two 14
year-old students, a mathematics
paper on new techniques for
construction. The paper will be
published in "The Mathematics
Teacher," a scholarly joun1al on
secondary education.
BILL GRAVES is one of several
New Jersey deputy attorney gener-

Listening with his inner ear
enry Kisor '62 is very
aware of the power of
language. As an author,
book editor, and critic for the
Chicago Sun- Times, and a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize for criticism in 1981, he knows that
when used skillfully the written
word provokes new ideas, transports us to new places, and can
inspire action. But language is
most special to this veteran
journalist because of its ability
to connect us intimately to one
another. Kisor is acutely aware
of this connection because he is
deaf.

to by Bill Kight

"Because communication is
more dillicult for me than it is
for hearing people, it is more
precious. I think deeply about
words because I want to choose
those that will most easily reach
the audience I am addressing,"
he said.
Kisor communicates with
millions of people every year
through his newspaper column
and through his computer,
modem, fax, and
Telecommunications Device for

the Deaf (T DD) -all "instruments of liberation," he says.
He lip-reads to communicate
one-on-one and speaks with a
voice he describes as "breathy
and nasal, like rusty bathtub
pipes, but clearly jntelligible if
the acoustic conditions are
good." Mter 32 years in journalism, he clearly has found his
place in this very verbal profession, using his critic's voice to
assess the voice of others.
Drinking in language

But Kisor did not always hear
the voices of the distinguished

authors he now critiques. It is
an ability he first discovered in a
sophomore English class at
Trinity. "While reading
Thomas Wolfe I learned to
drink in the language by 'listening' to his prose with my inner
ear," he recalled. "Words have
defirute and distinct vibrations,
and I could roll them across my
tongue, feeling how they
thrummed my throat, cheeks,
teeth, lips, and nose," he said.
"The nnozze knowzz. My nostrils would resonate with each
n, my lips with each o. The z

brought forth a delicious low
buzz on the tips of the front
teeth," he remembered.
"Galvmized" by the experience
and fully enthralled by literature, he went on to graduate
from Trinity with honors in
English.
As enlightening as his experience was in his English classes,
his time at the College was not
without difficulty. Calculus
proved particularly challenging,
said Kisor. His freshman calculus professor, Charles A. Dana
Professor of Mathematics
(Emeritus) Robert Stewart,
tutored him privately
and, as a result, he
passed the course and
retained his Illinois
Scholarship, Trinity's
scholarship program
for Illinois residents.
"In 1991, when my
son Colin graduated
and Trinity awarded
me an honorary doctoral degree, Bob 'stood
up' for me as my faculty escort at
Commencement. That
was one of the most
moving and meaningful experiences of my
life," he said.
Professor Stewart
was equally impressed
by his former student. "I had a
lot of admiration for Henry," he
said, reflecting on Kisor and the
past. "Clearly he was a serious
student and a determined
young man. He is a gifted ·
writer," he said.
Kisor participated in the
interview for this Mosaic profile
via e-mail from his Chicago
office, where he specializes in
writing about fiction and general nonfiction. He credits the
critical thinking skills he .
acquired at Trinity with giving

him an advantage at the Medill
School of Journalism at
Northwestern University, where
he earned a master's degree with
honors. Upon graduation, he
became a copy editor for the
Evening journal in
Wilmington, Delaware, wrote
his first book reviews for the
journal's sister paper, the
Morning News, in 1964, then
returned to Illinois where he
was named book editor at the
Chicago Daily News in 1973.
He assumed his current position at the Sun-Times in 1978.
Trains and planes

Kisor wrote with power and
wry humor about his hearing
impairment in What's That Pig

Outdoors? A Memoir ofDeafness
in 1990, indulged his fascination with trains by writing

Zephyr: Tracking a Dream Across
America in 1994, and realized a
childhood dream to learn to fly
in Flight ofthe Gin Fizz, scheduled to be published in
September. Before writing this
latest book, Kisor, who learned
to fly in 1994, re-enaaed the
first flight across the U.S. in
1911 by a pilot who also happened to be hearing-impaired,
landing as close as possible to
the original 74landing sites. It
is a book of "rediscovery, of self
and country," he said.
Today Kisor looks forward to
uncovering the new voices he
has yet to hear and share with
his readers. "There's always an
exciting new book, a provocative new author to discover," he
observed. What are his future
plans? "To write one more
book before chucking it all in.
About what, I have no idea," he
quipped. "If people get pushy
about it, I tell them I plan to go
around the world in a one-man
submarine."

-Suzanne Zack
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als. He is presently litigating the
stock fraud case against Robert
Brennan. The plaintiff in the case is
Deborah Puritz, who is chief justice
of the New Jersey Supreme Court.
She brought the case when she was
New Jersey's attorney general. ·
As reported in this column earlier, BILL TURNER has taken over
the reins at Franklin Electronic
Publishers. Franklin is the world's
.largest publisher of electronic
books, including dictionaries,
bibles, medical and financial reference books.
GERALD MCNAMARA sends
this news: "My wife and I celebrated our 32nd wedding anniversary
in early November and our daughter, a graduate srudent at Brown,
gave us a very special surprise gift
from Trinity. The Trinity Pipes
came to our house and sang for us
and a few close friends for a halfhour performance in our living
room. Needless to say, they are an
exceedingly talented group of people and their renditions of '"Neath
the Elms," "The Pipes" and "Moon
River" were nostalgic and fun to
hear again.
"But more importantly, they
were to a person intelligent, articulate, interesting and excited about
their Trinity experience and the
furure .and a great deal of fun to .
talk with after the concert. They
stayed around for another half hour
or so and we thoroughly enjoyed
their visit. If they are a reflection of
Trinity's student body today, then
we have nothing to worry about
regarding the health and well-being
of the College for many years to
come. They certainly made this
alum very proud.
"By the way, my daughter spent
a couple of years at Trinity, so she knew a few of the Pipes seniors. She
actually graduated from her mother's alma mater, Smith. She thinks
the Pipes are one of the best college
sin~ng groups around and told me
subsequently that they were the easiest and nicest folks to work with
on arranging this surprise.
"Hats off to the Pipes and to
Trinity College as well."
YOURS TRULY had a delightful evening in New York recently
with Ann and TOM JOHNSON.
Tom loves his job as CEO of Green
Point Bank and they escape to
Montclair, N.]. on the weekends.
They report that their son Scott, is
a senior at Trinity.
Frederick M. Pryor
TFC Financial Management Inc.
176 Federal St.
Boston, Mass. 02110
fax: 617-951-0274
Class Agent:
Thomas E Bundy, Jr.

JAMES BORDEN was appointed managing director of global foreign exchange at BankBoston.
WILLIAM HALLIN was promoted to lieutenant general in the
Air Force. As senior air staff logistician, he is the deputy chief of staff
for logistics at Air Force
Headquarters in the Pentagon.
KERRY FITZPATRICK '61
sent an article from The New York
Times describing the mini-retrospective of RICHARD TUTTLE's
art work at the Sperone Westwater
Gallery in SoHo. Richard's work
was also displayed in Trinity's
Widener Gallery last fall. The
exhibit was curated by ROBERT
MURDOCK
ERIC LUSKIN '77 has been
appointed director of national syndication for the American Program
Service. He writes that "other
Trinityites [are] in the public television family too: ANDREA HANSON M '96 works for CPTV, and
ANDERS YOCOM is director of
programming for WTTW in
Chicago."
G. Alexander Creighton
117 Lincoln Rd.
Lincoln, Mass. 01773
fax: 212-867-5177
Class Agent:
Scott W. Reynolds

The business section of the Aug.
13, 1996 edition of The Boston
Globe contains an article describing
the success of Desktop Data Inc.
whose chief executive is DON
MCLAGAN.
Theodore T. Pettus
435 E. 51st St., #6B
New York, N.Y. 10022-6474
fax: 212-867-5177
Class Agent:
Kenneth R. Auerbach

DAVE CARRAD reports that,
after serving for a year in Cambodia
as the legal adviser to the Ministry
of Commerce, he has accepted a
new position as acting chief executive officer of the Cayman Islands
Stock Exchange. Dave is the first
CEO of this newly formed stock
exchange. His address is P.O. Box
32052, Seven Mile Beach Post
Office, Grand Cayman, Cayman
Islands, B.WI., and his business
telephone number is 1-345-9497900. Congratulations, Dave!

On the home from, YOUR
SECRETARY is pleased to note
that a lecrure Anne and I gave at
Trinity on Oct. 3, in conjunction
with the formal opening of our
exhibition in the Watkinson
Library, was well received by a sizeable audience. The lecture and exhibition, both titled "Presidents and
Politics in the 20th Century -The
Trinity Connection," focused on
associations between several presidents ofTrinity and U.S.
Presidents. Based on documentary
sources drawn from the College's
archival collections and from the
personal collection of President and
Mrs. Dobelle, the exhibition focuses on associations between Trinity
presidents Flavel Luther, Keith
Funston, Albert Jacobs .and Evan
Dobelle, and U.S. Presidents
Theodore Roosevelt, Harry
Truman, Dwight Eisenhower,
Lyndon Johnson and Jimmy Carter.
.The Dobelles served in the Carter
Administration, and contributed a
number of interesting items for display. In the lecture Anne provided
assessments of each U.S. President
from her perspective as a political
scientist, and I discussed the Trinity
presidents and the background for
the connections. Copies of the exhibition catalog are available.
That's all for now, and please
remember to keep me posted on
news of note.
Peter J. Knapp
5 Sulgrave Rd.
West Harrford, Conn. 06107
e-mail: Knapp@trincoll.edu
fax: 860-297-2251
Class Agent:
Laurence D. Bory

RAY EGAN has been elected to
the board ofNeurex Corp. of
Menlo Park, Cali£ The company
develops products for acute care,
principally in the area of cardiorenal
and neurological disease. Ray is currently president of Princeton
Healthcare Consultants in
Princeton, N.J. Prior to founding
this company, Ray was with BristolMyers Squibb, where he held a
number of executive and marketing
positions. After his graduation from
Trinity, he got an M.B.A. from
Syracuse. Congrats; Ray! You've
also been elected healthcare consultant for our entire class.
But if our class needs a real doctor, DAN WATERMAN is available. Dan has been living in the
Washington, D.C. area since 1973.
He is a general internist engaged in
solo practice on Capitol Hill. Dan
decided there weren't enough doc-

tors in the family, so he married
one, who is a pediatric neurologist.
They have three boys, the oldest of
whom is 20 and speaks both
Spanish and Russian. Not content
to practice his languages on diplomats in Washington, this boy
picked coffee beans in Costa Rica,
then moved to Moscow for a stint,
and is now working on a farm in
Spain. Evidently, Dan's son is taking
after the old man who, prior to
attending medical school, was overseas with the Peace Corps from
1967-69.
ERNIE BAYNARD is still listed
in the Trinity alumni roster as The
Honorable Ernest C. Baynard III.
This derives from his Presidential
appointment during the Reagan
administration as Assistant
Secretary for Environment, Safety
and Health at the Department of
Energy. ·Before that, he authored a
treatise on land law, and even the
Supreme Court has been fooled
into citing it as an authority!
MALCOLM MARSHALL is
still living in Bethesda, Md., while
maintaining an office in
Washington, D.C. where he
arranges financing for commercial
properties and represents tenants in
office leasing. In his leisure time,
Mal is a formidable competitor on
the golf course and on the tennis
courts. His son recently graduated
from Denison, and his daughter is
at Washington & Lee. His wife,
Sally, is paying the freight for all
this as a real estate agent.
CURT SUPLEE writes on science matters for the Washington
Post. His stories are so in-depth as
to astonish his classmates, who
recall his pontificating more on
matters literary (like T.S. Eliot) than
on complex scientific issues. But
some of the old Curt showed up in
a splendid piece last October about
a fellow who is trying to make his
jet car, called Spirit of America,
break the speed record of 633
m.p.h. and, ultimately, the sound
barrier, at 750 m.p.h. Curt always
loved speed, and now he is an
expert on aerodynamic drag, which
"increases with the square of the
speed." Undoubtedly, Curt hopes
to be on the scene in Black Rock
Desert, Nev. when the car makes its
big run.
Please drop me a line at my
home address below, or give me a
call at the office, 202-874-5280. I
need to hear from more of you!
E. Ford Barrett III
3822 Fordham Rd. NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
fax: 202-874-5279
e-mail: ford. barrett@occ. treas.gov
Class Agents:
David C. Charlesworth, M.D.
Lindley C. Scarlett
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Reunion '97: June 5-B

One score and ten years ago,
upon the hallowed Quad, 'neath
the elms, with the sound of GIL
CAMPBELL on the bells, and in
the shadow of Bishop Brownell
hosting pigeons, the great Class of
'67 paraded, pranced, and pirouetted into th e record book as the
finest class ever to graduate from
Trinity College. From June 5
through June 8, the great Class
reuni res (gets together again) in the
very same place. Gil (so aptly
named) still tolls for thee; the
Bishop's hat still provides a bird's
eye view; and BILL ROSENBAUM still longs to once again
ride a motorcycle through the
Quad and into the arms of the
campus cops. As of today, no one
has said they are not coming to the
Reunion, so make your reservations
at once.
Don't wai t for the movie! Run
out today and buy JIM
O'CONNOR's new best seller, The

Wfst Side No-Stars. The Wfst Side
No-Stars is a four-book series about
little kids learning to play hockey.
The no-stars are third- and fourthgraders experiencing all the falldowns and get-ups that make
youth hockey part of growing up.
As you have undoubtedly inferred
(from the book tide), Jim is still living and thriving in N.Y.C. Jim
runs the food and restaurant operations for Bloomingdale's, and when
he is not in the Manhattan flagship
store, he is opening new stores in
San Francisco and Los Angeles. To
keep busy Jim just finished his
fourth N.Y. C. marathon, and is
training for. his fifth. Jim is coming
to the Reunion and will be doing a
reading from his latest book for the
children who attend. To get your
copy of Jim's book autographed, or
to get your personal pair of
Bloomies underwear, call Jim at
212-705-2034.
BILL BLOCK's fancy new pool
cue is called The Eliminator. The
Eliminator is only as good as the
hands that hold it, and if Bill is as
good, or better, at the table as he
was in College, then don't put any
money on the rail. When Bill is not
playing pool he is fishing or rooting for the Steelers (which means
attending lots of games, including
T he Super Bowl). In his spare time,
Bill runs the business side of The
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and The
Toledo Blade (those are newspapers), and he helps manage the parent company. He is president of
Read for Literacy in Toledo which
is teaching over 1,700 area adults
how to read. The Inland Press
Association, in Chicago, with a

membership of over 600 newspapers, recently elected Bill vice president. Carol (married to B.B. for 27
or so years) recently edited a cookbook which has sold over 10,000
copies. The book is a compilation
of the 250 best recipes that
appeared in The Toledo Blade over a
40-year span. Carol "volunteered"
to put the book together, so be sure
to buy a copy of Arent You Going To
Try It, Honey? Bill and Carol's three
daughters are all doing wel l - one
is getting a master's in English from
the University of Virginia; one is at
Yale; and the youngest is a freshman in high school. How big does
a giant schnauzer get? Well, call Bill
at 419-245-6209 and ask about
Gracie.
Fortunately for many of us there
will be at least four clinical psychologists in attendance at the
Reunion .. .LENNY GOLDSTEIN,
ALEX LEVI, STEVE ELIOT and
Maria Goldstein. Lenny has a fulltime private practice in
Connecticut, and teaches part-time
in the doctoral program for clinical
psycl1ology at the University of
Hartford. (Now, how does one
work full-time and part-time?)
Lenny's wife, Maria, also a clinical
psychologist (as you just read) is
director ofWomen's Health
Programs in Connecticut. Lenny
and Maria are enjoying life, especially their getaway home in Orleans on
Cape Cod. In fact, Lenny was last
seen walking the beach, throwing
rocks at seagulls, with ROB BOAS
and BILL FRANKLIN. These guys
had a practice reunion on the Cape,
inviting some envious alums
(including MILES '69 and SCOTT
KING '69) from other classes. If
you want more details, or are feeling
unclinical give Lenny a call at 203755-6954.
The aforementioned practice
reunion occurred just after Labor
Day. Rob Boas attended for R&R
after supervising the ushers, ticket
rakers, and crowd controllers at the
Olympics in Atlanta. Rob's venue
was the Aquatic Center, but the
Boas family was all over the
Olympics. Taylor, a sophomore at
Stanford, worked in Food and
Beverage. Heidi, a junior in high
school, worked in the World
Congress Center. And Suzanne, 27
years married to R.A.B., managed a
non-stop houseful of guests, schedules, pickups and so on. Like
Lenny, Rob al~o has a full-time job:
he is senior litigation counsel for
Coca-Cola. That means if someone
at your barbecue asks for Coke, and
you try to slip him a Pepsi, Rob
Boas will stomp you good, and
send you to RAY GRAVES' bankruptcy court. If you want to know
what it is like to spend time running the Olympics, drinking
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Cokes, and throwing rocks at Cape
Cod seagulls, then buzz Boas at
404-256-9202.
Bill Franklin was also at the
Goldstein-Boas practice reunion.
All we know about Bill at this deadline is that he is still a practicing
cardiologist (a heart doctor) ; that he
has three children in the usual
tuition phasing - one out of college, one in college, and one in precollege; and that he is corning to
the Reunion. More on Bill next column.
DAVID HAIGHT was coaching
the team on the basketball court at
Derryfield School in Manchester,
N.H., where he has a full-time job
as chairman of the history department, when the phone went dead.
Please fone or fax all falsehoods,
fallacies, and fantasies to Fox at
860-677-5349. For corrections,
omissions, libel law suits, or if you
don't like my driving, call 1-800
EAT-CROW

(Editor's note: The November edition
ofthe Reporter incorrectly identified
BOB BRICKLEY's daughter. She is
LISA BRICKLEY '93, not !.,!LA
BRICKLEY '86 we apologize to
Bob, Lisa and Lila.)
Jeffrey J. Fox
Fox & Co Inc.
34 Dale Rd.
Avon, Conn. 06001
fax: 860-677-5349
Class Agents:
Bradford L. Moses
James H. Oliver

DON BARLOW was a presenter at the Florida Foreign Language
Association's annual conference in
Tampa last Oct. 18. His topic was
"Spanish for the Gifted and
Talented." Don, who teaches
Spanish at Cocoa Beach
Junior/Senior High School in
Florida, has written a book, Spanish
for the Gifted and Talented, which
was to be ready for distribution at
the end of 1996.
SCOTT MACOMBER recently
sank a hole-in-one in the fourth
hole at Schuyler Meadows in
Loudonville, N.Y. In the same
round another one of Scott's foursome also made a hole-in-one. Scott
recalls that he sank his first hole-inone while a student at Trinity. Scott
sank his second hole-in-one at
Albany Country Club about four
years ago. The hole-in-one at
Schuyler Meadows was his third.
RALPH WHITE is beginning
his second year as assistant principal
at Thompson Middle School in
North Grosvenordale, Conn. Last
summer Ralph took on some of the

principal's responsibilities, such as
hiring and budget policy, between
the former principal's retirement
and the hiring of a new principal.
William T. Barrante, Esq.
P.O. Box273
Watertown, Conn. 06795
Class Agent:
Stephen Peters

MARK EDINBERG and his
sons, Daniel (16) and Joel (13),
have formed Trio, a contemporary
jazz group, with Mark on keyboard,
Dan on bass, and Joel on tenor and
alto sax. They have performed
throughout Connecticut and
Massachusetts in the last two years.
Edward S. Hill, Esq.
Gager & Peterson
P.O. Box 2480
Waterbury, Conn. 06722-2480
fax: 203-757-7888
(home) e-mail:
edwardh339@aol.com
(work) e-mail: ehill@gplaw.com
Class Agents:
H. Graham McDonald, Esq.
Brian Keith Titus, Esq.
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YOUR SECRETARY enjoyed
Homecoming and the Trinity/
Amherst football game this year. It
was wonderful to interact with the
old faithfuls at the field house, the
track around the football field during the game, and the young and
old brew tents during half time.
BILL REYNOLDS '71, our
national alumni chairman, flew
back and forth from Washington,
D.C. just for the event. He was in
great spirits and very enthusiastic
about Trinity's prospects and future.
Likewise was our favorite Eugenie
Devine, who was doing a spectacular job, having stepped into the
shoes of JERRY HANSEN '51.
Last, but not least, our new president, Evan Dobelle, is really getting
into the Trinity spirit as a phenomenal spokesperson for our causes.
He agreed to be my guest on my
local cable talk show, "Inside/Out,"
during January 1997. It was a lot of
fun discussing educational issues
with him.
JOHN ROBSON, Ph.D., a
resident of Syracuse, N.Y.'s east
side, has received a SUNY Health
Science Center at Syracuse
President's Award for Excellence in
Teaching. John accepted his award
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at the Center's Ninth Annual Fall
Faculty Convocation, held on the
State University of New York campus, on Sept. 4. John is a professor
of anatomy and cell biology and
has served as a member of the
Health Science Center since 1979.
He leads the neuroscience program
as its director, having assumed that
position in 1995. John is noted for
his distinguished career and his
dedication to the teaching profession. He serves his students well,
not only as an expert instructor, but
also as codirector of the Health
Science Center's medical neuroscience course.
JUDY DWORJN is in the
news once again. The Oct. 23 edition of The Hartford Courant
describes her as a "choreographer
with a social conscience and a sense
of humor." Her Performance
Ensemble presented "Rains, Loons
& Moons" at the Wadsworth
Atheneum on Oct. 26 and 27.
The alumni office has learned
that RANDY GRETZ's wife died
this Octob~r. We extend our sincere
sympathy to Randy and his family.
John L. Bonee III, Esq.
The Bonee Law Offices
One State St.
Hartford, Conn. 06103
fax: 860-522-6049
Class Agents:
Ernest J. Mattei, Esq.
Andrew E Stewart, M.D.

RUSS KELLEY wrote from the
Maldives (where he vacationed this
summer with wife, Lynn, and son,
Phelps) that they stayed on a beautiful island big enough for only 20
bungalow_s. They went snorkeling,
and the fish, which were fabulously
beautiful, picked at their masks and
nibbled their toes.
"The Sri Lankan portion of our
trip," he wrote, "was more exotic
culturally and more intense. Our
guide gave us a crash course in the
local culture, as well as the Sri
Lankan form of Buddhism (theravada). Phelps was most taken with
the monkeys, elephants and crocodiles, which there were in abundance. Of course, we also had the
thrill of trying to avoid the civil
war."
MARGOT CLEMENT
CLARK continues as a psychotherapist at Friends Hospital in
Philadelphia, the oldest psychiatric
center in the country. Until this
summer she worked slightly less
than full-time as part of a team. She

is now a full-time, solo ·practitioner,
which she is finding extremely
rewarding, but demanding.
Fortunately, her husband, JEFF
CLARK, continues as a math and
science teacher (and soccer coach)
at Chestnut Hill Academy, and can
help with the bringing up of their
rwo children who are still at home.
SUSAN MARTIN HABERLANDT is head of the upper
school at the Kingswood Oxford
School in West Hartford, a position
she has held for rwo years. She has
had many years' experience as a college admissions adviser at the
school, so if you are going through
that process with a child, you may
consider asking her for some advice!
Her husband, Karl, is taking a sabbatical from teaching at Trinity this
year to write a book on "memory."
KEVIN SULLIVAN was
renominated in July and reelected
in November to the Connecticut
State Senate.
PETER LAWRENCE is hosting a reception for Trinity president, Evan Dobelle, at his home in
Darien, Conn. He ran into BILL
REYNOLDS at the Trinity
Homecoming.
The Sept. 30, 1996 edition of
the Cincinnati Business Courier features an article about NANCY
HEFFNER DONOVAN and her
position with Cincinnati's Ames
Travel Service, which she has
"grown'' into a multi-million dollar
agency. The article also describes
her other passion as promoting the
local arts scene.
Starr Badger Shippee
248 Lake Ave.
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Class Agents:
Kathleen L. Frederick
L. Peter Lawrence
William H. Reynolds, Jr.

Reunion '97: June 5-B

The alumni office heard from
JEFFREY BROWN, M.D., who
has edited a book, Neurosurgical

Perspectives on Trigeminal Neuralgia,
that was published by Harcourt
Brace & Company in January. For
the past five yeats Jeffrey has been
professor and chairman of the
department of neurological surgery
at The Medical College of Ohio in
Toledo. He was elected vice president of the joint section on pain of
the American Association of
Neurological Surgeons and
Congress of Neurological Surgeons.
He is also vice chairman of the
northwest quadrant of the Joint
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Council of State Neurosurgical
Societies, representing 15 state societies, and is past president of the
Ohio State Neurosurgical Society.
In 1996 he was also elected to
membership in The Society of
Neurological Surgeons, the most
senior of neurosurgical societies,
representing academic leaders in the
specialty.
Thank goodness for an electroni·c clipping service which scans
the media for information relative
to various institutions. Otherwise,
we would hardly know what other
talent exists within our numbers.
These rwo impressive stories
emerged from the wire.
Investor's Business Daily reported
in September of '96 on the career
of ROGER WERNER who went
into the family housewares business
upon graduation from Trinity.
Despite success there, he wasn't satisfied and plowed through an
M.B.A. at UVa. and a position at
Richardson-Vicks before he plugged
into the media industry through a
consulting job at McKinsey & Co.
Roger was instrumental in making ESPN, which he ultimately ran
himself, the success we !mow today.
He led the nerwork from esoteric to
main line sports and created a
mega-business in the process. His
success was due as much to his passion for sports as to his business
acumen. The list of his activities
and sports vehicles makes me suspect he secretly competes in the
Extreme Garnes.
Roger's next challenge involved
pumping up Prime Ticket Nerwork
Group of Denver and then turning
it over and also launching the first
Spanish-language sports nerwork,
La Cadena Deportiva. Clearly,
Roger is not the type to rest on his
laurels. Since I am writing this in
November, he could have started
up at least a couple of new networks in the meantime. Definitely
a mover and shaker.
Speaking of moving and shaking, The Boston Business journal
reported in the summer of '96 on
PHIL MANKER's company, PM
Designs. A "frustrated artist" and
"seat of the pants engineer," as he
describes himself, Phil creates signs
and marketing tools for companies.
He has enjoyed terrific success with
his special exhibits featuring moving parts. For example, for Lindt
chocolates he constructed a big,
rotating pot of chocolate stirred by
a giant spoon. A hidden fan sends
the aroma throughout the store to
lure those who aren't already fascinated by the exhibit itsel£ For
Stride Rite Corp., Phil has created

an eight-foot-tall winking, blinking
contraption. This "follow tower"
serves as a play structure for children in 20 different locations.
Phil resides here in Boston but
his work and reputation have spread
throughout several states. It's gratifying to find such great imagination
so well received and rewarded.
I can't help but wonder what
other talent dwells in our midst. Of
course that is one of the bonuses of
reunions. Our 25th is fast
approaching Qune 5-8) and what
better way to find out what actually
became of everyone. Though I
write this in November, I do know
already of plenty of people planning
to attend. There is a huge Boston
contingent which always makes the
trek each five years and I've heard
from various people west of here
who will go. Send in your reservation today if you haven't already.
It is surprisingly gratifYing to
revisit Trinity, all the more so for a
class which does not have the obvious cohesion of ones before and
after us. If you are inclined to
reflect on who we were and ate as a
class, Reunion is the perfect setting.
If you could care less, it's a perfect
setting, too. Come and just let it
rip! The steel drums on the Quad
ate calling.
Kristin Anderson
Boston Portrait Co.
1 Faneuil Hall Market Pl.
Boston, Mass. 02109
e-mail: KABPC@aol.com
Class Agents:
Thomas M. Buchenau, Esq.
E. Lawrence Minard
Douglas T. Lake
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LARRY DOW, a 23-yeat veteran of the Trinity College admissions
staff, has been promoted to director
of admissions. Larry will be responsible for managing the recruitment
and selection programs of the
College. This is quite an achievement, and, on behalf of our entire
class, I wish you much success in
your new position.
STEVE BARKAN has written a
new textbook, Criminology: A
Sociological Understanding, which is
to be published in 1997.
LARRY WOODS serves as a
social services coordinator at
Chappelle Gardens, a housing complex in Hartford. An article in the
July 22, 1996 edition of The
Hartford Courant referred to Larry's
encouragement of DARRELL
FITZGERALD '96 in the develop-
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Changing public debate through opinion polling

P

ublic opinion researcher
Diane Colasanto '73
never suspected that the
neighborhood where she grew
up in Hartford's South End
would hold the key to her
future. But it was there, while
conducting interviews for a
Trinity sociology class, that she
began to see the old and familiar with new and different eyes.
She recalls that, in the process
of analyzing the data she had
collected, she uncovered the
potential of that data, and discovered for the first time the
power of social research.
"A light bulb went on,"
Colasanto said in describing the
incident that started her career
in public opinion research. "It
wasn't so much in looking at
the individual interviews and
conversations but rather in analyzing the data that I was able
to look at relationships and
associations and see how they
affected a person's answers. I
got a whole new understanding
of how social structure affects
individuals."
That epiphany set Colasanto
on a new course, and today,
after earning advanced degrees
in sociology, teaching at a university, and working for The
Gallup Organization, she is
president and co-owner of
Princeton Survey Research
Associates, a survey design and
analysis firm that conducts
political and social research for
the country's top media companies, nonprofit associations,
government agencies, and corporations. As president of the
Princeton, N.].-based firm, she
is responsible for managing its
daily operations and the acquisition of new business.
Understanding public opinion

Colasanto said that because
her company's research is aimed
at describing and understanding public opinion, it can quite

profoundly, if indirectly, influence public policy. "We try to
find out what attitudes people
hold and why they hold them.
By giving the public and policymakers information on what
the public is thinking, we can
change the nature of a debate,"
she observed. "It's really gratifYing to figure out what's missing
in what people know and how
that fits into the debate. It's
there where we can make a contribution."
A telling example of such a
missing piece presented itself in
a survey she conducted in 1983
for a Newsweek magazine article
about abortion. "I suggested
that we ask respondents a simple question: 'Do you ever wonder if your position is the right
one?' We were astonished to
find out that 40 percent of people favoring pro-choice and 40
percent of those favoring prolife said, 'I'm really not that
sure.' Up until that time, the
debate had been characterized
as being intensely polarized,
with people committed
intractably to their points of
view. The survey results we
published had the effect of

shifting the way people thought
about the debate."
Colasanto's enthusiasm for
social research was sparked
when she transferred to Trinity
during her sophomore year at
Clark University. "I really discovered something that I loved
at Trinity. I got exposed to
doing surveys and analyzing
public opinion in a way that, at
that time, was unusual for an
undergraduate sociology student. It was an amazing place
for a small college," she said.
Colasanto said that social
research allowed her to use her
quantitative and research skills
in a totally different way. That
newfound ability was encouraged and nurtured by Professor
of Sociology, Emeritus, Norman
Miller. "She was the most competent student I ever had,"
Miller said in remembering his
former student. "She knew
exactly how to do anything she
wanted to do. And she did it
with a serenity and self-confidence that were extraordinary."
Careful and clever
data analysis

A sociology and psychology
do.uble-major who graduated

with honors, Colasanto claims it
was under Miller's tutelage that
she discovered "how much you
can learn from careful and clever
• analysis of data." After earning a
master's and a doctoral degree in
sociology from the University of
Michigan, Colasanto taught
courses in research methods and
analysis and directed special
degree programs in analysis at
the University ofWisconsin for
six years.
While in Wisconsin,
Colasanto worked as a consultant for the state and realized
that she would rather be practicing her skills than teaching
them. So in 1983 she joined
Gallup as chief methodologist,
with responsibility for sampling,
data quality, and complex statistical analysis. She advanced to
senior vice president before
leaving to form her own company six years ago. Today her
firm has expanded to 23
employees with a professional
staff of 15 who perform
research on behalf of such
notable and varied clients as
Newsweek, the Pew Research
Center, and the American
Association of Retired Persons
on topics as diverse as health
care, consumer behavior, and
racial attitudes.
After more than two decades,
Colasanto still maintains her
initial enthusiasm for her field.
"You develop a feel for people,
how they think, and how they
react to things when you're in
this business. You have to go
into it liking that or else it won't
be as much fun." What does
her future hold? Colasanto says
she will continue trying to
understand why people think
the way they do, and, in the
process, continue helping to
change the nature of public
debate in our country.

-Suzanne Zack
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ment of an arts enrichment workshop for children at Chappelle
Gardens.
We updated information about
DIANE COLASANTO in the last
issue. Diane, president of the
Princeton Survey Research
Associates and the American
Association for Public Opinion
Research, gave a talk at Trinity last
November. The title of her address
was "Public Opinion Polling and
the 1996 Presidential Election
Campaign." And, there is a feature •
about Diane in this issue.
Ellie and I are delighted to
announce the birth of our daughter,
Elizabeth Helen, on Oct. 15, 1996.
If my calculations are co~rect,
Lizzie's college graduation year will
be 2019. You're all invited to return
from your retirement homes for her
commencement!
Daniel M. Roswig, M.D.
3 Stonepost
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Class Agents:
The Rev. James A. Kowalski
Patti Mantell-Broad
Paul B. Zolan, Esq.
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ANN MCCLENAHAN
entered her second year in the master of theological studies program at
Harvard Divinity School.
In January CARRIE PELZEL
was appointed director of development at Dartmouth College.
DAVID SOLIS was elected
president ofPhoenix/Valleria community service for 1997.
DAVID TAYLOR is pastor of
the Congregational Church in
Amherst, N.H.
James A. Finkelstein
17 Bracken Ct.
San Rafael, Calif. 94901-1587
Class Agents:
Stacie Bonfils Benes
Jon H. Entine

The Class had several people
favorably mentioned in the .press.
CHARLES GOOLEY was the
subject of a very favorable review in
The Hartford Couranis "Business
Weekly." His career at Yankee
Energy has been highly successful,
and the paper notes his desire and excellent changes - to m~ve
into a chief executive slot as his
next career challenge.
JOAN KAUFMAN wrote in

that she's headed to China for twoto-three years as a reproductive
health program officer for the Ford
Foundation's efforts there. She'll be
based in Beijing, with husband,
Mark, and two children along for
the tour.
Closer to home, CRUGER
PHILLIPS was cited as being very
involved in youth work in West
Hartford's Street Ministry. It comes
as no surprise to those of us who
are parents of teens or about-to-be
teens, that problems with drugs and
alcohol are perceived to be on the
rise and that Cruger's work on these
issues begins in the schools as early
as the sixth grade.
We are pleased to close this
report with belated best wishes for a
happy and successful1997.
Christopher G. Mooney
626 Esplanade
Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803-2403 ·
fax: 203-353-6565

As I'm writing this in the middle of autumn, I hope you all
enjoyed mid-season football, holidays with pumpkins and turkeys,
and a lot of beautiful fall foliage, no
matter where you live. I was back in
Connecticut last weekend for a
family event and had a taste of the
colors that made me sentimental for
New England.
Speaking of New England,
there's news from Massachusetts
that JIM SOLOMON has been
named senior vice president, marketing for Converse, Inc., the
largest U.S. manufacturer of athletic shoes. Jim h~ extensive experience in the athletic footwear industry (including playing time at
Trinity!), having worked at Avia
Athletic Footwear, Kangaroos, and
New Balance Athletic Shoes. Prior
to his Converse appointment, Jim
worked for Lenox Inc.
Further down the coast The
Foundation Fighting Blindness has
appointed PAUL SANER to the
board of trustees. The Foundation,
headquartered in Maryland, raises
funds for research in retinal degen~
erative diseases. Paul, who has
retinitis pigmentosa (RP), has been
a board member ofThe
Foundation's Massachusetts affiliate
since 1992. In addition to his
Foundation activities, Paul is the
director of the Bank of Boston,
Real Estate Group, originating
$200 million in corporate real
estate loans to national real estate
management and financial services
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companies. Paul lives in Brookline
with his wife and two daughters
and is a member of the Town of
Brookline economic development
advisory board.
From New York City,
DoubleClick, Inc., the premier
Internet advertising network, has
named WENDA HARRIS MILLARD as executive vp/marketing
and programming. The news release
states " ... Millard is one of the most
prominent media executives to
exchange her leadership role in traditional ad space for one in cyberspace." Prior to her DoubleClick
appointment, Wenda held senior
management positions as president
and group publisher of SRDS,
senior vice president and publisher
of Family Circle, and executive vice
president/group publisher of
Adweek Magazine. As you will
remember, Wenda received the
'Gary McQuaid Award for
Excellence in Business Leadership at
our 20th Reunion in June 1996.
Please keep sending notes with
all the news of your families,
careers, and long-time Trinity
friends.
Elaine Feldman Patterson
824 South Ridgeley Dr.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90036
fax: 714-985-6350
Class Agents:
John P. Clifford, Jr.
Harold A. Smullen, Jr.
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ERIC LUSKIN has been
appointed director of national syndication for the American Program
Service. He writes that "other
Trinityites [are] in the public television family too: ANDREA HANSON M'96 works for CPTY, and
ANDERS YOCOM '63 is director
of programming for WTTW in
Chicago."
Mary Desmond Pinkowish
15 Lafayette Rd.
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538
fax: 914-834-5259
Class Agents:
Harriet E Smith
Stephen M. Simega

An article in the Marietta (Ga.)
Daily journal pictures PHILIPPA
ANDERSON as part of a vocal
group who are known as the Cobb
Trio. The threesome has been performing for six years in shows ranging from country, bluegrass and

gospel concerts at state parks to
Christmas parades on a houseboat.
Kathryn Maye Murphy
6 Kneeland Rd.
Marlborough, Conn. 06447-1225
Class Agents:
Gary D. Markoff
James P. Smith

SARAH WRIGHT NEAL has
moved from Sharon, Mass. to
Haddam, Conn., where she and her
family are living in the house her
ancestors built in the 1600s. It had
more recently been used during the
spring and summer by her parents
who had been spending the colder
months in Florida for the past several years. Sarah and her parents
lived in the house full-time while
she was a student at The MacDuffie
School in Springfield, Mass. during
high school. Sarah's husband,
David, is an architect with a
Glastonbury, Conn. firm. Sarah is a
highly regarded Latin, French and
Greek tutor. Sign up your kids in
the new location!
CHRIS MOSCA has written
the alumni office that he and his
wife, Gina, celebrated the first
birthday of their daughter, Carlene
Nicole. Presently, Chris serves as
principal of Goffstown Area High
School in Goffstown, N.H.
Goffstown borders Manchester and
the school has an enrollment of
1,000 students. They expected their
second child in February 1997.
GUS REYNOLDS' resort in
the Krabi province ofThailand was
scheduled for its grand opening on
Oct. 12. The "Lai Thai Resort" features "black tile pool," SCUBA diving, "breathtaking scenery'' and caving, among other offerings ... including Trinity discounts, according to a
recent missive from Gus, the
innkeep (fax: 66-75-637282).
Between swabbing toilets and serving drinks by the water, Gus, it
would appear, is an investments
person in Hong Kong with
Wheelock NatWest, or so his card
says. Initial inquiries to Thai New
York tourism office confirm that
should a resort exist, it is indeed
located near the ocean. Gus' photocopy reveals thatched roofs. Will
investigate further for next quarter.
To reach Gus at Wheelock
NatWest, fax 852-21158678. Next
edition will tackle: If Gus really has
a resort, how does one get there? Is
there 24-hour room service? Which
credit cards does he take? Necessary
immunizations for Thailand? And
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is "Gus" Robert C. Reynolds a
graduate of Mountain Lakes (New
Jersey) High School? Once listed in
the alumni directory as "head of
trading," Zweig Advisors, NYC?
JANE TERRY ABRAHAM has
left AT&T to set up shop in her
Winchester, Mass. home as a consultant. She will continue doing
workplace training with an emphasis on computers. In September,
Jane, her daughter, Carrie, and I
had breakfast at the Marriott on
Route 128, Newton, Mass. The
carpet under Carrie's highchair likely will never be the same, but the
three of us had a blast and everyone in the place drooled over
young Carrie Anming, then about
one year old.
Deborah A. Cushman
1182 11th St., Apt. 30
West Des Moines, Iowa 50265
fax: 515-286-2504
Class Agent:
Jane Terry Abraham

The Class of '80 has apparently
been very busy these days, because
I haven't received any news!
Congratulations to Marine
Maj. THOMPSON GERKE, who
recently graduated from the Naval
War College with distinction.
I recently spoke to BRUCE
MITCHELL, who reports that life
is good in San Antonio. He would
like to hear from any classmates
traveling to Texas. (Bruce personally guaranteed that he would buy
the beer!)
DAVID. SNYDERWINE and I
exchanged e-mails; he and his wife
Betsy have a son, age seven, who
keeps them on their toes.
KATE YOUNGDAHLSTAUSS is busy promoting the
C Ds recorded in her studio,
Noteworthy Records - recording
artists include my husband's band,
so we get the chance to see each
other once in a while. She is also
working on a CD-ROM project.
The alumni office has learned
that MACEY RUSSELL joined the
Boston firm of Peabody & Arnold.
As for the rest of you - send
me some news! If it is easier, I can
be e-mailed at: aspigulis@
TrinityNet.com.
Anita I. Spigulis
182 Hill St.
Holliston, Mass. 01746-2345
Class Agents:
Mark A. Leavitt
Elizabeth Curtiss Smith

'

After the most recent edition of
the Reporter, news is trickling in
from you all. I'm sure everyone
watched the first Presidential debate
with pride that we, Trinity, were the
educational sponsors of the debate.
For some reason, I expected to see
one of those collegiate profiles at
half time like they have for the
other academic powerhouses like
Notre Dame, U.S. C., etc.... instead
of diet Coke commercials!
I would like to encourage you
to forward any news via e-mail or
your e-mail addresses to me so we
can keep in touch. It's so much easier to send off a message by computer, than to labor over paper,
envelopes and stamps.
I've recently received a flurry of
mail with several new Trinity additions. GABE DEFRANCES, who
spent much of our last reunion
chasing after Gregory (three) and
Olivia (two), added Cameron
Edward to the family tree on Oct.
18, 1996. Gabe's business,
"Gabriele's Hand" (a wedding and
floral design service), as well as her
family, is flourishing! TRACY
NEWMAN BENHAM also had a
boy, Jonathan, in August.
DAVE MUSKAT, senior manager for the financial services practice at Andersen Consulting, was
recently written up in the
Georgetown alumni news for his
contributions to their alumni outreach program. Congrats, Dave,
you're a real mover!
In the moving category, LAUREN LEPANTO tells us that she's
moved from Jamaica Plain to
Dorchester, Mass., where she's
working as an executive assistant at
the Pine Street Inn.
I'm also pl4nning on moving
shortly a few miles from our current
home. For those of you who've
built houses before, I'm sure you
know what that means ... maybe
we'll be settled in by next falL
The alumni office reports that
CARL SCHIESSL was elected to a
sixth term in the Connecticut
General Assembly on Nov. 11.
Keep your news, good, bad or
indifferent, forthcoming and have a
peaceful and prosperous 1997!
Robert Orenstein, D.O.
2530 Cedar Cone Dr.
Richmond, Va. 23233
fax: 804-675-5437
e-mail: orenstein.robert@richmond.va.gov
Class Agent:
Richard P. Dahling
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In June SALLY LARKIN married Peter Heyniger, whom she's
known since the seventh grade.
They surprised their family by getting married at Peter's father's 80th
birthday party. In walked the justice
of the peace and they were married
in front of their families and closest
friends. The couple is living in
Vermont.
CONSTANCE SMITH
LUNDY spent three years in New
York City after receiving her
M.B.A. from Wharton. In August
of 1995 she and her husband
moved to Wellington, New
Zealand. They "love the country"
and welcome visitors.
Last July THOMAS TARCA
became marketing director at
Johnson & Johnson Medical in
Arlington, Texas. His son, Gregory,
who was born on Feb. 19, 1996,
joins brothers, T.J. (seven) and
Kevin (six), and sister, Megan
(three).
RHEA PINCUS
TURTELTAUB was promoted to
assistant vice chancellor for development at U.C.L.A.
Steven R. Andsager
1255 Cromwell Ln.
Naperville, Ill. 60564
fax: 312-609-9800
e-mail: sandsager@aol.com
Class Agents:
Victoria S. Aronow, Esq.
Rhea Pincus Turteltaub

SUSAN COLEMAN is selfemployed. Her company is
Coleman Real Estate Corp. and is
located on Park Avenue in New
York City.
JAMES FREDERICK is senior
managing director/principal at
Colliers ABR, Inc. in New York,
N.Y. He and his wife, Sallie, live in
Darien, Conn, and have a young
son, Cole Gibson, born Feb. 23,
1996.
WENDYTAYER writes to
update the Class on her "latest life
changes." She says, "First and foremost, I finally finished my Ph.D. in
clinical psychology from the
California School of Professional
Psychology in San Diego. I graduated in June with another Trin alum
,
KATHLEEN STRAUSS '88."
Wendy has moved back to the San
Diego area with her husband,

Marc, and two daughters, aged four
and one.
Wendy sends news of other
classmates:
SASHA OPEL-DEMELLO
and her family have moved back to
the Boston area and are settling in.
LAURIE FREDRICKSON
HZKOWITZ has opened a private
practice in New York City and was
expecting her first child last fall.
MARISA OCASIO has a "great
new job" with a big-time California
winery and is still living it up in
New York City.
Class Agents:
Margot C. Blattmann
Bruce C. Silvers, Esq.

The Insurance Institute of
America presented the
Distinguished Graduate Award in
the Associate Risk Management
Program to MICHAEL BRONZINO, CPCU, AIM, Are, AMIM,
ARM, underwriting manager, commercial lines for Chubb Group of
Insurance Companies in Troy,
Mich.
JOSH NEWSOME '95 attended a Trinity Club of Chicago event
where he won a raffle, giving him
two airline tickets to San Francisco.
The prize was donated by JANE
MELVIN MATTOON.
TYLER JONES is in his first
season as general manager of the
Connecticut Pride, a professional
basketball team that has been recognized as the developmental league
for the National Basketball
Association.
Jane Melvin Mattoon
2535 N. Orchard St., # IN
Chicago, Ill. 60614
fax: 312-220-6558
e-mail: jane_melvin@chi.leoburnett.com
Class Agents:
Salvatore Anzalotti III
Stephen J. Tall

Hi Everyone,
News has been pretty slim this
time around so I guess my pleas
didn't work. Thanks to those who
have kept in touch.
MATTHEW GEORGE sends
word that he is now employed by
the state of Vermont as a correctional officer.
Two classmates have gone global. KIM JOHNSTON has
returned to Quito, Ecuador where
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she worked 10 years ago as a Peace
Corps volunteer. Kim is now
employed as the assistant country
director for CARE in Ecuador. She
encourages anyone to visit.
I received word all the way from
Singapore from JEAN-LUC HELSON who has been living there for
the past six months. Jean-Luc is
with Chase Manhattan Bank in
Singapore and would also welcome
a visit from anyone who happens to
be in the neighborhood.
STEPHEN NORTON writes,
"I earned my master's at the
Columbia Graduate School of
Journalism in 1995 and moved
back to Washington where I work
as a journalist covering banking,
business and taxes on Capitol Hill.
(I had been back in Connecticut for
a few years working as a management consultant and campaign
codirector.) I am always looking for
a scoop! Here is my own scoop. I
got engaged on July 4 to Alison
Feighan, a lobbyist for non-profit
groups and community-based organizations. We are planning to marry
in Shaker Heights, Ohio on April
19, 1997."
On a personal note, on Oct. 9,
our second son, William David,
was born, a whopping 9.5 pounds.
Our older son, Blake, now two, is
handling the new arrival fairly well,
and Mom and Dad are holding up
as best we can without very much
sleep.
I hope everyone enjoyed Happy
Holidays and I wish you all a very
happy and successful1997! And
again, PLEASE WRITE -WE
WANT TO KNOW!!!
Alison Berlinger Holland
2339 Delverton Dr.
Atlanta, Ga. 30338
e-mail: dholland@cyberatl.net
Class Agents:
Marc A. Chabot
John Triplett Wilson

JIM: Well, now that the ho liday
,_ season is over and most of the traffic is cleared from the tollbooths
along I-95, it's abo.u t time to sit
down and catch up with the comings and goings of the Class of
1986. Seeing as we've heard from
exacrly two people since we last
wrote, we may have to spend an
inordinate amount of time talking
about Jenn's wedding, which took
place on a beautiful August day in
Springfield, Mass. Jenn married
Patrick Markey (old high school
sweetheart; they even went to the
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prom together), and now lives in a
cozy (read "small") apartment on
Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C.
Isn't that right, Jenn?

one, sincerely hope not), but we do
know this: Elizabeth received a
master's from Yale and is currently
working on a Ph.D .

JENN: Why yes, Jim. And we had
a few '86 alums at the big event.
Jim took time off from his dissertation-writing to attend, and KATIE
COOK also flew in from the
University of Wyoming, where she
recently completed a bachelor's
degree in engineering. Kate started
her master's program in the same
last spring, and began a teaching
assistantship this fall. Welcome to
the wonderful world of teaching,
Kate.

JENN: TOM DUNN reports that
not much is new (alas!) at Syracuse
University, where .he is on the faculty of the economics department.
Tom made use of those e-mail
addresses we published in the last
issue to send us his non-news. And
by the way, Jim, he's pleading with
us not to publish any of your dissertation excerpts.

JIM : MARCELINE LEE also made
the trip from San Mateo, Calif,
where she is living with her.husband, Philip Smith, and the almostone-year-old Conor Lee-Smith. As
many of you know, Marcy spent
two years pursuing a master's in
human development and family
studies at Penn State, in lovely State
College, Pa. before deciding that
there really is nothing like northern
California. She has now completed
her master's thesis and received her
degree. According to her latest
reports she is working part-time
while investigating possible doctoral
programs on the West Coast.
JENN: Luckily, your former scribe,
ELIZABETH HESLOP SHEEHY,
also showed up to coach Marcy,
Katie, and Jim in the Macarena
(yes, they did play that cheesy number) and the Electric Slide (one 6f
my personal favorites). Elizabeth is
still working as a buyer for Hecht's
in Arlington, Va., making frequent
trips to New York, and marveling at
her daughter Emma's linguistic ability (Emma is learning French from
her Vietnamese nanny). Elizabeth's
husband TOM SHEEHY loves his
new job on Capitol Hill, as legislative director for Congressman Ed
Royce of Southern California. Tom
reports that PETE DEPATIE has
recently moved to Maryland, but
declines to offer further details on
the story. Sounding like a politician
already, Tom. Pete, we think you
should take this as a personal challenge to get in touch with your
class secretaries and set the story
straight.
JIM: Jenn, we've also heard from
ELIZABETH VAN HOUTEN
MAY. She was recently married to
Eoghan-Ruadh Mahony in
Norwich, Vt. At this writing, we
don't know if they played the
Macarena at their wedding (I, for

JIM: Well, then, the folks out there
need to send us some news. We
can't keep writing about each other
for the next five years. But if not, I
do like the screenplay format of this
edition of our notes. I'm thinking
"mini-series." I see Billy Crystal as
me, maybe we could get Wynona
-on board as you ...
JENN: Folks, the e-mail addresses
are at the bottom of the notes.
Hope to hear from you soon.
James N. Mancall
187 Bedford Ave., #11
Brooklyn, N.Y. 12111
e-mail: jnm4218@is.nyu.edu
Jennifer Maloney Markey
1201 N. Vermont St.
Arlington, Va. 2220 1
e-mail: jm286@umail.umd.edu
Class Agent: John C. Stratakis
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I thought I would have a ton of
interesting information to report on
you all afrer we attended
Homecoming in early November,
but noooo! Yikes ... where was everybody? I had to search and search for
'87ers and only came up with two
classmates. MURPHY and I rook
the kids and met up with JOHN
and Suzie MONTGOMERY, and
their little boy, Max. It turned out
to be a great day despite dubious
forecasts and we really enjoyed
being back (except we lost the football game... I know.. .I actually
watched for the first time ever). It
was fun to see how things are shaping up over on North Campus at
the site of the "gone but not forgotten" Crow house. But other than
John, whom we knew we would
see, I only saw MIKE DOYLE and
SKIP DECAPUA. Mike and his
wife, GINA (GEWANT '88),
recently relocated from Atlanta and
became homeowners in my neck of
the woods. It turns out that they
bought a really nice house that was

previously owned by a friend of
mine, and so far they seem to be
enjoying Wellesley, suburbia and
homeownership.
Skip deCapua attended the
game with his dad. H e and his wife
are the parents of 15-month-old
Scott. Skip is still practicing law in
Milford, Conn. H e was kind
enough to provide me with some
information about some friends
with whom he keeps in touch.
BRIAN DURKIN and his wife are
living in Merrimack, N.H. They
have a little boy born in December
1995 and are expecting thei r second child in April. ERICK
KUCHAR and his wife are living
in Methuen, Mass.
As for exciting new career
appointments ... MISSY BRONZING REGAN has left her position
as capital programs officer in the
development office to join the
career counseling office as an associate director. In her new role, she is
managing the alumni career advisory network and counseling students. GABE HARRIS is now the
new director of media relations of
Advantage International.
Headquartered in McLean, Va.,
Advantage represents over 150 of
the world's top athletes, including
Grant Hill, David Robinson, Tom
Dolan, Bonnie Blair, Summer
Sanders, Steffi Graf and Michael
Chang, to name a few.
Congrawlarions to you both, and
good luck in your new positions.
I had a little luck this quarter
with tracking down a few "Where
Are You?" folks. First off, I heard
from TYLER VARTENIGIAN.
Tyler was married on Aug. 11,
1996. He and his wife, Susan, met
at TOM WALSH's wedding,
where they were paired up in the
wedding party. Susan was formerly
a school teacher from Tampa, and
they are now currently living in
Glastonbury, Conn.
On the professional front, Tyler
left ConnectiCare (an HMO in
Farmington, Conn.) a year and a
half ago to take a position at ITT
Hartford, where he is presently
employed as a director of workers'
compensation/managed care sales
for the company's central and wesrern division. Tyler's job has him
traveling almost 80 percent of the
time, but it worked out well when
Susan was living in Tampa.
Tyler proved to be a great assistant secretary, providing me with
the following updates.
Tom Walsh went to Boston
College Law School and graduated
in 1990. Upon graduation, he rook
a position at the law firm of Mintz
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(Top left) USA ALVAREZ..CALDERON '88 and Kevin Cox were married on Aug. 24, 1996 in Philadelphia, P;f. Trinity alumni/ae attending from the Class of
1 988 were: (I. to r.) Anne Mongillo, Karen Sonnone McAndr~w, Annie Grunbeck Monaghan, groom, Andy Shepherd, bride, Cindy Dokas Whipple, Tara
U chtenfels Gans, Corinne Coppola-K.rill, Jessica Brownstein Prestegaard.
••
(Top right) TOM MADDEN '86 and PHOEBE MCBRIDE '87 were married on June 22, 1996. Trinity alumni/ae and faculty attending were: (front, kneeling)
Robert Carter '58; (second row, seated, I. tor.) Uesl Odenweller O'Halloran '88, Professor Gerald Moshell; (third row, I. to r.) Joseph Scorese '86,
Gregory Carter '86, Kimberly DiTallo '87, Thomas Regan '87; (fourth row, I. to r.) Peg Hargrave Berry '86, Melissa Bronzino Regan '87; (back row, I. to r.)
John Stratakis '86, bride, groom, Alexandra Beers '88.
(Above left) CAROUNE LONG '87 and Guy Staff were married on July 15, 1995 in South Yarmouth, Mass. Trinity alumni/ae attending from the Class of
1 987 were: (1. tor.) Kathy Graham, John Duggan, Stuart Dye (on knee), Ceronne Berkeley, bride, groom, Joanne Gallo, Janet Lane Dye, Anne Uma
McGrath, Kevin McGrath.
(Above right) THERESA ZIOBRO '85 and Michael Rovillo were married on Aug. 17, 19961n Hartford. Trinity alumni/ae attending were: (1. tor.) Kim
Tarallo '97, bride, groom, Jay Cardillo '86; (not pictured: Carol Szymanski '85).

Creating converts to the "coolest game on

I

t may appear that for Bryant
McBride '88, geography is
destiny. He grew up in Sault
Sainte Marie, Ontario, a city
known for its sub-zero temperatures and record snowfalls, and
the 35 native sons who skated
their way into the National
Hockey League (NHL). Today
McBride is the director of new
business development for the
NHL. But he believes that his
love of sports and his desire to
"make a difference," not geography, led him to a career in what
he describes as the ultimate
team sport.

contends, is to make it more
accessible to the public.
"One of the greatest impediments to the growth of hockey
in the United States is the lack
of ice rinks," said McBride, who
works out of the NHL5 New
York City offices. In Canada,
where the sport is not only .the
national pastime but also something of a religion, the counuy's
29 million residents can skate in
5,500 ice rinks. The same number of people living in
California have only 61 rinks.
To expose more people to
the excitement of hockey, the

for example, of which McBride
is a member, helps to recruit
new players and assists innercity hockey progran1s in raising
money by allowing the use of
the NHL logo in fundraising
efforts.
A common denominator

As someone who still manages to play hockey once a week,
McBride is convinced of the
physical benefits and characterbuilding value of the game,
especially for children. "Hockey
is a huge common denominator
for kids," he believes. "It doesn't

-
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Bryant McBride '88 with hockey legend Bobby Orr

In his role, McBride supports an ambitious overall NHL
marketing initiative aimed at
increasing the sport's fan base
through greater television exposure, merchandising, grassroots
involvement, and other initiatives. One important way to
make hockey more popular, he

NHL will construct prototype
ice-skating facilities with an inline skating component to
encourage roller-bladers to venture out onto the ice, he said.
The NHL also has other
ventures underway to attract
more fans. The league's Task
Force for Diversity in Hockey,

matter if you are a wise guy or
fat. It puts everyone on equal
footing very quickly. To score a
goal, you need to be reliant on
your teammates."
McBride, who was born in
Chicago and moved to Canada
at the age of five, knows firsthand that hockey has the power

to transform a person's life.
After moving to Ontario, he
stepped out onto the ice quickly, honed his talents, and in
high school was recruited to
play for the U.S. Military
·Academy at West Point. Before
·formally entering the academy
in 1984, he spent one year at
Williston Northampton School
in Massachusetts studying
American history and becoming
acclimated to life in the United
States. Despite doing well and
being elected the academy's first
African-American class president, McBride spent only one
and one-half years there. "West
Point is a trade school where
you learn how to be the best
Army officer in the world. My
interests lay elsewhere," he said
of his reason for leaving.
While exploring schools
with good academic reputations
where he could continue to play
hockey, McBride was asked to
come to Trinity by the College's
hockey coach, John Dunham,
who had seen him skate in
Massachusetts.
"Bryant has a tremendous
amount of talent. He gave our
team strength and depth,"
Dunham said. McBride was a
defenseman for Trinity's championship hockey team during its
1986-1988 reign at the top of
the ECAC North-South Held.
"He's a wonderful human being
with boundless energy to do
what has to be done," Dunham
said of McBride.
For McBride doing what has
to be done still involves Trinity.
A member of the executive
committee of the College's
National Alumni Association,
McBride remains involved in
Trinity's academic and athletic
activities. This year, for example, after running an NHL
tournament in Finland to showcase that country's homegrown
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earth''
stars now playing in the United
States, McBride was able to
help Mikko Auvinen, a talented
young skater from Finland,
enroll as a freshman at Trinity.
"I love to be able to send kids
to Trinity for the great educacion and life experience,"
McBride said.
Making a diffel'ence
Trinity's first AfricanAmerican class president,
McBride majored in political
science, and after graduation
earned a master's degree in publie administration from
Harvard's John F. Kennedy
School of Government. Afrer
briefly working in real estate
investment and later for the
Pioneer Institute for Public
Policy Research in Boston,
McBride decided it was time to
return to the sport he loved and
to realize his desire to "make a
difference."
"I was born in the poorest
part of the ghetto in Chicago. I
was the first person in my farnily to graduate from college. My
parents never let me forget that.
I've been the beneficiary of a lot
of people's help," he said.
For McBride, one way to
remember his roots and help
"make a difference"in others'
lives is to create converts to the
"Coolest Game on Earth," as
the league bills itsel£ Reflecting
on the career path he has chosen, McBride observed, "I
believe I can make a difference
in enriching inner-city kids'
lives through hockey. Hockey is
my vehicle, but no matter how
you do it, if you increase a
youngster's bundle of life
chances the net result will
undoubtedly be positive."

-Suzanne Zack

Levin and has been there for the
past six years. In November 1994,
Tom wed Jeannie Horne, whom he
met through DAN OWEN.
Jeannie is a medical technologist at
Brigham and Women's Hospital in
Boston, and the couple now live in
Needham, Mass. Tom and Jeannie
recently had their first child, Kevin,
on May 28, and all are adjusting
well to family life.
Dan Owen is presently
employed by Boston Technologies
as manager of the tech writing
department. Dan was married in
October 1992 to Kathy Murphy,
who works with Jeannie at the
Brigham, and is responsible for
introducing Tom and Jeannie.
Recently, Dan and Kathy built a
house in Bolton, Mass. and had a
daughter, Lindsay; in May of 1995.
Tyler writes "little Lindsay looks
like her dad - but fortunately can
hold her liquids better!"
CHRIS BRESSETTE received
his M.B.A. from the University of
Texas at Austin, and then returned
to the Boston area where he rook a
position at Arbella Insurance where
he is in the product development
unit. Chris married Noreen
Connelly of Scituate, Mass. and
they presently live in Braintree.
Ironically, Chris and Noreen were
introduced by Tom and Jeannie.
BOB BOWMAR is currently
working for ITT Hartford as an
independent computer programrning consultant. In August of
1995, Bob married DeDe Winberg
of Seattle, Wash. DeDe works for
American Airlines as a reservations
specialist. Bob and DeDe live in
Windsor, Conn. where they recently purchased a home.
BOB BENTIVEGNA recently
graduated from New York Medical
College where he studied anesthesiology. After graduation, Bob joined
the staff at the Cornwall New York
Hospital where he is one of three
anesthesiologists on staff.
And that concludes Tyler's
update on the Elton Hall crew.
Thank you, thank you, thank you
for such a thorough report!
PRISCILLA PAYNE GERSTLE also answered my "where are
you'' plea and as it turns our, she's
in Toledo, Ohio (no doubt loving
the November blizzard which
dumped four feet of snow on the
poor state). She writes that she and
her husband hope to move to
North Carolina or Virginia soon in
search of more temperate weather.
In addition to taking a great trip to
Ireland and England, Priscilla had
more exciting news to report... the
Gersrles are expecting their first
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baby in May. They are both
thrilled. Congratulations, and
thank you for your letter!
I have news on another "where
are you'' person. Although this person did not write to me .. .I tracked
him down anyway. So there I was
spending my precious free
moments reading the ever-soimportant wedding/engagement
announcements in the Wellesley
Townsman. But hark, what do I see?
An announcement for LaceyDoggett. Yup ...JEB DOGGETT is
engaged to be married in
December. His bride-to-be,
Michelle Lacey, is a graduate of
Wheaton College and is employed
as an account manager at Ralph
Lauren Home Collection in New
York City. Since graduating, Jeb
went on to earn his M.B.A. from
the Johnson School of Management
at Cornell University. He is currently working as an associate director
at RogersCasey, a pension consulting firm based in Darien, Conn.
Another classmate I spotted
much by surprise was JANE
SWIFT. I was watching CBS "This
Morning" while defrosting waffles '
for my two cherubs, when all of a
sudden, there's Jane. She was being
interviewed for legislative work that
she is doing regarding the parental
rights of biological parents in adopcion cases. Jane, as many of you
know, has been quite busy. She
recently completed a campaign for
Congress against incumbent
Congressman Olver. Olver won the
election but hat's off to Jane for
even being in the ring. Also impressive is the fact that Glamour magazine featured Jane in the November
issue as one of ten women in the
country who can change the face of
politics. Keep up the good work.
My hubby, MURPHY, reported
an '87 sighting. He plays in what I
call a geriatric soccer league (for
thirty somethings and above) , and
he recently played against CHRIS
HYLAND.
As for me, I've been in touch
with the usual suspects who appear
in this column. I attended a baby
shower for ISABELLE LORING,
who is due with her second baby in
five weeks. In September, I got
together with Isabelle, PAM
INGERSOLL, GINNY KEATOR
'88 and JEN BREWSTER '88 to
visit with GINNY VOGEL
YONCE who was in town from
Minnesota.
I also had the pleasure to attend
the Boston premiere of the musical
"Rent." In addition to rubbing
elbows with such A-list celebrities as
Doogie Howser, M.D. and Molly

Ringwald, I was fortunate enough
to bump into HOPE WILLIAMS.
Hope is doing graduate work at
Boston University, but best of all,
she volunteered to be on the lOthYear Reunion Committee. She volunteered, I didn't even have to ask!
Hope's the best!
I have been speaking quite a bit
with Class President LISA
DETWILER, and Vice President
KATE RODGERS SMITH
preparing for our lOth Reunion.
The dates are June 5-8, and you
will begin to receive letters and
phone calls encouraging you to join
in the fun. If you are interested in
being on the planning committee,
contact either Lisa, Kate or me.
We'd love to hear from you! And
definitely save the dates. We're hoping for an excellent turnout.
Lisa sees a fair number of classmates and was able to provide some
updates. DAVID and LISA
MCNAMARA HUGHES weicorned their second daughter,
Darcy, to the world in April. ED
MEYERCORD and his wife,
ANDREA '88, have recently
bought a house in Ed's native New
Jersey. Ed and Andrea have a little
boy; Edward, who is about nine
months old at the time of this writing. Kate Rodgers Smith is the head
kindergarten teacher at the
Plymouth School, and has a little
girl, Addie, and a little boy, Winn.
SCOTT ZOELLNER and his wife,
Allison, have been raking some
great European trips lately, I'm told.
The alumni office has learned
that ELIZABETH SMITH has
moved to Rye, N.Y Her new baby,
William Prouty Hash, born June
12, 1996, joins big brother Robert
Bishop Hash (born 3118/94). She
has seen BILL HATCH in and
around New York; she notes that
JAMIE HARPER has left for
Rome.
As noted in the Notes for the
Class of 1989, EVERE"H and
JENNIFER EDMONSON SUSSMAN have bought a home in
Stratford, Conn. Everett has a solo
law practice in Stratford and has
recently ended his term as president
of the Fairfield Bar Association.
And that about does it for this
edition of Class Notes. Mail's been
coming in slow... don't let me down
on my final leg as Class Secretary.
Now, Where Are You .. .JOHN
ANGELOZZI, DEBBIE BARRASS, ROD BOGGS, MELISSA
FARLEY, ABIGAIL GUREVITCH, TRACY KILLOREN,
DAVID MCCLUSKEY, JULIE
SIMON and GREG WILLIAMS??
Nanny Tellier vanderVelde
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48 Radcliffe Rd.
Wellesley, Mass. 02181-6623
Class Agents:
Melissa Bronzino Regan
Anthony A. Sirianni
R. Kevin Smith
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The great thing about this job is
all the interesting tidbits and stories
that I get to hear about first. Then,
I get to share. Basically, this is politically correct gossiping- which I
find really amusing in my otherwise
hectic and stressful world. When I
travel and get an e-mail update
from someone, it always makes it
more fun to be in my hotel room
checking in - and not only finding work things on my computer!
So, that being said- feel free to email anytime. (The address is
below.)
My first update appeared in the
New York Times on Nov. 6, 1996,
and was forwarded to me from
JON LEVIN, through BRYANT
MCBRIDE:
"Concord, N.H., (AP) -After
the deer on a two-square-mile
island on Lake Winnipesaukee in
east-central New Hampshire had
eaten all available brush and were
starving, the state hired a sharpshooter equipped with a silencer
and night-vision sight to solve the
problem.
"Over three days beginning on
Friday, the sharpshooter killed 90
deer, three-fourths of a herd that
had been eating its way through a
largely residential island, named
Long Island.
'"Ninety rounds were fired; 90
animals dropped," Richard Patten,
chairman of the Long Island Deer
Task Force, said on Monday. 'It was
as humane a thing as you could do.'
"The animals were attracted by
corn and apples set out as bait. The
dead were butchered, and thousands of pounds of venison were
donated to the New Hampshire
Food Bank, which will distribute it
to shelters.
"The deer population on the
island had grown to an estimated
120, from 49, since the state outlawed hunting there in 1970.
"The state hired a professional
sharpshooter, TONY DENICOLA,
to kill the deer. Mr. DeNicola
charged nothing for the job." Gee,
is that our little Tony?
In other news from Bryant. ..
KEVIN ROBINSON is happily
working for The Monitor Company
in Germany; MARK PALLADINO

is engaged (no details available); Jon
Levin is teaching English in the
South Bronx at Taft High School
and BILL CARROLL is in business
school in New York City.
LIZ CAHN GOODMAN visited me this summer with her beautiful daughter, Alex. We crashed the
romantic engagement of JOANNE
PALANDRO and Keith Freedman
at Top of the Hub -we just had
to be the first ones to see the ring!
Joanne and Keith are now settled in
West Los Angeles and she is breaking into the world of celebrity representation (yes ... she wants to be an
agent or entertainment attorney).
I'm visiting her in December and
hope to find her in some spectacular job rubbing elbows with the
stars. Liz recently left her job as
staff director for the Florida
Commission on Long-Term Care
and has moved her family (husband, Adam, and four-year-old
daughter, Alex) to Tampa from
Tallahassee, Fla. where she is focusing on health-care consulting. Her
most recent assignment was for the
Orlando Regional Healthcare
System.
To celebrate all sorts of occasions for Joanne and Keith (engagement, moving to California, graduating law school, turning 30 ...), my
boyfriend and I took them for a
"farewell-to-Boston" dinner at The
Palm - suffice it to say that lots of
red meat and red wine were consumed by all and many funny
Trinity stories were related!
E-mail reports: LISA GODEK
is still at U of Michigan and hopes
to complete her Ph.D. by mid1997. TARA LICHTENFELS
GANS is hard at work following
the elections in Washington, D.C.
and happily settled in to married
life with husband, Jeff. Do we think
she's offered him any of her prime
closet space? He certainly has a
fight ahead of him on that issue!
Tara visited with JENNIFER
BLUM WEINSCHENK and her
new baby boy, Bennett Mohr
Weinschenk, recently. Bennett was
born on Oct. 8 and weighed a little
over eight pounds. Tara also reported attending JULIE SHUTT
RICHARDSON's wedding (which
I had to miss due to an unfortunate
trip to Las Vegas ...) to GREG
RICHARDSON '87, which was
held in Baltimore. Lots ofTrinity
attendees, including Scott and
NANCY SPALDING GRAY who
were also married in September,
MIKE '87 and GINA GEWANT
DOYLE, ELIZABETH VAN
LANEN, Rick and JENNY VAN
HOEVEN WEEKS and JEN-
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NIFER GOFFMAN.
Also in August, LISA
ALVAREZ-CALDERON married
Kevin Cox. According to The
Boston Globe, ROBERT REISKIN
married Stephanie Miller. Rob
works for Security Capital Group, a
real estate firm in Santa Fe, N.M.
They had a glamorous-sounding
honeymoon in Australia and
French Polynesia.
What else? I haven't heard a lot
from you guys this quarter. I ran
into TOM KOKONOWSKI in
Boston; he is still practicing law in
Springfield. Saw WILL DUNNING on our USAir shuttle frorri
New York to Boston (I think he
works for Chase Manhattan Bank) .
Our esteemed president, MATT
BERGERON, has resurfaced. He
married Andrea D'Angelo on April
13, 1996, whom he met at
Opening Day at Saratoga.
Attending the wedding were JOE
and WENDY CARLSON CATALDO, TOM BRODERICK, KEVIN
WALSH, DAVE HUTCHINSON,
DAVE MURRAY, WALLY WROBEL, ROB MCCOLL '89 and
DAVE BARCOMB '89. Matt said
everyone looks great and that the
Wally Wrobels were expecting their
first child. Mr. and Mrs. Bergeron
live in Marlton, N.J. outside of
Philly and he is still with Mobil Oil.
They went to Opening Weekend in
Saratoga this summer with Joe and
Wendy Cataldo and, lo and behold,
whom did the see? Marty Trial proprietor of our favorite watering
hole, the College View Cafe! Small
world!
Other news received at the
alumni office: JONATHAN
COHEN has moved back to
Hartford and opened his own.law
practice. KATHLEEN STRAUSS,
Ph.D., is living in San Diego and
works for the Scripps Clinic
Medical Group. She recently graduated from the California School of
Professional Psychology. JOHN
LEE is working in San Francisco on
the restoration of historic architecture and archeological sites darnaged by natural disasters.
Well, that is unfortunately all
the news I have this time around. I
am settling into my new job with
ITT Sheraton and traveling about
20 percent of the time. The best
benefit to that is getting to visit
people wherever I go. Hope to see
some more of you soon!
Wendy A. Goldstein
186 Beacon St., #4
Boston, Mass. 02116
fax: 617-367-5160
e-mail: Wendy_Goldstein
@ittsheraton.com

Class Agents:
Constantine G. Andrews
Nancy E. Barry
Mark B. Davis

GINA ZARRA BLUM expects
a baby in April.
D. FORD PECK, JR., who
lives in Solana Beach (north of San
Diego), writes that he is director of
massage therapy at Frog's Athletic
Club in Encinitas, Calif. He is writing his thesis which will conclude
his master's degree in counseling
psychology.
DEVIN SCHLICKMANN is
director of the annual fund at
Moses Brown School in Providence,

R.I.
EVERETT '87 and JENNIFER EDMONSON SUSSMAN have bought a home in
Stratford, Conn. Jennifer completed her M.FA. in writing at
Goddard College and is working on
publishing a collection of poetry.
She is also teaching creative writing
in the community. Everett has a
solo law practice in Stratford and
has recently ended his term as president of the Fairfield Bar
Association. Jennifer writes, "We've
been married three years and are
both happy and busy."
And, last but not least, JAY
WILLIAMSON has been featured
in GolfMagazine.
Ciorsdan C. Conran
Robert J. Cummings
1015 Washington St., #4
Hoboken, N.J. 07030
Internet mail: robert@cnct.com
(or)
America Online:
ciorsdan@aol.com
Class Agents:
Emily Allison Miller
Edmund Gill Woods III

BETH LINCOLN is a science
teacher at Canton High School in
Canton, Mass.
Last November ERIC LORENZINI was honored with a Friend of
Democracy award at the annual
Common Cause/ Connecticut banquet.
GREG MILBOURNE
returned home to Philadelphia
from Moscow last May. He says
that he is working at Rosenbluth
and "enjoying life in the States for
the first time in several years." He
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further notes, "While I work in the
marketing department, I haven't
lost my interest in overseas life."
HOLLYTHAYERis engaged
to Dr. William Mitchell and is
planning a June 1997 wedding in
Dover, Mass. Her husband-ro-be is
in residency at Jefferson Hospital in
Philadelphia, while Holly is a physical therapist at Physical Therapy
and Sports Services in Morristown,
N.J.
In October CAROLYN
WALLACH, associate director of
Trinity's first-year program, attended a conference in San Antonio,
Texas on "Students in Transition."
H EIDI WISBACH received
her M.B.A. from the University of
Chicago. After traveling down the
West Coast and to Southeast Asia
· last summer, she began work as a
management consultant at Ernst &
Young's Chicago office. Heidi sends
news of classmates:
TIM CALLAHAN is now with
Fidelity Investments in Boston and
studying to become a C.P.A. H e,
ELYASCHWARTZMAN,and
Elya's wife, Susan Pollack, visited
H eidi "for cocktails and R&R" in
Westport, Mass. last August. Elya
finished at Sloan (M.I.T.), receiving
his M.B.A. He and Susan expect to
stay in Boston.
CORINNE WALSH PETERSON and her husband, Chuck,
had an "adorable" baby boy in
June. Heidi notes that their sense
of humor is well reflected in the
fact that Samuel Walsh Peterson's
birth announcement was expressed
as an I.PO. She says that Corinne
looks great and that both are truly
enjoying Sam (who looks "like his
daddy'').
ANNE STUART is still in
Boston with Youth Build Boston
and is enjoying spending time with
her "friend," Robert in Maine and
Providence.
LIZ MACGONAGLE is working toward a Ph.D. in African studies at Michigan State. Heidi writes
that "when she can get funding she
escapes to Mozambique, and enjoys
speaking Portuguese in her free
time."
Heidi stayed with ANDY
STEINBERG during her West
Coast trip. "His family has a lovely
home in Manhattan Beach near
L.A.," she writes. Andy was with
Price Waterhouse and living at
home, but Heidi has since learned
that he got a new job and plans to
move to a new apartment.
CHAD OPPENHEIMER is
finishing up at the University of
Chicago School of Law. Heidi ran
into him on campus a few times.

They both attended a Trinity alumni function in Chicago after wh ich
they went to see "Garbage" in concert. "Chad chaperoned my first
slam dancing experience - still the
same old Chad!" she writes.
Editor's note: Feel free to send
submissions for Class Notes to
OTIS BRYANT, SARA MOORIN
LANG, or TOM ROBINSON.
They have agreed to work with
Steve in collecting information for
this column. Otis's address is: New
York City Board of Education, 101
Park Ave., JH5265, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11205; Sara's address is: 675 S.
Clarkson St., Denver, Colo. 80209;
Tom's address is: 727 1/2 Henry
Clay Ave., New Orleans, La.
70 118.
Steven A. Safran
11 Liberty St.
Natick, Mass. 01760
Class Agents:
Alexis Deyan Brashich
Suzanne Elizabeth Carroll
Peter Lockwood Denious
Stephen Ralph Gorman
Raymond Thomas Hannan, Jr.
Aaron Jonathan Sobel
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Well, judging from the amount
of information I received for this
issue, the Class of 1991 must be in
hibernation for the winter.
However, I can't say I have been up
to roo much lately either. I have
been spending a lot of weekends in
D.C. and plan to return there upon
graduation. I guess I just miss the
museums, the shopping, the 'rents,
the traffic, the high rent, the
crime...
Anyway, here is the news from
our classmates.
Lawyers in Love: MATT
GREENBERG married Megan
Semple in a lovely ceremony on
Sept. 14 at the Wilmington
(Delaware) Country Club. Trinity
attendees included FRANK
MONACO (best man), TONY
PARUSZEWSKI, RUSS KAUFF,
REN WHIT ING, ANDY NEWCOMB, BILL BRICK (groomsman), DAVE PAYNE, CHARLIE
CRISSMAN, HEATHER
WATKINS, SUMEET CHANDRA, EDUARDO ANDRADE,
and LUKE SEMPLE '00 (groomsman). As for details, the Sheriff was
in town and almost got arrested for
his pool antics, the HoJo's night
manager was quite uncooperative,
and Andy is still searching for Table
# 10. Before beginning their careers
as lawyers (they both passed the
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Delaware Bar), the Green bergs honeymooned in Greece.
Speaking of the law, Russ Kauff,
who is in his thi rd year at UConn
School of Law, has accepted a position with the Hartford firm of
Hebb & Gitlin starting next fall.
Russ was a summer associate with
the firm this past summer.
LAURA (GAINES) and
Michael SEMLER are proud parem s of a baby boy, Gaines. Gaines
Semler was born on Oct. 7 and
weighed eight pounds, 11 ounces.
Speaking of babies, AMY (WILSON) '90 and T IM JENSEN '90
are expecting a baby on the seventh
of March. Congratulations to two
of my former roommates!
Tony Paruszewski writes from
San Fran that he loves his new job
with Hal Riney & Partners (adverrising) and that he hangs out with
several Trinity alums: COURTNEY
GEELAN, MARGARET HILDRETH, DAVE LILLEVAND '92
and SCOTT SONNONE '92.
Ren Whiting writes that over
winter break he will be traveling to
India with Cornell's M.B.A. program to visit a number of firms and
study the Indian economy. While
there, he plans to meet up with
Sumeet Chandra in New Delhi.
Towards the end of the summer, STEVE SPAULDING, ERIC
TAUBENHEIM and one of Eric's
coworkers joined a 12-person trip
on a four-and-one-half day, 110mile mountain bike ride between
Telluride and Durango, Colo. The
trip included biking at elevations of
12,000 feet over old railroad grades.
They also took day trips to Mesa
Verde (the dwellings of the Anasazi
Indians) and hiked on the
Colorado trail. Sounds like a great
trip and a sure way to escape the
stress ofWall Street!
TARA GILL was recognized for
her contribution to the betterment
of south Hartford neighborhoods
by the Southside Institutions
Neighborhood Alliance (SINA) at
its sixth annual neighborhood service awards dinner held Sept. 18.
Tara was the community service
coordinator at Trinity from 1993
until August 1996, when she
returned to her native state of
Maine. At Trinity, her work included advising a 300-member community service organization of students
and organizing a statewide community service conference for college
students. She was a member of
SINA's education committee and
the state Department of Higher
Education's community service network. Congratulations, Tani!

On July 8, JOSEPH
RAGAGLIA joined Montgomery,
McCracken, Walker & Rhoads in
the labor and employment law
department. Joseph will be practicing in the firm's Philadelphia office.
Navy Ensign HERBERT R.
THOMPSON recently received his
commission as a naval officer after
completing Officer Candidate
School in Pensacola, Fla. During
the 13-week-long training program,
T hompson received extensive
instruction on a variety of specialized subjects, including navigation,
ship handling, engineering, naval
warfare and management. He also
completed a demanding daily physical fitness program that involved
running, swimming and calisthenics. In addition, T hompson and fellow OCS graduates received leadership training and instruction on the
importance of the Navy's core values - honor, courage and commitmenr. Congratulations, H erbert!
During the first week of
October, MICHAEL ERSEVIM,
who conducted a string orchestra,
and John Rose, Trinity's organist,
presented an original concerto ereated by Robert Edward Smith, the
College's composer-in-residence.
This new concerto kicked off a
music series for the 25th anniversary ofTrinity's Austin Co. organ,
which sits at the rear of the Chapel.
BARRETT LAMOTHE wrote
that she got engaged to Greg Ladd
last May and has planned a June
'97 wedding. Another bride-to-be is
MICHELLE LUCEY, who is still
in graduate school in Oxford,
England.
BERNIE LONGBOY, assistant
director of admissions and coordinator of international admissions at
Trinity, represented the College at
the International Student College
Exchange Group's recruitment tour
of Asia.
T hat's it! Sorry so short, but I
have to receive news to report it.
Remember you can always send
your news to the alumni office and
it will be forwarded to me.
Otherwise, I hope everyone is
doing well and hope to hear from
you soon!
Heather Nicole Watkins
2408 Aiken Dr.
Richmond, Va. 23294
e-mail: hwatkins@plaid.
richmond.edu
Class Agents:
Elizabeth Anne Bakulski
Richard Warren Stockton, Jr.
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(Right) KATHLEEN YELTEMA '91 and Steve
Werthman were ma«ied on June 3, 1995 Jn
the Trinity College Chapel. Trinity alumni/ae
attending were: (kneeling, I. to r.) Vivienne
Verschuren '91, Nirmala Ramadhar '92,
Kangti King '91; (back row, I. to r.) Jefferson
White '91, David Oppelt '91, Michael Nyez
'91, Dimitry Stambler '91, Michael Hammill
'92, groom, mille, Myai Le '92, Jennifer
Winter '92, Herb Thompson '91, Christina
Honikel '91, Tara Allen '91.

(Left) BROOKE RORER '91 and ERIC
BROWN '92 were married on June
22, 1996 in Edgartown, Mass. Trinity
alumni/ae attending were: (lying
down, I. to r.) Jack Enders '92, Ray
Egan '66, Julian Evans '92, Scott
Leddy '92, lan Johnston '92; (HCOIId
row, I. to r.) Ca«ie Rorer '00, Holly
Stewart '92, Christina DaviSOII '92,
David Bagan '92, Joanne Fredell '91,
Jack Kirkpatrick '92, John Gregory
'91, Ted Rorer '65, Rick Stockton
'91, Chris Weiss '92, StOllffer Egan
'91, Ned Rollhaus '92, Nat Kessler
'93, Jeff Tuck '92; (third row, I. to r.)
Jim Hughes '92, Susan Rost '93, LeJd
Rice '93, Caty Campbell '93, Magoo
Hildreth '91, Mona Mennen '91,
bride, groom, Courtney Geelan '91,
Peyton Tansill '91, Chris JohnSOII '92,
Heather Shaw '95, Dan Herbert '94;
(back row, I. to 1'.) Walter Yang '92,
Orville Dewey '65, David Uoyd '66,
Undley Scarlett '66, Tony Cutler '62,
' Edward Goodman '62, John DaviSOII
'67, Steve Woodworth '93, Kate
Steams '91, Jeff Heavey '93, John
Hill '93, Grover Heintz '93, Jay
Monahan '93, Greg Burns '92, Aaron
CIBtfc '92, Crista Demasi '93, Jill
Griffin '93, Jon Smith '91.

(Right) BETH ANN CARTER '92 and ANDREW
LYFORD '92 were married on Aug. 26, 1995 in
Denver, Colo. Trinity alumni/ae attending were:
(kneeling, 1. tor.) Ashley Houston '92, Ted
O'Connor '92, bride, Cary Lyford '87, groom,
Matthew McCormick '92, Marty Mooney '92,
Jonathan McCormick '91; (standing, I. tor.)
John Self '87, Matthew Woods '92, Katherine
Wade '92, Molly Gerber '92, Steve ~orth
'93, Richard Lyford, Jr. '53, Kevin Riscassi '92,
Jeffrey Tuck '92, Joe Stein '94, Christian
JohnSOII '92.
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Reunion '97: June 5-8

Hey there, folks! I am really
getting excited about Reunion '97.
(Did everyone get the letter and
phone number list we sent out?)
DAVE GERBER and I have been
hard at work in the beginning
planning stages, and we have no
doubt that the Class of '92 will not
let us down as far as attending our
first official reunion celebration.
Dave's been especially busy, considering the fact that he recently
packed up his entire life and moved
to Boston, just for the heck of it.
H e seems happy there, though,
spending his days hard at work at
Putnam Investments and his
nights, no doubt, drumming up
Reunion volunteers.
Already, preparations for
Reunion have been the impetus for
me to get in touch once more with
old friends I hadn't spoken with in
years. One such friend is
C HRISTOPHER ]. BEATON,
who is now living on Manhattan's
Upper East Side. Chris works as a
buyer for Bloomingdale's - quite a
change from his previous career
with Fidelity Investments. I saw
Chris recently, along with IAN
FINDLAY and DAVE LYMAN
(both of whom assured me they
would be attending Reunion). Ian
and Dave are both in Boston and
both working in the computer
field. It was really nice to see them
after too many years of being out
of touch!
It's been a long time since I've
written a column for Class Notes
without mentioning a fellow alum
who has gotten engaged, and this
time is no exception: NICHOLE
PARDO is, as they say, affianced,
and will be married sometime next
fall, I believe. Nichole and her
groom-to-be are both medical students at Boston University.
Between rotations and wedding
plans, I'm sure they'll be busy, but
hopefully not too busy to come
back for Reunion! Congratulations
and best wishes to them both!
Also engaged, according to the
alumni office: HEATHER
SMITH! H eather is living in New
York and is the novice women's
coach at Columbia University. She
and her fiance, Stephen Toman (a
H oly Cross grad), are planning a
summer '98 weddi ng.
Spealang of weddings, I caught
up with a lot of old friends at
BETH (TRUGLIO) and MIKE
ALLEN's wedding last August,
which could have easily qualified as

a Trinity reunion itself! They were
married in the Chapel (aw!) and the
wedding party alone looked like a
page out of the Ivy, with AMY
(CHIODO) ALLEN, PETE VANDERHEIDE '93, PAT MCKEIGUE, MATT MCGOWAN and
MATT VAUGHN. (Phew! Hope I
didn't leave anyone out!) In addition, BEE BENNETT and JENN
MURPHY did readings during the
ceremony. T he reception was at the
Glastonbury Hills Country Club,
with the usual cast of characters in
attendance: PAULA CINTI,
KATHY KIMBALL, JO MARIE
RUCCI, JACQUES CATTIER
'93, JOE REILLY '91, CHRIS
HINCHEY '9 1 and SEAN CAFFERTY (next in line to be a groom,
himself!) . It was a great time, and
great to catch up with everyone.
Bee Bennett had just finished sitting for two, count 'em, two!, Bar
exams (New York and
Massachusetts) and was ready to
blow off some steam! Bee is now
working at a firm in New York,
concentrating on labor law, I think.
Jenn Murphy's on her way, now in
her third year of law school at
Brooklyn Law. Good luck, Jenn,
you're almost done!
Jo Marie Rucci has, I hear, a
new job, with Starter Corporation
in New Haven (they make all that
cool athletic wear). Jo will be
involved in managing international
shipping, I think, and, for a change,
will actually have normal working
hours!
MALCOLM F. MACLEAN IV
has confirmed what the rumor mill
was saying - he is engaged to be
married! I received a nice e-mail
message from Malcolm, filling me
in on his busy, busy life. H e is currently assistant vice president of the
real estate investment banking
group at PaineWebber in N.Y.C.,
and he recently moved into a new
apartment. Malcolm and his fiancee
are planning a Memorial Day
Weekend wedding in Bermuda, but
he assured me that he will be back
in time for Reunion '97. What spirit and commitment! Congrats,
Malcolm! See you in the spring.
LAURA BICKNELL is the
chemistry editor for Peregrine
Publishers, a developer of electronic
teaching materials for chemistry
and biology. She says she's really
excited since the job combines her
interests in chemistry, education
and the Internet! She's living in the
Boston area and has bought a onebedroom condo in Brookline. She
doesn't see too many Trinity alums,
and suggests that the Trinity Club
sponsor more "happy-hour" type
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get-togethers.
As mentioned in the notes from
the Class of'SO, BEN BYERS '51
tells about the "chance" meeting of
four alums (including HANNAH
STEBBINS) at a ranch on the edge
ofYellowstone. Sounds as if everyone thoroughly enjoyed the setting
and those gathered.
The next time you hear from
me will no doubt be in reference to
Reunion '97. I hope you're all planning on attending and that you all
RSVP to the alumni office as soon
as possible. Othetwise, there might
not be room for you! So do it! Get
moving! Call your friends! Call the
alumni office! Call me or Dave!
Don't let Reunion pass you by! See
you then ...
·Erin Kelly Galvin
37-Bl Loomis Dr.
West Hartford, Conn. 06119
Class Agents:
Rachel Christina Freeman
Malcolm Fraser MacLean IV
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The 5,000-word essay on the
lives and loves of the Class of 1993
normally found in this space will be
replaced this issue by this brief relation of a few Trinity goings on. Due
to unforeseen medical circumstances, your diligent and trusty
CLASS SCRIBE found himself
incapacitated during the critical
Several Days Before the Deadline
period, and was thus unable to render the usual (lengthy and tedious)
chronicle. No unwanted investigations into shady dealings. No unauthorized biographies. No unsolicited requests for donations. Actually,
I may be wrong about that donation request thing ...
Round about the beginning of
November, I climbed out of bed,
confronted the chilly, overcast
weather, wrapped up in my big coat
and set sail for the old Gallows Hill
haunts for that yearly pilgrimage
called Homecoming. To tell the
truth, I wasn't all that excited for
this third go-round of post-graduation reminiscing, especially in light
of the fact that the vast majorit)r of
my classmates would not be there.
However, out of a sense of duty to
God, country, and feisty Bantam,
my old blue and gold bones were
there.
My eyes sweeping over the typically festive crowd, a mixture of
toga-dad, pitchfork-waving underclassmen and gray haired, pennantwaving annual givers, a few
thoughts penetrated this dense nog-

gin. I strolled across the football
field, and the first thing I noticed
was a big, rented U-Haul van with
a raging party spilling from its kegfilled innards. Ah, I thought, St.
Elmo at it again. On the side of the
truck, however, visible above the
cigar-chomping crowd, hung a banner decorated with a makeshift crest
of crossed oars! My beloved crew
team was hosting the biggest bash
on the lawn. In my day, young
man, the crew team was DRY! Dry,
I tell you, and unless rules of basic
physical fitness, of basic common
sense have changed, then ... Wait a
minute! T hat's it! Things have
changed, and quite dramatically at
that. There is an entirely new generation ofTrinity-folk, and they
look nothing like us! The new population has many and different
piercings, longer, mangier hair, and
scruffier clothes. Their trousers are
bigger, and hang down further.
Baseball caps, if possible, have more
exaggeratedly curled brims covering
glazed over Saturday: morning eyes.
T he same eyes that all of us remember peering through at one time or
another. Maybe things haven't
changed that much after all...
Things have certainly changed
for some of us, though. The first
familiar face I spotted was adhered
to the head which was stuck onto
the body of one HARRY COHEN,
a resident of Boston, who introduced me to his fiancee, one (soonto-be) Sherry Cohen. Harry was
hanging out with ED "The Missile"
KISSELL, and together we lamented the fact that the Trinity football
team was not playing up to par.
The football game, in fact, could
almost have been described as
hyped - the previous day in the
Boston Globe, I had actually read a
several-paragraph article, including
a small headline, previewing the
clash ofNESCAC's two unbeaten
teams. Amherst, however, was proving to be more than a match for the
Bantams.
After greeting my friend and
Director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly (a nod to the golden days of
the Security Blotter), I spotted a
knot of fri ends including Miss
LYNN WOLFF, a resident of the
great city of Baltimore, where she
continues her quest for a master's
degree at Johns Hopkins while
working simultaneously for a publishing company. How do people
do that? Lynn stood side-by-side
with RENEE MAILL~, who is
in the midst of her fo urth year of
medical school at the University of
Connecticut. Both seemed chipper
and looked forward to finishing
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their degrees. CASSIE BURNS
issued the unlikely proclamation
that "Hoboken is the Boston of
New Jersey." Her insuran~e job in
New York is taking her places, such
as Hoboken, where apparently she
moonlights as a poster girl for the
local chamber of commerce. She
raved about her beautiful new
apartment, cool new roommate,
and I am sure would welcome visitors with open arms.
BETSY YAHN brought greetings from New York City, where
she and her accounting career continue to flourish. KJM D'AMICO,
similarly in accounting but based in
Hartford, promised to try to make
a trip up to Boston to visit the local
crowd.
The familiar face of JAY
AKASIE made a beeline across the
field, dragging a pal from Columbia
School of]ournalism in tow. Jay
spent the summer using that master's as an editor for the Inquirer
and Mirror on the island of
Nantucket, and was fresh from
turning down a job with "Inside
Edition." Some sort of artistic difference with Maury Povich, I
believe. I had seen Jay the week
before at a party at the South End
bachelor pad of DAN SCANLAN,
where I encountered some other
familiar faces. PRASANT SAR had
just been offered an exciting job as
a secret agent for the Massachusetts
Attorney General's Office (Scott
Harshbarger, for those in the
know), and was excited about starting his paralegal duties (a paralegal
is like a secret agent in training).
NICOLE D'AVIRRO brushed
aside discussion of her Ph.D. in
immunogenetics at Tufts Medical
School to discuss her new obsessian, focusing her mental energy in
order to learn how to walk on hot
coals. And I thought that my life
was non-stop action ... Another
Boston face, DAVID RIKER, continues to craft elaborate business
plans while toiling for Genzyme
Tissue Repair, but has allowed his
thoughts to drift gently toward
business school.
ASHLYN HILEY, a Boston residem until recently, has listened to
the call of the wild (one) and has
moved temporarily to Katonah,
N.Y., where she has strategically
positioned herself to move to New
York City at a future, though
unspecified, date. She reports on
some pals:
SUSAN OLSEN is in yet
another exciting and new training
program at Citibank, where she
continues to soar ever higher
through the ranks. ANNMARIE

FINI recently received a promotion
and is now working in the promotion department of a company that
produces canned dolphin meat.
(Actually, I can't remember what
her company does, but until she
sets me straight, I can only assume
the worst.) She also reported on a
visit to D.C. to see WILL
MACON, and also spotted PIPER
SKELLY panting along round
about mile 24 of the New York
City Marathon. I saw Piper (along
with SARA TITUS '94) last weekend, when we met for a few early
holiday-style drinks in the Hub
City. He confirmed the N .Y.C.
Marathon rumor (though he
denied that he had taken the subway on purpose - he thought that
it was part of the course), and told
me about his continued medical
labors, and how he had just finished a rotation at Boston City
Hospital, and was starting a new
one in pediatric surgery at
Massachusetts General.
The previously mentioned Will
Macon performed spying duties for
me recently (it's not his fault, folks
- I blackmailed him into working
for the Man) during a weekend rendezvous with a gaggle ofTrinitarians
in Vermont during Homecoming
weekend. He confirmed that he had
had a fun visit with Ashlyn, and
then gave me the goods:
DAVID BALTAZAR continues
to enjoy plant engineerhood at U.S.
Gypsum in Baltimore. JEN
THORNTON lives in New York
with non-Trinity (gasp) roommates,
where she is a production editor for
Simon and Schuster. MIKE JOLIE
is working through his fourth year
at University of Massachusetts
Medical School, living in Worcester
with TIM WOODCOME, who is
the social director at the Regatta
Point Yacht Club, amongst other
noteworthy pursuits. JEN NOVAK
teaches third grade in the same
great city of Worcester, and has
been rumored to see Mike on occasian (not in her class, either).
NICOLE CRISCIONE is awaiting
her Bar results after having graduated from Albany Law and has been
working for a New York Supreme
Court Justice's campaign. CHRIS
RAU is teaching fifth grade at
Fairfield Country Day School in
Connecticut, and reads lots of
comic books in his spare time.
DANA MEACHEN RAU ·is an
assistant editor at Children's Press, a
division of Groeliers located in
Danbury, and is the author of seven
children's books, the second of
which is about to hit publication.
Her first book, Robin at Hickory
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Street, details the meteoric rise and
tragic downfall of a heroin dealer
named Robin in the crime-riddled
Hickory Street section of the
Bronx... Well, I haven't actually read
the book, but I thought that I
would take a guess. PAVINEE
SAGUANSATAYA is engaged to
long-time beau, Timothy Shea, of
the Woodbury Connecticut Sheas,
and an October wedding is in the
planning stages as she continues her
work as a psychiatric social worker
working with children at Natchaug
Hospital.
Last, let's dip into the mail bag:
LEANA SCHUSHEIM
LONG is a second-year medical
student at Medical University of
South Carolina.
CHIP SWAIN writes that he is
well and that he is enjoying his
position as feature producer/editor
·on the show, "Front Row," which
airs each night at 6:00 and 10:00
p.m. on New England Sports
Network. He also notes that he is
engaged to Meaghan Rooney of
Shrewsbury, Mass. and that the
wedding is set for May.
GRACE CRAGIN is attending
Wharton Business School in
Philadelphia.
LAUREN KASS is living in
Washington, D.C. and working for
C. G. Sloan and Company, an auction house, whilst starting an M.A.
program in museum studies at
George Washington University.
CHRISSY HEWITT WOERZ
writes that CRAIG WOERZ and
FELL HERDEG are touring the
East Coast with their band, "New
Brown Hat." She admonishes us to
keep an eye on them and to catch a
show - wise advice in any circumstance. (Editor's note: There is an
article about New Brown Hat in
the Sound Section of "Books by
Trinity Authors" in this issue.)
Jonathan E. Heuser
39 South St., #6
Brighton, Mass. 02135
fax: 617-634-8216
e-mail: jonathan.heuser@fritz.com
Class Agents:
Katherine Kelsey Hubbard
Joseph W. Monahan IV
Rachel E. Schreier
Prescott D. Stewart
Clifford H. Swain, Jr.

Hi, everyone! Here we go again
with lots of updates and information on your beloved classmates.
Since I am writing this right after
Homecoming weekend, I have lots

of news for you which I scrounged
up from everyone I saw. First of all,
the rwo-and-one-half-year Reunion
Brunch was definitely a missed
opportunity for those of you who
were not there - i.e., breakfast,
mimosas, etc.. .Anyway, it was great
to see XEN LAM and SHIYING
WANG, still married and living in
Hartford. Xen works in West
Hartford for the S.H. Smith
Insurance Company where he
heads the computer systems as their
director of data processing. Shiying
is working as a staff accountant for
Arthur Andersen in the Hartford
office's auditing department.
Also at the brunch and visible
throughout the weekend was TOM
AITKEN. He is in his final year at
UConn Business School where he is
getting his M.B.A. As always, Tom
was nice enough to give me the
scoop on all of his friends. DAVE
JONES is finishing up at
Georgetown Law this year and then
he will be returning to Hartford to
take a job in the area. Hopefully,
that means that he will definitely be
in attendance next year! ERIK
JOHNSON is also about to finish
up a master's in urban planning at
Morgan State University, while
JULIAN CRAIG '95 has just
begun a master's program in
American studies at the University
of Kansas.
JOSH MARTIN told me that
he is living in Boston and working
for the department of revenue,
doing child support enforcement.
He said that ERIC SYNN and
DAVE KJNSMAN '93 are also in
Boston where Eric is still working
for Harvard, and Dave is at Boston
College, doing graduate work in
chemistry. Josh also informed me
that JASON WILKJNS has moved
from Boston to Miami with Arthur
Andersen.
CHRIS MOREA was also in
attendance with his girlfriend, and
he is working (and living?) in the
Bronx as a sales coordinator for the
Morea Agency, which does insurance and financial planning. He
said that he frequently volunteers at
college fairs and interviews for
Trinity.
ALEX LAPINS is living in
Hartford and working as director of
programming at a web design comparry.
Congratulations to JAY
SARZEN! He is engaged to Sandra
Sable and they will be married in
August of 1997. No longer lobbying for the NRA, Jay said that he
has seen the light and is now in
New Haven doing finance for
American Express. He filled me in

(Right) LAUREL PORTNOY '93 and Neal Sereboff
were married on May 26, 1996. Trinity alumnl/ae
and faculty attending were: (seated, I. to r. J
groom, bride; (second row, 1. to r.) Chris Brown,
Debby Gammons Brown '93, Jennifer Fingerman
'94, Kendra North '93, Professor Adrienne Fulco,
Dr. Michael Fulco; (third row, I. to r.) Quanti Davis
'93, Jeannie Hoffman '95, Theo Dolan, Tovah
Kasdin '92, Rick Zednik '93, Jeff Ward '92,
Randolph Barton Ill '93, Louise Barton, Allen Katz

'93.

(Left) MIKE ALLEN '92 and BETH TRUGLIO '92 were
married on Aug. 3, 1996 In the College Chapel.
Trinity alumni/ae attending were: (first row, I. to
r.) Sean Cafferty '92, Christina Bennett '92,
Matthew McGowan '92, Patrick McKeigue '92,
groom, bride, Paula Cinti '92, Kathy Kimball '92,
Erin Galvin '92; (second row, I. tor.) Barry
Sheckley '69, Dennis McCoy '92, Chris Hinchey
'91, Suzy Stevens '95, Kate Armstrong '94, Joe
Reilly '91, Jo Marie Rucci '92, Jennifer Murphy '92,
Amy Chiodo Allen '92, Jacques Cattier '93; (third
row, 1. tor.) Brian Garrity '91, Mark O'Day '93,
Pieter van der Heide '93, Matthew Vaughn '92.

(Right) MEGHAN RILEY '95 and
KEN THRESS '94 were married on
June 22, 1996. Trinity alumni/ae
attending were: (seated, I. to r.)
Allison Gruner '95, Stephanie
Wood '95, Camy Portanova '95,
Sarah Tyre '95, Mary Beth Parker
'95, Elena Bassler '95, Julie
Papazian '95, Beth Downer '95,
Julie McCloskey '95, Stephanie
Goldstein '95, Mary Logan '94;
(second row, 1. tor.) Sara Titus '94,
Deb Watts '94, Anita Shin '94,
Natascha Kontny '94, Senna Lynch
'94, groom, bride, Chris Foley '94,
Justin Oliver '94, (third row, 1. to r.)
Melissa Caroll '95, Kate Carty '95,
Renee Zimmerli '95, Amanda
Johnson '94, R.J. Rondini '95,
Leslie Woodhouse '94, Uz Duncan
'94, Molly Thiele '94, Graham
Johnston '94, Anna Sandell '95,
Alissa Furman '95, Kim Clash '94,
Chris Piliero '94, Tom Socha '94;
(fourth row, 1. tor.) Sam Kennedy
'94, Adam Kreisel '94, David
Woodhouse '95, Joe McKeigue '68.
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on some of the D.C. crowd whom
he left behind:
ADAM KREISEL was working
for the campaign manager of the
Clinton/Gore campaign and I am
sure that he is reaping the benefits
of that victory. EMELIE EAST is
still in D.C., working for the Senate
Appropriations Committee. Jay also
said that ERIK SCHWARTZ is
still around the area doing some
murky computer thing for the
Navy Qust kidding, Erik), while
PETE FRIEDMAN is apparently
in his second year of law school at
Northwestern.
ANGELA LATINA was (of
course) at the brunch. She is teaching fourth grade in West Hartford
and living in Hartford while she
works on finishing up her master's.
RICK GARCIA is living in
New York City where he works for
Merrill Lynch, doing financial consuiting. He reported occasionally
spotting DEAN RUBINO and
JOHN VIENER in the Big Apple.
How could I forget that PAT
(EX.) GINGRAS was at the
brunch, chatting it up with old
friends. He is in Boston, selling
mutual funds and annuities, but his
main pastime currently is searching
for eligible women. He asked me to
throw his name in our alumni news
as well as his number - so here it
is Pat! All eligible women should
call him at 617-424-9569 a.s.a.p.!
Finally, it was great to hang out
and start the day at the brunch
with several other attendees. DEB
WATTS made the trip to Hartford
in spite of her busy schedule as a
physical therapist at Mass General
in Boston. Deb had literally just
closed on the purchase of a condo
in Boston the week of
Homecoming and was looking forward to moving into her new pad.
BENNA LYNCH, also in
Boston and working for The New
England Company, is busy, not
only planning her May wedding to
R. ]. RONDINI '95, but also
studying for the C.P.A. exam.
TASCHA KONTNY is also living in Boston where she is in graduate school at Boston College, working on a master's in social work.
SARA TITUS, yes, also Boston,
has just started a new job at The
Children's Museum in the education department. She had a short
but sweet stay at Homecoming as
she had to head down to N.Y.C.
where PIPER SKELLY '93 was
running in the New York Marathon
the next day.
Missed, but not forgotten, were
LIZ DUNCAN and ANITA
SHIN. Liz was called away on busi-

ness to Colorado at the last minute
and couldn't come down from
Boston, where she lives in
Somerville. Anita is a third-year
dental student at Ohio State in
Columbus, where she is drilling
and scraping away.
Liz tells me that her neighbor,
GINNY ROSS, is still in Boston,
living with MEG DUNN '93, and
working at a consulting company.
Liz also reminded me that CHRIS
FOLEY has moved from New York
to Boston where he lives in the
North End. He is working for
Skadden Aarps, again, in Boston.
(Speaking of Meg, the alumni office
has learned that in September she,
MINNA KIM '93 and LISA
PARKER '80 participated in the
Boston-to-New York AIDS ride, a
300-mile, four-day, bicycle trip to
raise money for AIDS research.)
I spotted many '94s hanging out
at the football game and/ or tailgate
and I tried to catch up with as
many as possible. GARY RAFFERTY was a wealth of information and
I pried out as much as I could. He
told me that he is still in N.Y. C.,
but that he has a new job at a management consulting firm. Last summer, he and JAY TURNER, who is
in business school at the University
of Maryland, took an eventful trip
cross-country. In Chicago they saw
SCOTT SAPERSTON, BRAD
STRAHORN '93, and JOSH
NEWSOME '95. They also saw
CHRIS GOLINI in Los Angeles.
It was great to see BRIAN
WILLIAMSON at the game. He
lives in Boston and told me that
HARRY HUANG is getting his
master's in physical therapy at
Allegheny University (formerly
Hahnemann) in Philly.
I ran into KATHRYN HARKLESS who is working for DMB&B
Advertising in New York and living
with her boyfriend, Brian. She is
currently working on campaigns for
Procter & Gamble and Vicks 44.
Kathryn said that AMY MCGILL
is also at DMB&B, where she is
working on Uncle Ben's Rice.
Kathryn told me that MARISA
FELT is busy as ever, juggling many
different things. In addition to
hostessing at the Sheraton
Manhattan and working part-time
at The Barking Dog, Marisa was in
an off-Broadway play called "The
Dining Room" which was set to
run in November.
With Kathryn was AMANDA
JOHNSON, who had lots ·ofbig
news in her life. She is currently living in Manhattan with Amy
McGill and working for Silchester
International Investors, but that
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was all set to change. Amanda
explained that SAM KENNEDY
'95 had gotten a job in corporate
development with the San Diego
Padres and so she will be joining
him there. Besides learning to drive,
Amanda will be busy in California,
studying for her C.P.A. (For all of
you non-business types like me,
that stands for "certified financial
analyst.") Anyway, good luck to
Sam and Amanda!
The ever-present WILL SARGISSON was at Homecoming, and
it is comforting to know that some
things never change! As he told me,
"the handsome Will Sargisson" is in
Boston, working for the Boston
Company, and living with MARK
KASTRUD and TODD MILLS.
He also said that as of]anuary '97,
SANJI FERNANDO will live with
them, too.
Some others who were spotted
at Homecoming by my various
sources include MANDEE
LENDLER, ]EN DROMGOOLE,
TRACEY TURNER, KIM
JANCZUK, MIKE CATALDO
and his wife and baby, MAUREEN
MCELENEY, MARLEIGH
PHILLIPS and DUFFY WILSON.
I also have received a little bit of
mail from several people who
missed Homecoming this year (at
least I think they did!). ANDREA
PICOTT wrote to tell me that she
has left Boston and is now living in
New York City with LIZ MAYORGA. Andrea is working as a financia! analyst in the Global Bank for
Chase Manhattan.
She also said that MOLLY
MCKENNA spent last summer in
Eugene, Ore., doing a law internship. She is currently in her last year
of law school at B.U.
AMY CLARK LUCENTA just
celebrated her first wedding
anniversary and is starting her second year as a math teacher at
Nobles in Dedham, Mass.
AMANDA GORDON wrote
to tell me that she is leaving museurn work and has started a joint
degree ].D./M.B.A. program at
Boston College with a fellowship to
study international finance. Good
luck!
I also heard some happy news
form ]EN REAGAN. She wrote to
say that, having returned safely
from the Peace Corps in Hungary,
she is engaged to Michael
McCleery. They were planning a
Dec. 28, 1996 wedding and it
occurs to me now that by the time
this is published it will be a done
deal, so congratulations, ]en! Jen
works as an admissions officer at
Phillips Andover Academy where

her fiance/husband is the associate
dean of admissions.
Speaking of engagements, huge
congratulations go out to STEFFAN TOMLINSON and KELLI
HARRINGTON who recently
became engaged! They are both living in San Francisco, but they have
not yet set a date.
In news received by the alumni
office, I can report that LUCINDA
HUGHES was selected by her
employer, Northeast Utilities, as the
corporation's loaned executive to
the 1996 United Way and
Combined Health Campaign. She
lives in Wethersfield, Conn.
EMILY FRASER is in graduate
school at UNC-Chapel Hill and
TANYA LUNDBORG recently
moved to Beacon Hill and began a
job at Mercer Public Relations in
Boston.
The alumni office has learned
that MICHAEL CONARD was
featured in a Hartford Courant artide last summer. He is described as
"such a political junkie" that his
license plate says "Kemp," the person in political life who best espouses Michael's political philosophy.
And JENNIFER INGERSOLL
is in her second year of law school
at Case Western Reserve in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Finally, CHRIS SIDOR, a paleontologist who is studying for his
doctorate at the University of
Chicago, recently visited Bennet
Middle School in Manchester,
Conn. to talk with sixth graders
about his involvement last spring in
the discovery in Morocco of the
bones of a new species of dinosaur.
The class was taught by Ginny
Schnieder, the wife ofTrinity biolagy professor, Craig Schneider.
Well, that's it from here! Please
remember to drop me a line whenever you have some news. Keep in
touch, everyone!
Mary D. Thiele
44 Soundview Dr., Apt. 3
Greenwich, Conn. 06830
Class Agents:
Stephanie E. Cope
Michael Kurdziel
Amy C. McGill

Happy February; my friends! I
put out the call for information
from the Class Notes via e-mail and
I received an overwhelming
response. Thank you! If you have email and have not been in contact
with me, take a minute to write up
a briefing for the next edition of the
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Reporter.
I understand that Homecoming '96 was very cold, but
overall a good time. I wish I could
have been there with all of you!
In early fall JOHANNA
WARD and LAURA INGRASSIA
traveled from New York to visit me
in Atlanta. We had a blast and
enjoyed the best the South has to
offer. We visited some beautiful
ante-bellum mansions outside of
Atlanta, heard tales of houses
haunted by the Confederate dead,
drank a lot of Laura's favorite
"Sweet Tea," and stuffed ourselves
with a buffet of southern cookin'
the likes of which Scarlett O'Hara
would have loosened her corset for!
In addition, we were reminded that
"the prayer line to God is always
open!" Johanna and Laura went to
the U.S. Open way back in August
and they ran into KATE KEHOE,
CAROLYN BARRETT, ELENA
BASSLER and STEVE KANE.
BRYAN SATTER enjoyed a
course in financial management at
the University of New Mexico and
is heading in the direction of a
sports administration degree. He
continues to work for the U.N.M.
sports information department. He
worked an exhibition game
between Seattle and the Bulls in
October. Dennis Rodman nudged
past Bryan. In addition, Michael
Jordan used a pen that Bryan had
been chewing on to sign autographs! After his brush with fame,
Bryan enjoyed a week-long visit
from YU-CHIEN CHEN (captain
of the three-time intramural softball champion team) and BRIAN
WOODWARD. They went camping, visited Santa Fe, and were the
talk of Albuquerque. Yu-Chien is
living in Taiwan and working as a
door-to-door salesman of books
and other literature. He is learning
as much as he can about the publishing business. BRIAN WOODWARD is living in Arlington, Va.
and working at the Capitol in D.C.
for a group that focuses on internationa! trade. Bryan went to Las
Vegas with JON MOSKOWITZ
back in October. For the record,
Jon won and Bryan lost. Jon is living in Maryland and working for
Arthur Andersen Consulting. He is
based out of Hartford and at the
time of this report he was working
on a project with Baltimore Gas
and Electric.
Bryan also reports that AL
CARBONE is the sports information director at Trinity for a second
year. He is also taking some classes
'neath the elms toward another
degree.

CINDY DARLING worked as
an actress for the Boston Tea Party
Museum in Boston over the summer and is now pursuing her graduate degree in English at Boston
College. JIM DEMICHELE is
working for New Boston Temp
Service, helping people find jobs,
and living with STEVE MARCUS
'94. DAN COPPOLA is working
as a programmer/analyst for
Business Data Services Inc.; he
occasionally meets up with Jon
Moskowitz to go water skiing in
New Jersey (but not now, because
it's February!). RACHEL
SCHNEIDER is working as a
librarian at Brandeis in Boston and
is also taking some classes there.
CHRISTINE SIEGFRIED is living
in Albany, N.Y. and working
towards her M.S. in education.
Prior to this she worked as a paralegal for a year in N.Y.C. Bryan also
reports that he read in a newspaper
that ALEXIS COLBY finished 47th
in the New York City Marathon. If
this is the real Alexis Colby that
went to Trinity (not some random
Alexis Colby), suffice it to say that
we are very impressed! For a race
with 30,000 people, 47th ain't too
shabby for an ex-Bantam X-country
star! Well that concludes the Bryan
Satter installment of the notes.
Thank you, Bryan!
SUSAN MANSFIELD GATES
and JONATHAN EDWARD
MASSEY were married on May 25,
1996 in Madison, N.J. They went
to Virgin Gorda in the British
Virgin Islands for their honeymoon. They are now living in
Quincy, Mass. Jon works for
Putnam Investments in downtown
Boston and Susan works for Abt
Associates in Cambridge. The now
Susan Gates Massey reports that her
bridesmaids were LIZ COOPER,
BRENDA DEMARIA and JOCELYN PAGE. The four ushers in the
wedding were Don Coppola, Bryan
Satter, TIM SULLIVAN, Brian
Woodward; ADAM GOLDFARB
was the best man. Liz was accepted
into the Defense Language Institute
through the Army. She has finished
basic training and is now in
Monterey, Calif, where she is starting her language training. She is
having a great time and was
assigned as leader of her squad.
Brenda is working for Ingels,
Quinn, and Johnson, an advertising
company in Boston. Jocelyn is
working at Abt Associates in
Cambridge, the same place where
Susan works, but in a different
department.
Tim Sullivan reports that he is
director of operations at Kestrel
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Aviation Inc. He has been working
with the F.A.A. on getting requirements completed for certification of
F.A.A. Part 135 on-demand, aircharters with passengers and freight.
Unfortunately, I am unable to disclose his location at this time, for
Tim is in hiding preparing to challenge Gary Kasparov to a world
chess championship. While in hiding, he successfully bred some trapical fish.
ANN SEMERARO reports that
she has been working for General
Electric for the past year as the legal
programs coordinator and sometime paralegal for mergers and
acquisitions. She also started
UConn's M.B.A. program this fall.
SHANNON JOYCE writes
that she is living in Washington,
D.C. with KATE INNES and
working as a paralegal at Arnold
and Porter. Kate is enjoying her
work at the National Gallery of Art
in special event planning. Shannon
and Kate had a big Halloween
party and saw some other Trinity
folks, including PETER NIGRA,
SHARA ABRAMS '96 and MIKE
SPAEDER '94. Shannon has also
seen SUSAN FALLENDER '95
out and about in D.C.
Shannon reports that she made
it up to Homecoming '96 with her
friends. Peter Nigra's means of
transportation was the most original - he flew a plane to Hartford
with guest star co-pilot JOSH
SANDERSON '96. At
H~mecoming Shannon saw LAURIE SCHAEFFER, who is happily
working as a high school social
studies teacher. She also saw the
"New York contingent," including
JOYCE KURDIAN, SABINE
MARANGOSIAN and
DANIELLE SLEPIAN. Shannon
recently visited MAURA MARTIN
in her new home of Salem, Ore.
She is working at a home for young
girls witl1 emotional problems.
Shannon attended two Trinity weddings this past summer.
Congratulations to JOANNA
MARSDEN who wed Scott
Solfrian in Connecticut. Joanna
and Scott are now living in Austin,
Texas where Scott is going to the
University ofTexas, pursuing a
degree in architecture. Shannon also
attended the afore-mentioned
Gates-Massey wedding. "Both weddings were beautiful .and big Trinity
reumons. "
TED ANASTASIOU is at
Brown, working on his Ph.D. in
chemistry and enjoying all that
Providence has to offer. MICHELE
MADER is working on her Ph.D.
in chemistry at the University of

Arizona in Tucson. She reports that
life is busy and that she only makes
it back East once or twice a year.
AANIKA DEVRIES is teaching
biology at Choate and earning some
money, part time, as the dorm
plumber. Aanika reports that ]ANA
ROOP is living in Australia and was
recently engaged to her boyfriend,
Brian. Congratulations! SUZY
STEVENS is teaching history and
coaching field hockey at Lake Forest
Academy in Lake Forest, Ill. and
enjoying going to Bulls' games and
yelling, "Da Bulls."
CHRIS KENDIG has started
his own company which designs
new and innovative flatware. He is
also applying to master of economics programs in Australia. He is
residing in Washington, D.C. and
meets up occasionally with MIMI
ANDERSON '93, WILL MACON
'93 and A.]. KAMRA '94.
DAN ANIXT was vacationing
in the Gulf of Mexico and reportedly saved a woman from a shark
attack! Dan reports that JOHN
WILSON is working for AT&T's
business communications division
in California and having a blast.
I met up with the bronzed
PAUL SULLIVAN in the Atlanta
airport back in August. He was on
a stopover returning from Ciapas,
Mexico and a Spanish-language
school. He purports to have "mastered" the language and used his
skills to travel around the country.
JULIE FLAMANT finished
school in Belgium and returned to
D.C. She is now working in the
Vice President's Office. CYNTHIA
HSU got a big promotion at T ime
Inc. She is enjoying her new "spacious office." Cynthia reports that
KIERSTEN ZIMMERMAN graduated from UPenn and is working
at a hospital in Boston. RIA MENDOZA is back from the JET program in Japan and is now working
for a venture capitals firm in N.Y. C.
CARTER AGAR is working for
Arthur Andersen in N.Y.C.
CHRISTY BROWN is back in
Ohio working for a children's center.
HEATHER DUNBAR is on a
four-month hiatus from N.Y. C. She
was accepted to Minneapolis's
Guthrie Theater's internship program in costun1e design, to work
on a production of A Doll's House.
She is working in a little studio on
her sculpture. After the internship
she will head to Europe for a
month. The itinerary of the trip
includes London, Scot&ii'd, Paris
and the Loire Valley. BECKY
SHPACK '96 will accompany
Heather through Scotland.
RON CINO is now an assistant
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director of admissions at Trinity!
AARON O'CONNELL and
DALE IRVING recently graduated
from The Basic School at Marine
Corps Combat Development
Command, Quantico, Va: During
the 26-week course, newly commissioned officers like Dave and Aaron
are prepared for assignment to the
Fleet Marine Force. Our men were
also taught leadership by example
and the importance of tean1 work,
in adclition to participating in a
demanding physical conditioning
program.
TOM MCDAVITT made his
coaching debut for Massachusetts'
Bridgewater State College in
September. He will assist the head
coach with the "Be'ars"' receivers.
MAG SWEET had a great
summer horse racing season in
Saratoga. She was back at Belmont
in September doing the Winner's
Circle Presentation on ESPN! She
enjoyed a trip to Paris in
November.
LEXI JAMES is an account
executive in the telecommunications group at Oracle in San
Francisco. She hangs out with
CHARLIE ADAMS, who is also
working for Oracle.
Charlie reports that KEVIN
JENKINS works for an internationa! communications company.
He's traveled around the worldSouth Africa, Brazil and Taiwan.
DOUG CONNELLY lives with
RICH GENOPIE in San Fran.
Doug works for Citibank, Rich
works for Borders and they reportedly provide the majority of the
entertainment for Charlie and his
friends. STEVE GONZALEZ
works for a small, but high-powered investment banking firm.
DOUG WISOR moved to Napa to
learn how to make wine. TOPHER
LAFATA works for Vivid, a weboriented computer company.
MAXINE SKAGGS loves her
job as the marketing assistant for
the vice president at Gensler
Architecture and Design firm, the
largest architecture firm in the
world. She is very busy applying to
graduate schools to get a master's in
architecture. She enjoyed a trip to
Greece and Turkey. She also hosted
the Trinity Alumni Club of San
Francisco Christmas party at her
house, as she did last year. Maxine
is living with STEPHANIE
WOOD, who has three different
jobs teaching marine and science
education. Steph is also applying to
grad school for marine biology. She
volunteers at night at the Marine
Mammal Center in Marin, Cali£
She was bitten by a boa constrictor

(I am not making this up) but,
besides having a sore arm from the
tetanus shot, she is fine. •
Maxine reports that she saw
LAURIE CHAIVERINI, DEBBIE
SCALFANI and JULIA RISING at
Homecoming. Laurie is very busy
-working at the Roger Williams
Park Zoo and taking classes at the
University of Rhode Island, and
applying to veterinary school and
graduate schools. Debbie loves
teaching first grade on Long Island.
She has "18 cute little six-year-old
kids" in her class. Debbie and Matt,
her fiance, are making more wedding plans and plan a honeymoon
in Aruba! Julia is teaching at the
Rectory School in Pomfret, Conn.
She is planning on pursuing her
master's in education next year.
Now some more news from our
Washington Bureau ...ALLISON
GRUNER reports that ALISSA
FURMAN is doing counseling for
mentally ill adults in Arlington, and
is applying to schools next fall to
get her master's in social work.
KATE CARTY reports that CAMY
PORTANOVA is working for a
company that makes video gambling machines in Bozeman, Mont.
She is thinking of going back to
school in the next couple of years.
And now for news sent to the
alumni office:
Josh Newsome attended a
Trinity Club of Chicago event
where he won a raffle, giving him
rwo airline tickets to San Francisco.
The prize was donated by JANE
MELVIN MATTOON '84.
PETER LAURIA's law office is
now in Avon, Conn.
KIMBERLEY RADOS is an
assistant planner in the media
department of Ericson Marketing
Communications in Nashville,
Tenn.
Just a note .. .I have heard rumor
of some other wedding engagements in the Class of '95. In the
interest of reporting accurate informarion, I will wait for confirmation
from the engaged before I
announce the blissful news.
Jennifer M. Petrelli
1520 Farnell Ct.,# 1109
Decatur, Ga. 30033
e-mail: jpetrel@drk.sph.emory.edu
Class Agents:
Ashley L. Gilmor
Joshua B. Lahey
Mary E. Parker
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Hello, Class of 1996! It was
great to see most of you at

NOTES

Homecoming this year. It seems
that our success has continued past
the iron gates ofTrinity. I am happy
to report that everyone seems to be
doing well and that all are thriving
in their new settings.
Three of our classmates have
ventured across the Atlantic Ocean
and are working in London. GREG
MCKECHNIE is working on a
horse farm and is participating in
international horse shows. He wrote
and told me that he is extremely
happy and that he should be back
in the U.S. in the near future.
ELLIOT BROADFOOT is in a
trading training program for Merrill
Lynch. He will be working in
London for rwo months on the foreign currencies desk. He told me
that he is ecstatic about the opportunity. Finally, CLAY SIEGERT is
playing and coaching professional
lacrosse in England.
TI:'LER EDDY is working in
Monterey, Mexico. He enjoys international business very much, as well
as all of the tacos and fajitas they
have down there. He told me that if
classmates were ever in the neighborhood, they should look him up.
MIKE RANIERI and PAOLO
SO RIO just returned from a trip to
Italy. They managed to cliscover
their roots while basking in tl1e hot
Italian sun. They told me that they
had the time of their lives and are
already planning a return trip.
JONO LENZNER, MATT
CINI and AUSTIN PERKINS
worked for local politicians on their
reelection campaigns. Jono and
Matt helped reelect Sam
Gejdenson, while Austin worked to
get Barbara Kennelly reelected. JAY
CINCOTTI ran for state representative in Massachusetts. He ran a
very successful campaign, but u!timately lost the election. Take notice
of Jay's name because you will probably be hearing it in politics very
soon.
I saw BASIL SEGGOS at
Homecoming. He loves his job at
an environmental law firm and
hopes to make a career out of it.
ANN MULCAHY began law
school this fall at Cornell
University.
ANTHONY RUOCCO is living in San Diego and is managing a
couple of Circuit City electronic
stores. He likes his work very
much, and in case you miss him,
look for him in hit TV shows such
as "Renegade" and "Baywatch."
Although they are not major parts,
he claims you will definitely notice
him. LUKE TANSILL also made
the move out West. He is currently
living in Colorado, working as a

waiter and a ski instructor. He was
also selected as a finalist for MTV's
Real World in Boston. Good luck,
and we hope to see you on the big
screen.
GREG CARTIN recently
moved down to Delray Beach, Fla.
He is pursuing a professional career
in go!£ He told me that his game is
improving daily. Keep your eyes
open because you might be seeing
him on the Nike tour real soon.
MARK MENTONE wrote me
and reported that he is working in
the sports information office at
Harrwick College in Oneonta, N .Y.
ROB COLEMAN is training
for Marine Corps Officer
Candidate School. We wish him
the best ofluck in the pursuit of his
goals.
CAROLINE MOORE,
AMANDA LIPSCHULTZ and
LEXI HOLBERTON are loving
their jobs as teachers. Caroline and
Lexi are teaching in New York and
Amanda is in Washington, D.C.
VIVIAN CHONG is in a
training program to become a
buyer for a major department store.
SAM BRICKLEY, WHITNEY
VAIL, ANNE CHIC and LINDSAY CONWAY are living together
in Boston. Whitney is working at
an architectural firm. Lindsay is
coaching squash at Fessenden. They
both love their jobs and Boston
very much. JOSH GRUSS is
attending the Berklee College of
Music in Boston. He is very happy
and hopes to make a career in the
music business.
News from the alumni office:
ALTHEA ALLISON is working
as a graduate assistant in the division of student affairs, athletic
department, of the University of
the Virgin Islands.
An article in the July 22, 1996
edition of The Hartford Courant
describes DARRELL
FITZGERALD's work with adolescents at the Chappelle Gardens
housing complex in Hartford.
STACEY JOSLIN is the new
manager ofTrinity's Gallows Hill
Bookstore.
A cryptic request as a result of a
call to the alumni office: "SHWETA SHAH, please contact your
friends. They have lost touch with
you and would love to catch up."
Adclitional info from the alumni office:
LAURIE SMALL, BETH
PIRO, MERRIDITH MINERD
and ERIN FINNEMORE are living in Boston. Laurie is doing some
social work this year and will attend
Boston University next year to
receive her master's in social work.
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Beth is working as a research technician at Harvard Medical School.
Merridith is teaching high school
Spanish in Newton.
MARY ARDEN and VASS
ELIOPOLOUS are now Peace
Corps volunteers. Mary is teaching
English in Estonia.
NATASHA STACEY and
HEATHER WYNNE have also
continued on at Trinity. Heather is
an annual giving officer in the
development office and Natasha is
the assistant manager at Gallows
Hill.
SUSAN TAYLOR and ELIZABETH MCFARLAN are in
Boston. Elizabeth is working in the
human resources department at
Gillette and is living with
BRECKY BEARD.
CHRIS EDENBACH and
DANNY MARKSTEIN are living
together in Washington, D.C.,
while CARLOS ESPINOSA is in
Hartford working at HART.
ALEXA ZEVITAS, KIMBERLY CRESPO, and CHRIS CALIO
are all attending law school. Both
Kimberly and Chris are at UConn
Law school. Alexa is in D.C. at
American University Law School.
ADRIENNE STONE is back
in California and was working on
an election campaign.
KATIE ERSKINE and DAWN
JACOB have relocated to Houston,
Texas.
BETH MOLLOY is working
at Center City Churches and taking classes toward a master's in
social work.
TAMALPAIS ROTHMCCORMICK has moved back
to the west coast. She is working
for a caterer in California and
seems very happy.
JOEY CONTE and LISA
TORRISI went cross-country this
fall.
SARAH BENNETT and
STEPHANIE MANDELL are
working for the State Public
Interest Research Groups.
Stephanie was on campus earlier
this fall, recruiting for the PIRGs,
and seems to be enjoying her job.
AINA WILLIAMS is now a
crew coach at Wesleyan University.
TROY MCKELVIN and
RACHEL WALDEN are getting
their teaching degrees. Troy is at
the University of New Haven while
Rachel is at Tufts University.
YAREL SILVERIO is in
Lancaster, N.Y., working for her
mother, while her fiance, CARL
MARSHALL, is in Boston, working in a medical facility. Yare! and
Carl plan to marry on March 1.
LAILA KEITH, currently working

in New York, will be in Yarel's wedding.
ADEIRDRE STRIBLING is at
the University of Hartford, working
on a master's degree in psychology.
KALISHA RAPHAEL is
attending law school at
Northeastern University.
MARIA LASHLEY is doing
promotional work for a Hartford
radio company.
JAMILA BALY, MONETHA
HARRIS, PHAROAH
CRANSTON, and SHAWN
MARSHALL are all working in
New York. Jamila is working for a
chemical company and Pharoah
was last working on an internal
position within CVS. Shawn is
working for the district attorney in
Syracuse, N.Y.
ANN MARIE JOSE is living in
Long Island and working in the
corporate trust department of
Chase Manhattan Bank. Ann ran
into ANNA RIVERA at
Homecoming. Anna is attending
law school in Puerto Rico.
KIRSTINA KACZMARSKI is
working at the Met in New York
and rumor has it that she is
engaged!
BRETT WILLIS is working for
a computer company in
Massachusetts.
ERIC HUBBARD is living in
San Francisco with ADAM MURPHY'95.
Heather Wynne ran into
AMANDA SMITH, ALEX
JOHNSTON, BEE BORNHEIMER, ERIKA DERANY,
CEDRIC HOWE, LAILA
KEITH, VANA PIETRONIRO,
CASEY REDINGTON, and
MALI BARKMAN recently.,
Amanda is living in New Jersey and
working for International Flavors
and Fragrances as a sensory evaluation and marketing assistant. Alex is
working for the American
Symphony Orchestra and living in
New York and Bee is living in the
Boston area and working for the
publishing company, Ziff-Davis.
Erika is taking a stab at the waitress
business and is also teaching dance
in her spare time. Cedric is living in
Boston and working for TVisions.
Casey is working at a bookstore in
Seattle. Vana is attending Tufts
University and is living on Cape
Cod. Mali is working for Ph~enix
Home Life in Connecticut.
TAMMY ALFRED is working
for Hebrew College and living in
Brookline.
DEVIKA WANEY is working
for Deepak Chopra, a renowned
spiritual healer and author.
ANGELA DONATELLI is at
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graduate school in upstate New
York.
Finally, NICOLE TATEOSIAN
is working in Trinity's alumni office.
She is working with the class officers and helping organize many
alumni events.
Please keep in touch and let me
know how you are doing.
Kenneth A. Pouch III
4428 Roland Ave.
Apt. 1 South
Baltimore, Md. 21210
Class Agents:
Mathew Port Glazier
Tory Katherine Haskell
Elizabeth E. McFarlan
Heather Colleen Wynne

Reunion '97: June 5-8

KRISTEN CORMAN '93 visited South Africa on Sept. 2, 1996
to present "Dickens, Monstrous
Women, and the Indian Uprising:
Men v. the Mo-gul in Great
Expectations, Cognitive Theory on
Gestural Troops," at an international conference, "Dickens, Empire
and Children," held at Rhodes
University in Grahamstown. She
had presented another version of
this paper at N.Y. U. earlier in the
spring. While in South Africa she
saw the urban "Gumboot Dancers"
who have toured Berlin. She also
visited the music archives (if any
reader is interested in tapes of traditional African music) and went on
rwo safaris.
JOE KINSELLA '94 participated in the Roman Reunion last June.
The eight-day excursion to the
Eternal City capped a year-long celebration of the 25th anniversary of
Trinity's Rome campus. Director of
Italian Programs BORDEN
PAINTER '58 organized the event
tl1at Joe reports resulted in "a fabulous time [for the] 40 alums and
guests who participated." He particularly recalls a "splendid day trip to
lovely Assisi and elegant Spoleto as
just one of the many highlights of
the trip."
The oils and watercolors of
CAROL PERRIGO ADIL '91
were exhibited on Oct. 20 in
Wethersfield, Conn.
ERIC LUSKIN '77 has been
appointed director of national syndication for the American Program
Service. He writes that "other
Trinityites [are] in the public television family too: ANDREA HANSON M'96 works for CPTY, and
ANDERS YOCOM '63 is director

of programming for WTTW in
Chicago."
For many of us, attending
Trinity was something beyond
imagination until we discovered
IDP. Actually earning our degrees
was even more fantastic. Despite
the incredible opportunity that
Trinity's IDP program offered, we
all know that getting through it was
hard work- nothing magic about
that. Most of us had well developed
"real world" demands such as family and job responsibilities that competed with our incredible opportunity to get a top-grade education.
And more than a few of us made
financial sacrifices that really hurt.
As vulnerable as we were, we survived and succeeded. But what
would have happened if we were
stricken with an unexpected financial crisis that devastated our "real
world"? You may have known some
who experienced this misfortune.
They're not on the mailing list to
read this item. Now IDP has a positive response for students beset by
unforeseen emergencies: the Louise
H. Fisher Discretionary Fund. We
can make a big difference, collectively, by joining those generous
alumni who have already given the
fund a good start with their contributions. Please consider making a
contribution by writing a meek to
the Trustees ofTrinity College and
specifYing that it is intended for the
Louise H. Fisher Discretionary
Fund.
Michael L. Hanlon '90
26 Ridge Rd.
Enfield, Conn. 06082

Master's
1957
CHARLES H. PERRET is retired
and living in Torrington, Conn.

1962
CLARENCE GAY has enjoyed
trips to Greece and Egypt, the
California coast, and Mobile, Ala.
and Biloxi, Miss. At the time of his
letter, he was planning a New Year's
cruise from Nashville to New
Orleans.

1969
LORENA DUTELLE retired from
the Manchester, Conn . school system after 35 years as a French
teacher. During those years she also
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taught social studies for three years
and Latin for four.

1977
An article in the July 22, 1996 issue
of The Hartford Courant describes
SANDY FERRARJ's receiving the
Teacher of the Year Award in her
school district. A math teacher, she
is chairwoman of the district's technology and math committees. The
principal of her school says that she
is "probably the most respected staff
member" on the faculty.

1982
DENIS MAIORANI has been promoted to president of the Fisher
Scientific Wordwide Inc. unit of
Fisher Scientific International Inc.

1987
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NICHOLAS BROWN, JR. has
been named president and chief
operating officer ofNAC Re Corp.
and president and chief executive
officer of its wholly owned subsidiary, NAC Reinsurance Corp.
KAREN KAUFFMAN received
her Ph.D. in Latin American and
United States history from the
University of Connecticut. She and
her husband have relocated to eastern Pennsylvania where she ta_ught
at Drexel University. She is presently teaching at Villanova University.

1991
Articles in The Hartford Courant in
the fall described TONY
GUGLIELMO's run for another
term for the state Senate. A
Republican running in a
Democratic dominated district, he
had won endorsements from several
influential organizations.

1992
This fall, BRIAN MATTIELLO
ran unopposed for the 65th House
District seat in Connecticut.

1996
ANNE LUNDBERG UTZ, director ofTrinity's internship programs,
has given birth to her third child, a
daughter, Annabel Violet Lundberg
Utz. Her husband, Steve, a professor at the University of Connecticut
School of Law, occasionally teaches
as a visiting professor in Trinity's
philosophy department.
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Mr. Peter H. Kreisel '61, lnaug. of
Marc A. VanderHeyden, Saint
Michael's College, 10/19
Mr. William F LaPorte, Jr. '55,
Inaug. of Richard L. Judd, Central
Conneticut State University, 10/24

Mr. Christopher McCrudden '68,
Convocation to Celebrate the
250th Anniversary, Princeton
University, 10/25

Mr. Robert D. H. Anning o3, lnaug.
of Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman,
Hebrew Union CoiL-Jewish Instit.
of Religion, 10/31
Robin B. Tassinari, MD. '67, Inaug.
of Karen R. Hitchcock, State
University of New York of Albany,
11/8

Mr. William D. Elliot '69, lnaug. of
Janet E. Rasmussen, Hollins
College, 11 I 8

Alumni who
represented
the College at
inaugurations
Mr. john L. Heyl '66, lnaug. of
Edward A. Parrish, Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, 9/20

William T OHara, Esq. '55, Inaug.
ofThe Hon. Ronald K. Machcley,
Bryant College, 9/21
Mr. Grosvenor Richardson '60,
lnaug. of Christopher C. Dahl,
State University of New York
College, 9/27

Mr. Robert E. Bennett '64, Inaug. of
Anne Ponder, Colby-Sawyer
College, 9/28
Mr. Stephen Sunega '77, lnaug. of
Father Kevin E. Mackin, Siena
College, 10/2

Dr. Philip K Hopke '65, lnaug. of
Denny Brown, Clarkson Univ.,
10/12

Paul A. Cataldo, Esq. '57, Inaug. of
William P. Leahy, Boston College,
10117

GEORGE E. LACOSKE,
1933
George E. Lacoske of Meriden,
Conn. died on Aug. 4, 1996 at age
85.
After graduating from high
school in Meriden, Conn., he
attended Trinity with the Class of
1933. In 1950 he graduated from
Northeastern University, and in
1988 he received his master's degree
from Southern Connecticut State
University.
An Army veteran of World War
II where he served with the finance
corps, he was employed as an auditor for Connecticut's Department
of Revenue Services until his retirement in 1979.
During his life he served in
leadership capacities with AARP
chapters in Meriden, the Heart
Fund campaign, the Community
Provider Consortium, the

Many Of you may know ihat Carole.Lawson, the administrator of
Graduate Studies, retired recently from he~ position at Trinity for Jiealth
reasons. In tribute to her 32 years of dedicated setvice to the Co1lege,
Carole's friends and colleagues have arrangen a funcl to honor her1 and
especially her work for Graduate Studies.
A onetime, one-year fund has been .set up to accept contributions in
Carole's name, with the proceeds funding a carrel in the library in her
honor. Any remaining funds will go toward campus beautification. Both of
these are areas which Carole supported over the years.
If you would like to join in this i:ribute please send a check payable to
the Trustees of Trinity College, with a memo noting The Carole Lawson
Fund. You may send the check to the Development Office at Trinity.

American Cancer Society, the
Paralyzed Veterans of America, Big
Brothers, Literacy Volunteers, the
Child Guidance Clinic of Central
Connecticut, the Platt-Maloney
Father's Club and the MeridenWallingford Society for Retarded
and Handicapped Children.
Some of his achievements
include receiving the Jaycees'
Outstanding Service Award, the
Pride Award from the Pride in
Meriden Committee, and an award
from the national chapter of AARP
for outstanding community service.
He leaves his wife, Louise
Arnold Lacoske, of Meriden,
Conn.; a son, Jere B. Lacoske, of
Meriden, Conn.; three grandchildren; and five great -grandchildren.

WILLIAM WALLACE
SISBOWER, 1933
William W Sisbower, 85, of
Cape Girardeau, Mo. died on Oct.
28, 1996.
After graduating from Trinity
School in New York City, he
attended Trinity where he was editor of the Ivy, president of cl1e
Jesters, vice president of his class, a
member of Delta Phi fraternity and
on the staffs of the Tripod, the
Sophomore Dining Club and
Medusa. He received his B.S.
degree in 1933.
A loyal alumnus, he was a
member of the College's Board of
Fellows.
After attending Rutgers
Graduate School of Banking, he
began working at Connecticut
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Bank and Trust where he was
named senior trust officer. In 1950
he joined Norden Labs
Corporation and Norden
Instruments, Inc. where he was secretary and director. From 1958
until his retirement in 1974, he
served as administrative assistant to
the vice president of Norden
Division of United Aircraft.
He leaves his wife, Theda
Dickerman Sisbower, of Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; his brother,
Thomas '35, of West Hartford;
three daughters, Elizabeth Bush, of
Warsaw, Va., Deborah Lingwood,
of]ackson, Mo., and Elaine
Anderson, of Longmont, Colo.; six
grandchildren; and two greatgrandchildren.

CLARENCE BURTON
MORGAN, JR., 1939
Clarence B. Morgan, Jr. of
West Melbourne, Fla. died on Sept.
1, 1996 at age 79.
After graduating from high
school in Plainville, Conn., he
attended Trinity, where he was
manager of the tennis team. He
received his B.S. degree in 1939.
An Air Force veteran of World
War II, he spent his professional
life in technical sales positions with
companies in the U.S. and Canada.
He leaves his wife, Esther
Linsley Morgan, ofWest
Melbourne, Fla.; two daughters,
Nancy Deskins and Dana Morgan,
of Missoula, Mont.; a sister; and
two grandsons.

THOMAS ELTON
CANFIELD, 1940
Thomas E. Canfield, 79, of
Litchfield, Conn. died on Aug. 21,
1996.
After graduating from high
school in West Hartford, he attended Trinity where he was a member
of the Student Senate and Delta
Kappa Epsilon fraternity and manager of the track team. He received
his B.S. degree in 1940.
During World War II, he
worked in Washington, D.C. in
the Bureau of Ships.
After moving to Litchfield,
Conn., he was sales manager for
the Torrington Co. Subsequently,
he worked for the Naugatuck Glass
Co. as assistant to the president
and as a business broker.
He was on the Republican
town committee for 30 years, serving as chairman for eight years. He
became active in a number of polit-

ical causes and served briefly as the
state's deputy commissioner of
banking. He received a citation
from the General Assembly for his
contributions to Litchfield's
Republican town committee.
Among his survivors are his
wife, Christine Russell Canfield, of
Litchfield, Conn.; a son, Thomas E.
Canfield, Jr., ofWest Hartford; a
sister; and three grandchildren.
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trustee of Hadwen Park
Congregational Church; and a
member of Greendale Retired
Men's Club and Athelstan Lodge of
Masons.
He leaves his wife, Priscilla
Moody Peterson, of Worcester,
Mass.; two sons, Michael D., of
Mendon, Mass., and Douglas E., of
Stuart, Fla.; a daughter, Laurie
Peterson-Dunn, of Sunnyside, N.Y.;
a sister; five grandchildren; and a
step-granddaughter.

HENRY WEHRMAN
HASLACH,1940
Henry W Haslach, 77, of
Chapel Hill, N.C. died on July 1,
1996 after a long illness.
After graduating from high
school in Brooklyn, N .Y., he
attended Trinity with the Class of
1940. At Trinity he was a member
of Delta Phi fraternity and the
Jesters. Subsequently, he received
his M.B.A. from the College of _
Insurance in New York City.
He was employed by the Royal
Insurance Company from 1946 to
1986 as an underWriting executive.
He taught insurance and business
classes at Bergen Community
College in New Jersey, the College
of Insurance in New York City and
Durham Technical College for a
total of 15 years.
He was a member of the
Chicago Symphony chorus and
sang professionally in synagogues in
Philadelphia and Chicago, as well
as with community choruses in
Chicago and New Jersey.
A member of the Chapel of the
Cross Episcopal Church in Chapel
Hill, he was a volunteer for Meals
on Wheels where he was a member
of the finance committee.
He leaves his wife, Katharyn
Dittmar Haslach, of Chapel Hill,
N.C.; three sons, Henry W, Jr. '64,
of Greenbelt, Md., Robert D., of
Washington, D.C., and FrederickS.
III, of Minneapolis, Minn.; and
four grandchildren.

FRITZ PHILLIP
PETERSON, 1942
F. Phillip Peterson of Worcester,
Mass. died on Sept. 9, 1996 at age
76.
He graduated from high school
in Branford, Conn. before attending Trinity where he was a member
of the Commons Club. He received
his B.A. degree in 1947.
An Air Force veteran of World
War II, he was an underwriter at
Paul Revere Insurance Co. for 39
years, retiring in 1986.
He was a member, deacon and

JEROME CHESTER
CUPPIA, JR., 1943
Jerome C. Cuppia, Jr., 76, of
Hilton Head Island, S.C. died on
Aug. 17, 1996 after a long illness.
After graduating from Groton
School he attended Trinity where
he was a member of the football
and swim teams, Delta Psi fraternity, the Political Science C lub, and
vice president of the International
Relations Club. He received his
B.A. degree in 1943 from Trinity
and his M.B.A. degree in 1947
from Harvard University.
A veteran of the Marine Corps,
he served 18 months in the Pacific
during World War II.
In 1947 he was employed as a
sales representative for the JohnsManville Corporation. Shortly
thereafter he began work for
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith. In 1960 he was named vice
president and manager of its foreign
office. He retired in 1971.
On Hilton Head Island he
served on the Broad Creek Public
Service District board, the Hilton
Head Public Service Council and as
a trustee of the Hilton Head
Humane Endowment Fund.
He was a charter member of the
Bear Creek Golf Club and served
on both its steering committee and
board as secretary and chairman of
the building committee.
He was a loyal alumnus; his
support for Trinity includes the
naming gift for the Cuppi a Room
in the Smith Alumni Faculty House
and a substantial scholarship fund
to be established in the College's
endowment.
He leaves his wife, Doris White
Cuppia, of Hilton Head Island,
S.C.; two daughters, Margaret
Naugle, of Moylan, Pa., and Ann
Grandy, oflrmo, S.C.; four sons,
Jerome Cuppia III, of Oak Ridge,
N.J., Andrew Cuppia, of]anesville,
Wis., Kevin Cuppia, of Beaufort,
S.C., and James Cuppia, ofHilton
Head Island, S.C.; and 17 grandchildren.

EARL THOMAS WILLIAMS,
1944
Earl T. Williams, 75, of North
Haven, Conn., died on Aug. 24,
1996.
After graduating from high
school in Utica, N.Y., he attended
Trinity where he was a member of
the Commons Club. He received
his B.A. degree in 1948.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he received his S.T.B. degree
from Berkeley Divinity School in
1949. From 1949 to 1955 he
served St. John's By the Sea
Episcopal Church in West Haven,
Conn. He was chaplain at the VA.
Medical Center in West Haven,
Conn. from 1953 to 1979 and
served parishes in an interim capacity from 1979 to 1994.
He was a member of the
American Legion, the Commission
on Aging for the Episcopal Diocese
and the Town of North Haven; and
the St. David Societies of
Connecticut and Utica, N.Y.
He leaves his wife, Elizabeth
Tapley Williams, of North Haven,
Conn.; a daughter, Erline Elizabeth
W Barker, of Durham, N.C.; a son,
Earl T. Williams, Jr., of North
H aven, Conn.; and two grandsons.

LEE NOONAN, 1945

"

Lee Noonan, 72, of Centerville,
Mass. died on Nov. 15, 1996 after a
long illness.
After graduating from St.
Thomas Seminary in Bloomfield,
Conn., he attended Trinity, receiving his B.A. degree in 1946. He
subsequently graduated from
Baltimore Seminary.
For many years, he worked for
the State of Connecticut, retiring as
a fair hearing officer in 1986.
He leaves his wife, Sybil
Noonan, of Centerville, Mass.; and
two step-children, Allen Spanier
and Beverly Spanier, of Montreal,
Canada.

JOSEPH ANTHONY
LORENZ0,1947
Joseph A. Lorenzo of Hartford,
Conn. died on Sept. 21 , 1996 at
age 70.
After graduating from high
school in Hartford, he attended
Trinity where he received his B.S.
degree in 1948. Subsequofntly, he
received his law degree from the
University of Connecticut.
A Navy veteran of Wo rld War
II and an Army veteran of the
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Korean conflict, he was a colonel in
the Army National Guard for 30
years. He figured in prominent trials as an Army lawyer.
His career stretched from the
military courtrooms of Korea and
Japan to Hartford's city hall, where
he was an assistant corporation
counsel and in 1971, a candidate
for mayor. He served as the president of the Hartford County Bar
Association.
His legal practice in Harrford,
involving primarily trial law,
spanned 41 years.
Active in Hartford's Democratic
politics, he was also a member of
the board of directors of the West
Harrford Art League.
He leaves his wife, Marianna
Zazzaro Lorenzo, of Hartford; his
mother, Eleanor Lorenw; two sons,
Nicholas P., of Granby, Conn., and
Thomas A., of West Hartford; and
three grandsons.

BRIAN ALBERT DORMAN,

1951
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Brian A. Dorman of Warwick,
R.I. died on Ocr. 28, 1996 at age
67.
After graduating from high
school in Danielson, Conn., he
attended Trinity, receiving his B.S.
degree in 1951. He served in the
Army for two years before receiving
his M.D. degree from New York
Medical College in 1959. He
interned at the U.S. Public Health
Service Hospital in Staten Island,
N.Y. and served a surgical residency
at Rhode Island Hospital. In 1967
he was certified by the American
Board of Surgery.
For 36 years he was a general
surgeon at Rhode Island Hospital
and was acting chief of the Second
Surgical Service at the time of his
death.
He taught surgery at Brown
University for many years.
He was an executive committee
member of the New England
Surgical Society, and a past presiden·t of both the Rhode Island
Hospital Staff Association and the
Providence Surgical Society. He was
a member of the Rhode Island
Surgical Society, the New England
Cancer Society and the American
College of Surgeons.
From 1952 to 1963 he served
in the U.S. Air Force Reserves. He
was a past president of the Warwick
Junior Hockey Association and a
member of the Brown Faculty
Club, the Dunes Club of
Narragansett, the Mr. Tom Club of
Exeter and St. Luke's Episcopal
Church in East Greenwich, R.I.

Surviving are his wife, Janet
Page Dorman, ofWarwick, R.I.; a
daughter, Nancy, of East Greenwich, R.I.; and two sons, Brian '83,
of East Greenwich, R.I., and
Bradley, of Providence, R.I.; a sister;
a brother; and a granddaughter.

KNUD NORTH WOODFORD,

1953
Knud N. Woodford of
Madison, Conn. died on Sept. 25,
1996 at age 65.
After graduating from Loomis
School in Windsor, Conn., he
attended Trinity where he was a
member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, the freshman football and
track teams, and the varsity track
team. He received his B.A. degree
in 1953.
Before his retirement in 1991
he was director of marketing for the
Turbo Products division of
International Nickel in lvoryron,
Conn.
He was a governor of the ,
Madison Beach Club and director
of the YMCA in Westbrook, Conn.
Among his survivors are his
wife, Lorraine Frechette Woodford,
of Madison, Conn.; a son, Scott
Woodford, of Madison, Conn.;
three daughters, Amy Murphy, of
Old Saybrook, Conn., Beth
Woodford, of Hanson, Mass., and
Sara Woodford, ofWestbrook,
Conn.; a sister; and six grandchildren.

WAYNE ALLEN SCHOYER,

1954
Wayne A. "Toby" Schoyer, 64,
of Biddeford Pool, Maine died on
Oct. 13, 1996.
After graduating from
University School, he attended
Trinity where he was a member of
Sr. Anthony Hall, and the staffs of
the Tripod and Review. He received
his B.A. degree in 1954.
An artist who worked in watercolor and acrylic, he exhibited his
work in Sr. Croix, VI., Beaufort,
S.C., and in Maine.
For more than 40 years, he
lived in Sr. Croix. In addition to
his work as an artist, he owned a
furniture store, was a designer and
auctioneer, and sold real estate. He
was a member of the parole board,
and served as president of the Navy
League, the board of realtors, and
the Tennis Club of St. Croix.
Retiring to Maine in 1989, he
was named chaplain for the local
fire departments of Biddeford and
Biddeford Pool. He was a member
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of the Biddeford Pool Community
Club and St. Martin's in the Lane
Church.
He leaves his wife, Lee Sloan
Schoyer, of Biddeford Pool, Maine;
his father, William Schoyer, of
Pittsburgh, Pa.; two sons, Sloan, of
Rumson, N.J., and Timothy, of
Corpus Christi, Texas; a daughter,
Stephanie Schoyer-Mosey, of Sr.
Croix, VI.; and four grandchildren.

ARTHUR MILNE MCCULLY,

1955
Arthur (Sandy) M. McCully of
Greenwich, Conn. died of cancer
on Dec. 24, 1995 at age 63.
After graduating from Governor
Dummer Academy in South
Byfield, Mass., he attended Trinity
where he was a member and president of Psi Upsilon fraternity, the
Jesters, Interfraternity Council and
the Senior Ball Committee. He
received his B.A. degree in 1955.
Upon graduation, he served
three years with the U.S. Navy.
A 30-year employee ofiBM, he
held executive positions in its world
trade organization in Europe, the
Far East and Latin America.
In 1990 he was appointed president of the National Executive
Service Corps, a nonprofit organization that provides consulting services for social service agencies,
schools, health-care organizations
and religious and cultural groups.
A lifelong resident of
Greenwich, Conn., he served as
president of the board of trustees of
Greenwich Library, on the boards
of the Yale-China Association, the
Greenwich YMCA, the Greenwich
Symphony, the United Way of
Greenwich, and the parents' board
of Greenwich Country Day School.
He leaves his wife, Helen
Vosburgh McCully, of Greenwich,
Conn.; a son, Timothy McCully, of
Washington, D.C.; a daughter,
Carrie Brown, of Sweet Briar, Va.; a
sister; and five grandchildren.

GEORGE EDWARD CASE,

1957
George E. Case ofWinsted,
Conn. d ied of cancer on Ocr. 24,
1996 at age 61.
After graduating from The
Gilbert School, he attended Trinity
where he was a member of Alpha
Chi Rho fraternity and pitcher on
the baseball team. He received his
B.A. degree in 1957.
After college he played professional baseball for three years in the
San Francisco Giant farm system.

In 199 5 he retired as assistant
vice president at CIGNA.
Active in many civic organizations he held leadership positions in
the Winsted Area Ambulance
Association, the W insted Board of
Education, United Way, Kiwanis,
the Winsted YMCA, The Gilbert
School, Winsted Memorial
Hospital and Northwest
Community Bank. He was the
recipient of the Paul Harris Fellow
Award in 1992 for outstanding
community service, and in 1995,
he was presented the Member
Recognition Award by Connecticut
Associations of Boards of Education
for his contribution to The Gilbert
School and Winchester schools over
the past 29 years. He was a communicant of the Church of Christ
where he served as a deacon.
He leaves his wife, Kathleen
Mills Case; two sons, Scott and Jay;
a daughter, Heather Dzielak, all of
Winsted, Conn.; twin granddaughters; and a brother.

ROBERT WARREN BATES,

1959
Robert W Bates, 59, of Fairfield,
Conn. died on Sept. 13, 1996.
After graduating from Mount
Hermon School in Massachusetts,
he attended Trinity where he was a
member of the Glee Club and Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity. He received
his B.A. degree in 1961.
He served two years with the
U.S. Army.
For more than 30 years he was
employed at the General Electric
Company, most recently as vice
president of counter trade in Asia.
At the time of his death he was vice
president of international counter
trade and procurement with Allied
Signal.
He was a junior warden and
choir member at Saint Timothy's
Episcopal Church, and a member
of the Patterson C lub, both in
Fairfield.
Survivors include his wife,
Marlene Barger Bates, of Fairfield,
Conn.; his father, Howard Bates, of
Columbia, Conn.; a son, Cornelius
Bates, ofHonolulu, Hawaii; two
daughters, Penny Potter, of
Cromwell, Conn., and Deidre
Persson, ofWethersfield, Conn.; a
brother; and two grandchildren.

CHESTER PETER SIC,

1968
Chester P. Sic, 49, of
Manchester, Conn. died on Aug.
29, 1996 after a brief illness.
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He graduated from high school
in Hartford before attending
Trinity with the Class of 1968.
H e had been employed as a
computer programmer.
Among his survivors are his
mother, Eleanor Galaska, of
Suffield, Conn.; three brothers,
Charles, ofPlainville, Conn.,
T homas, of Brookline, Mass., and
Joseph, of Manchester, Conn.;
three sisters, Carol Gagliardi and
Devra Fugere, both ofWest
H artford, and Jean Mangan, of
Manchester, Conn.

F. EARL MILLARD, JR.,
1969
F. Earl Millard, Jr., 49, of St.
Louis, Mo., died of AIDS on Sept.
28, 1996.
After graduating from high
school in Belleville, Ill., he carne to
Trinity, where he was secretary of
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, a member of the Student Senate and the
varsity squash and tennis teams,
and served as crucifer at the
Chapel. He received his B.A.
degree from Trinity in 1969, and
his J.D. degree from St. Louis
University in 1973.
H e was a partner in the firm of
Weihl and Millard where he practiced law from 1972 to 1989. From
1990 to 1991 he was executive
director of the Circus Arts
Foundation. In 1991 he became
treasurer and legal counsel for the
AIDS Foundation of St. Louis.
H e was an avid art collector
and patron of the arts; a catalog of
his collection was published in
1985. He also collected ceramics
and contemporary German art.
He helped organize and catalog
the collection of the St. Louis
Holocaust Museum, where he
served as a docent.
As a result of his efforts and
philanthropy, photographs about
AIDS are on display in New York
City's International Center for
Photography. He also underwrote
the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra's performance of a contemporary piece, "Of Rage and
Remembrance," which was presented as a benefit for the AIDS
Foundation.
H e is survived by his wife,
Betsy Millard, and two daughters,
Christina Millard and Lindsey
Millard, all of St. Louis, Mo.; and a
brother, Joseph Millard, of
Belleville, Mo.

MICHAEL J. KENNEY Ill,
1983
Michael J . Kenney, 35, of
Woodbury, Conn. died on Oct. 15,
1996.
After graduating from
Pomperaug High School, he
attended Trinity, receiving his B.A.
degree in 1983. H e received his law
degree in 1986 from Quinnipiac
College School of Law.
H e was in private law practice
in Southbury, Conn.
He was a member of the
Southbury Business Association and
a corporator for Newtown Savings
Bank in Newtown, Conn.
In a tribute to their friendship
as Trinity undergraduates, several of
his classmates have arranged to
place a memorial bench on the
Quad outside ofJarvis 101 , where
they met as freshmen.
Among his survivors are his
wife, Ellen Bean Kenney, of
Woodbury, Conn.; three children,
Michael J. IV, Meghan B. and Erin
M., all ofWoodbury, Conn.; his
parents, Michael and Kathryn
Kenney, Jr., of Southbury, Conn.;
two brothers; two sisters; and a
grandfather.

JONATHAN W. ALLAN,
1991
Jonathan W Allan of Brookline,
Mass. died on Nov. 17, 1996 at age
27.
After graduating from high
school in Framingham, Mass., he
attended Trinity where he was
named to the Faculty Honors list
and was a member of the crew
team, the jazz band, Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, and Community
Outreach. For four years he was
house manager at the Austin Arts
Center. He received his B.A. degree
in 1991.
H e leaves his parenrs, Michael
Allan, of Bangkok, Thailand, and
Lesa Allan, of Framingham, Mass.;
his brother and sister-in-law, Scott
and Isabelle Allan; his sister, Jessica
Allan; and his grandparents,
W illiam and Lillian Allan.

STEVEN THOMAS
SKOGSETH, 1999
Steven T Skogseth of Walpole,
Mass. died on Dec. 28, 1996 at age
20.
He graduated from Walpole
High School where he was captain
of the football team. He played
rugby at Trinity and was enrolled
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with the Class of 1999.
A memorial service was held on
campus on Feb. 8. Donations in
his memory may be made to the
Walpole Scholarship Foundation, 3
West St., Walpole, Mass. 021 8'1.
He leaves his parents, James and
Diana Skogseth, of Walpole, Mass.;
a sister, Lynn Skogseth, of
Peterborough, N. H.; a brother, Eric
Skogseth, of Mansfield, Mass.; and
his maternal grandparents, Kermit
and Corine Wessler, of St. Louis,
Mo.

Master's
KATHERINE MULLEN
BURNS, M.A. 1964
Katherine M. Burns of
Wethersfield, Conn. died on Oct.
25, 1996.
She was a graduate of St.
Francis Hospital School of Nursing
and Columbia University. In 1964
she received her M.A. degree from
Trinity.
For many years she was director
of nursing at Hartford H ealth
Department; she retired in 1976.
She was chairman of the State
N urses Association, secretary of the
Hartford Heart Association, and a
member of the board of directors of
the Heart Association, and St.
Francis Hospital Alumni
Association.
She volunteered for Meals on
Wheels, was a nursing home
patient advocate and a member of
Wethersfield's Church of the
Incarnation.
Among her survivors are her sister-in-law, Lucille M. Burns, of
Norwich, Conn.; four nieces; and
three nephews.

Honorary
POMEROY DAY, HON.
1969
Pomeroy Day, 90, of Delray
Beach, Fla., and West Hanford,
Conn. died on O ct. 12, 1996.
He received his B.A. and J.D.
degrees from Yale University and
was awarded the honorary LL.D.
degree from Trinity in 1969.
He served in intelligence with
the U.S. Army during World War

II.
In 1958 he joined Connecticut
Bank and Trust where he was
named chairman of the board of
directors in 1969.
A director of many companies,
including Arrow-Hart, Inc., the

Dexter Corp., Connecticut Light
and Power, and ITT Hartford, he
was a civic leader, as well. He
chaired the local American Red
Cross chapter, was director of
Hartford Hospital, and president of
the Wadsworth Atheneum, and
held positions of leadership in
many other organizations.
He leaves his wife, Ella Stover
Day, of Hartford and Delray Beach,
Fla.; two daughters, Pamela Day
Pelletreau, ofWashington, D.C.,
and Elizabeth Day Bolton, of
Asheville, N.C.; two sons, Roger
Day, of Boston, Mass., and George
Day, of Diablo, Calif.; two brothers; and 11 grandchildren.

Administration
ALFRED A. GAROFOLO
Alfred A. Garofolo died on June
25, 1996 after a long illness.
After graduating from Hartford's
Bulkeley High School, he worked at
Wiremold in Elmwood, Conn. H e
then joined the Hartford Police
Department in 1939. From 1941 to
1945, he served in the United States
Marine Corps in the South Pacific,
attaining the rank of Master
Technical Sergeant.
He returned to the Hartford
Police Department in 1945 where
he remained until 1966. He retired
with the rank of Captain.
In 1966, he enthusiastically
threw himself into a new career as
director of security at Trinity, where
he stayed until his retirement in
1979. While at Trinity he intraduced many new ideas and innovations to safeguard the students and
campus. In an era of political
unrest,' and the questioning of
authority figures on college campuses, AI was consistently viewed
by the student body and faculty as
an honest and caring person who
valued fairness and respect for others. H e was extremely proud of his
work and accomplishments as a
police officer, and, especially, his
achievements at Trinity.
Throughout his life, he pursued
many additional activities from
amateur and semi-pro sports to
membership in fraternal organizations, such as the Elks and
UNICO.
He was a loving husband, father
and grandfather as well as a truly
fine and honorable person .
H e leaves his wife, E"felyn C.
Garofolo; a daughter, Leanne E.
Garofolo '76, ofNewington,
Conn.; two sons and their wives,
Edward '70 and Nancy Garofolo,
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of Manhasset, N.Y., and Alfred '73
and Kathleen Garofolo, of
Newington, Conn.; and three
grandchildren. He was predeceased
by a son, Donald Garofolo '65. In
addition, he leaves his sister, Amelia
Silvestri, director ofTriniry
College's Poetry Center; a brother
and sister-in-law; and a brother-inlaw and his wife.
(Editor's note: Information for this
obituary was supplied by Al's son,
Alfred Garofolo '73.)
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JOSEPH C. CLARKE, FORMER DEAN OF STUDENTS, COACH

Former dean of students,
coach and faculry member
Joseph C. Clarke died
September 18 at the age of90.
A 1929 graduate of
Springfield College, where he
was All-New-England-SmallCollege end in football and
member of the relay team which
set the New England
Intercollegiate 300-yard medley
relay record in swimming, he
liked to say that he "came in
RALPH SCOTT
with the swimming pool in
1928" at Triniry. During nearly
The alumni office has received a
three decades at the College, he
message from Mike Scott, the son
ably filled many roles. With Ray
of Dr. Ralph Scott who was a proOosting and the legendary Dan
fessor atTriniry from 1940 to 1944.
Mike notes that his father "always
Jessee, he was part of the
dynamic coaching triumvirate
thought the world ofTriniry." He
died in 1996 at age 95.
Former dean of students, coach and facultY member Joseph Clarke, seen here whose combined tenure was 75
in a 1948 photo with incoming Trinity freshme'! at the Times Farm Camp.
years in 1952 when Clarke
resigned due to increased
administrative duties. During his 24 years of coaching, he developed some of the region's top swimming teams, including
the 1950 squad, which tied Brown for the New England Intercollegiate tide. He was the originator of the Triniry
College Preparatory School Swimming Championships. He also coached football and track.
Alumni from Clarke's tenure remember him with "great, great fondness," according to Raymond Joslin '58, who
shared some of his favorite memories of the former dean, on hearing of his death. "I remember one winter day when
there was a very heavy snowfall in Hartford. At the time there were probably 11 or 12 fraternities on Vernon Street.
One side of the street decided to pick a snowball fight with the other side. Vernon Street was at that time a throughstreet, and there were hundreds of snowballs going back and forth. Joe Clarke got wind of this. He stood by the thenA note to all alumni:
President's house [now the English Department and Writing Center] in the middle of the street and started walking
84
down Vernon Street. It was like the parting of the Red Sea- immediately all snowballs ceased, exemplary of the great
Please send address updates
respect and fear we all had for Joe.
directly to the Alumni Office,
"He was fair but very tough and always let you know where he stood on student discipline," Joslin says. "He made a
Trinity College, 300 Summit
big difference in my life, for which I'll always be indebted."
Street, Hartford, CT 0610~
3100, or via e-mail to
Clarke joined Triniry as instructor of physical education and then was promoted to assistant professor. He earned an
alumni.office@trincoll.edu or
M.A. degree from Triniry in 1938. He served as assistant dean from 1946-1948 before being named Dean of Students
by phone, 860.297·2400 or by
in 1948. Working as Dean of Students under the direction of Arthur H. Hughes, Dean of the College, he had responsifax, 860.297·2312.
biliry for student affairs and discipline. In 1952 he assumed the additional tide of Registrar and was promoted to
Associate Professor of Physical Education.
Active in the Hartford communiry while he was at
Triniry, Clarke was director of the Hartford Times Farm
Camp for underprivileged children for 16 summers and
later served on its governing board. He was also vice
president of the board of directors of the Good Will
Boys Club, former chairman of the Hartford Water
Safery and Accident Prevention Committee of the Red
Cross, and a member and past president of the New
England Intercollegiate Swimming Association.
Please send me information.
Resigning from his duties at the College in April
1958, Clarke returned to his native home in Westfield,
about how l can make a
and
N.Y., where he and his wife, Lucile, and daughter
receive income for life.
Cynthia moved to a dairy farm and where he was a
guidance counselor and then junior/senior high principal
at Westfield Central School. The Clarkes went on to
establish a grape vineyard along with the dairy farm;
according to their daughter, Joe Clarke was very happy
on his grape farm until his illness.
He is survived by his wife, Lucile Hopson Clarke of
186 Aldren Ave., Jamestown, N.Y., to whom he was
married 66 years; a daughter, Cynthia Clarke of Chester,
Conn.; and a sister, Marcella C. Armstrong of Erie, Pa.
Memorials may be made to Chautauqua Foundation, .
P.O. Box 1095, Chautauqua, N.Y. 14722.
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gift

Your relation to Trinity can be a rewarding, lifelong experience -- one
that is beneficial to you and future generations of students as well.
Many successful Trinity alums just like you have enrolled in one of the
College's Planned Giving programs. Like them you may have assets that
have appreciated over time -- stocks, bonds, real estate. Gifts of such
assets to Trinity through our Planned Giving program:
• Make an investment in Trinity's future;
• Create important tax savings for you;
• Produce an income for your life.
You don't have to be a millionaire to participate in one of Trinity's
Planned Giving programs. And your gifts will be managed wisely.
As you know, Trinity has a solid reputation for careful management and
stewardship of its resources -- 26 consecutive balanced budgets and an
endowment that has tripled since 1985.
As a participant in our Planned Giving Program, you will enjoy the
satisfaction of helping to sustain the excellence of a Trinity education.
If making an enduring and mutually beneficial contribution sounds like
a good idea to you, please clip and send the reply card (opposite page) or
call Peter McAvoy, Director of Gift Planning, at (860) 297-2134 for more
information.
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